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Abstract

This study aimed to explore whether Open Studio Process (OSP) increased wellbeing
of middle and high school students when facilitated by teachers as a part of the regular art
curriculum. It was hypothesized that OSP might increase the sense of wellbeing among
middle and high school students as well as facilitating teachers. The research was conducted
as a mixed methods study in South Korea where students need preventative interventions for
their wellbeing. The researcher trained eight teachers to facilitate OSP and five of them
implemented it with their classes for seven sessions. Quantitative data (K-YSR; pre- and
posttest) were collected from 288 students (ages from 12 to 17; Mage = 14.04/SD = 1.551 ;
grade 7 to 11; 186 girls and 102 boys; 4 middle and 2 high schools) divided between
experimental (n = 149) and control groups (n = 139). Qualitative data included two openended questions answered by each student in the experimental group after the 7-session class,
teachers’ written feedback about OSP collected after their training, and a focus group for the
teachers after the sessions were concluded. Students’ K-YSR scores in the experimental group
(all secondary school students) showed improvement compared to the control group for
Somatic Complaints that typically relate to stress and depression showed statistically
significant improvement which included general somatic complaints (t = -3.649; p = 0.0001)
and DSM somatic complaints (t = 3.021; p = 0.003). Students’ responses from qualitative data
showed high satisfaction with the 7-session class through improved sense of wellbeing and
93% of re-take rate. In the focus group, the teachers shared their impressions of improved
student-teacher relationship and of students’ increased awareness about diversity and more
proactive behaviors, personal and professional benefit for themselves, and the feasibility of
implementing the program as a part of the school curriculum. OSP may have potential to
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improve students’ wellbeing in school setting when it is provided by art teachers as a part of
the art curriculum in South Korea.
Keywords: art curriculum, art teachers, art therapy, high school, middle school, OSP,
Open Studio Process, professional development (PD), renewal, students, secondary school,
South Korea, wellbeing.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The middle and high school age seems to be especially crucial for the later wellbeing
of the individual (Nishida, Richards, & Stafford, 2016; Stringaris, Cohen, Pine, & Leibenluft,
2009). Although students spend most of their time at school, studies show that they often lose
their sense of school connectedness over a 3-year period (Loukas, Cance, & Batanova, 2016;
Way, Reddy, & Rhodes, 2007). Further, their levels of wellbeing (e.g., depressive symptoms,
behavior problems, and general self-esteem) also declined over time and the perception of
fewer opportunities for student autonomy increased students’ depressive symptoms,
behavioral problems, and lower self-esteem (Way et al., 2007). Isolated peer support without
adult supports such as parents or teachers did not enhance wellbeing or mental health of 8 th
graders (Ciarrochi et al., 2017), suggesting that teachers’ roles must be considered for
interventions within school settings.
Longitudinal studies show the positive impact of early interventions (Brent & Loeber,
2015; Dodge et al., 2014) and even 8th grade wellbeing was associated with a higher level of
wellbeing in 11th grade (Ciarrochi et al., 2017). However, challenges include the barriers to
seek and receive help.
Students are often referred for therapy by their teachers and/or authorities when their
problematic behaviors are noticed. In addition to being in therapy creating self-stigma and
public stigma (Vogel, Wade, & Haake, 2006), seeking help itself generates a stigma called the
help-seeking self-stigma (Tucker et al., 2013). This suggests a need for less intense and nonpathological approaches for children’s mental health/wellbeing. Some tools may be needed so
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students can process their life challenges before they progress into more problematic
behaviors.
Interestingly, along with the above evolving needs, there have been efforts to depathologize the perspectives on mental health for more than three decades (Vick & SextonRadek, 2008) and de-stigmatizing efforts have increased by adapting mindfulness to enhance
wellbeing (e.g., Abbey, 2012; Chiesa, Calati, & Serretti, 2011; Cloninger, 2006; Farb,
Anderson, & Segal, 2012; Kabbat-Zinn, 1990, 2003; World Health Organization, 2014). In art
education and art therapy, similar parallel efforts seem to be present since certain wellness
approaches deliberately avoid the label and methods of therapy (e.g., Allen, 1995, 2005;
Block, Harris, & Laing, 2005; Cassou & Cubley, 1995; Gamble, 1997; Swindells et al., 2016;
Timm-Bottos & Reilly, 2015; Vick & Sexton-Radek, 2008; Wilson & Sharpe, 2017).
Open Studio Process
Among the efforts to avoid calling wellness approaches therapy is the Open Studio
Process (OSP) or OSP Process/Open Studio/ the Process, an arts-based creative process
developed by Pat B. Allen and her colleagues, Dayna Block and Debbie Gadiel. OSP has been
assisting communities for about 30 years in the United States (Allen, 2005) in managing
diverse needs (e.g., stress, retreat, renewal, and creativity, etc.) especially through the
organization Open Studio Project, Inc.
Using no assessment or treatment plans, the OSP approach is not called therapy thus
making access easier for the public. Combined with a clear structure, simple materials, and
the principle of the No-Comment rule, OSP allows anyone to participate and be trained as a
facilitator. The carefully created structure consists of the sequential five elements (e.g.,
Intention, Artmaking, Witness Writing, Reading, and Discussion) and typically one OSP
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workshop/class takes 2 ½ hours to complete, depending on the number of participants and age
group (M. Kim, 2018).
According to Allen (2005), the Intention, the first element, takes place by writing
down any inquiry or what the participants would like to receive from the Process. Participants
are guided to use present tense without saying “want” and without being harmful to self
and/or others. Artmaking, the second element, consists of diverse but simple materials (e.g.,
photo images, oil pastels, clay, tempera, tin foil, mask, lantern, and/or free media, etc.) and
participants are encouraged to complete one artwork without editing or redoing. During
artmaking, participants are allowed to do Referencing, another guiding principle, which is
looking around at what others do, checking out any books/resources in the room or resting for
a while, especially when they feel stuck.
Participants are also guided to keep the No-Comment rule, which is not commenting
on self or others’ process and/or art - even positive comments. Suitable music for each process
may be played. Witness Writing, the third element, is a time for the participants to observe,
converse with, and reflect on the art they made while writing down any observation, emotion,
and/or thoughts during the witnessing time without worrying about writing skills or grammar.
The fourth element, Reading, is an opportunity for the participants to read out loud what they
wrote if they choose to. The participants are guided to read what they wrote as it is without
adding any further explanation, and they are allowed to skip any parts they choose not to read.
From time to time, participants are guided to keep the No-Comment rule mindfully during
these first four elements.
Then participants are guided through deep breathing followed by the gong sound of a
singing bowl before they enter the fifth element, Discussion. Within the bounds of the No-
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Comment rule, Discussion is open so the participants can talk and discuss their own
experiences and/or ask questions. The No-Comment rule is still applied by not commenting or
judging the process or art of others.
The facilitators work along with participants and provide a safe environment, but do
not interpret or intervene in the process of each participant. The facilitators use the art’s
creative and healing aspects, which have been discussed extensively in various literature (e.g.,
Belkofer, Van Hecke & Konopka, 2014; Chilton, 2014; Coholic & Eys, 2016;
Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Linesch, 1998; McNiff, 2011; Moran, 2010; Paddon, Thomson,
Menon, Lanceley, & Chatterjee, 2014; Pike, 2013, Richards, 2010; Runco, 2010, Stuckey &
Nobel, 2010, etc.). They work on their process in addition to setting the facilitator intention to
serve the workshop. Facilitators serve as a role model for participants by using the Process
genuinely. This benefits both the participants and the facilitators (M. Kim, 2018).
Interestingly, during a pilot study (M. Kim, 2018) by this researcher, the facilitators
expressed that they felt an increased sense of wellbeing for themselves from OSP and
received the same feedback from their participants. Also, experiencing joy and strengthened
self are some of the expressions they received during and after participating in OSP (M. Kim,
2018). In addition, it was reported that OSP enhanced the sense of self-esteem, creativity, and
managing negative emotions/behaviors/thoughts more effectively along with obtaining other
merits (e.g., clarity, transformation, problem solving, and tools for life, etc.). According to the
pilot study, the No-Comment rule and the flexibility of the program were felt to enhance
mindfulness by participants such as being calmer, inspiring self-confidence and selfacceptance, and compassion.
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The pilot study (M. Kim, 2018) also documented some participants’ utilization of OSP
in school settings with some modification such as modifying the elements (e.g., Intention,
Artmaking, Witness Writing, Reading, and Discussion) and therefore, they had positive
anticipation about having the Process as a part of curriculum and also having the teachers as
facilitators. The OSP facilitators reported that students expressed experiencing joy, creativity,
safety, and freedom. They anticipated students would gain efficacy, confidence, emotional
regulation, and healing. The facilitators also recommended respecting the students’ autonomy
and encouraged teachers to maintain a non-authoritative stance as a facilitator.
A non-pathological approach to wellbeing for adolescents such as OSP is needed
considering the importance of their wellbeing. They need something that can be potentially a
preventative intervention. Also, considering the challenges to access mental health services
and related stigma, it is important for the students to have a place or tool that does not induce
stigma to process their everyday life challenges. Based on the characteristics of OSP
explained above, OSP may be a relatively suitable tool for students that meets the need of
exploring creative, preventative interventions that can be easy to access without stigma.
Therefore, the current study used OSP, an accessible tool using art with great autonomy, in
regular art classes at schools as a preventive approach led by art teachers in South Korea.
Why Teachers?
In addition to the important role of teachers as a part of the crucial support system for
students (Ciarrochi et al., 2017), VanderGast, Foxx, Flowers, Rouse, and Decker (2015)
pointed out that teachers in South Korea traditionally take on counseling related duties even
as professional school counselors have become more available in schools and defined their
practice areas. VanderGast et al. (2015) noted that students were hesitant to seek professional
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help in school. Therefore, utilizing art teachers who already have some counseling related
duty at school (Kay, 2008) and have extensive experiences and knowledge of art, materials,
and management may be an accessible existing resource for addressing students’ wellbeing.
Students may have increased resiliency and a higher threshold to seek professional help if
they become more acquainted with processing life-stresses regularly. The availability of the
teachers through regular curriculum might not add an additional burden for the teachers to do
semi-counseling (Kay, 2008) for students. Therefore, eventually they could offer further
services to students before students’ struggles accumulate toward higher cost both financially
and psychologically.
For the current study, South Korea was chosen and art teachers were recruited to
conduct the OSP classes in schools with the hope of increasing the socio-cultural perspectives
of applying OSP. South Korea is the researcher’s homeland where she worked as an art
teacher/counselor over 10 years and was familiar with the students’ needs, art teachers’
capabilities, and had access for other resources.
Why Korea?
According to the Global Youth Index (Sharma, 2017), South Korea ranked 8th for high
youth wellbeing countries with medium wellbeing in Economic, Health and Citizenship
Participation (The US has ranked 5th). However, this ranking can be misleading. According to
Singh (2017), South Korea had a fast growth rate after the Korean war and became the 13 th
largest economy. At the same time, the country has the highest suicide rate, including
adolescents (10-19 years old), among OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development) nations and a reputation for high-stress professional and educational
environments that contribute to suicide (Singh, 2017). An average of 40 people of all ages kill
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themselves daily and Korea’s suicide rate has increased since the 1990s (Singh, 2017). Hu
(2015) reported that in Korea the stress level of children aged 11-15 years old was the highest
among 30 developed countries. Furthermore, among youth 10-19 years old, suicide is the
leading cause of death in Korean youth compared to the US where suicide is the fifth leading
cause of death for 5-14 years old and third cause for 15-18 years old children/youth. This
implies lack of healthy coping tools for the Korean students (VanderGast, Foxx, Flowers,
Rouse, & Decker, 2015). Interestingly, according to Singh (2017), not all countries with high
stress (e.g., Japan and Singapore) face a similar high suicide rate. The social stigma against
receiving mental health services is regarded in Korea as one of the factors increasing the rates
(Singh, 2017; VanderGast et al., 2015).
Additionally, the increase in number of multicultural families in South Korea is
another cause of high levels of stress among youths (from 400 middle schools and 400 high
schools in 17 cities/or states) who have non-Korean mothers (Yi & Kim, 2017) and represents
a drastic change for Korea which was a homogeneous country for a long time (e.g., 83.1% of
multicultural background family members are women and/or mothers from other countries).
Further, 75% of primary and secondary school students spend 14 hours a day in
classrooms including afterschool and private academies called hagwon (Kang, 2016; Shim,
2015). Notwithstanding or perhaps due to these long hours of studying, students feel pressures
and inadequacies (Kang, 2016; Shim, 2015) that can lead to suicide since they afraid of
disappointing their parents (Kang, 2016) who spend large sums on their children (Kim, 2002
in VanderGast, Foxx, Flowers, Rouse, & Decker, 2015).
More seriously, 56.5 % of Korean adolescents experience stress from academic
concerns and are more vulnerable to eating disorders, impulsiveness and somatic symptoms
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(Lee et al.,2010, as cited in VanderGast, Foxx, Flowers, Rouse, & Decker, 2015). Kasulis
(2017) and Singh (2017) reported that this pressures or stresses seem to continue to adulthood
as the suicide rate ranks at the top among the OECD while unhealthy ways or self-medicating
to release stresses continue (e.g., binge drinking an average of 13.7 shots of liquor a week,
twice that of Russians and four times more than Americans).
For the nation, putting emphasis on education and high results (Chakrabarti, 2013)
assisted Korean growth after the war. However, creativity, social and emotional capacities
may now be more important than test scores. This increased awareness is important and
hopeful. In Hu’s report (2015), the Korea Institute for Health and Social Affairs advocated for
more play time and less test-based curricula but is challenged by parents stressing academics
to give their children the best opportunities. Considering these circumstances, locating the
current study in South Korea is imperative and significant.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of the study was to explore whether Open Studio Process (OSP)
facilitated by teachers might impact wellbeing and related areas of life of secondary school
students. This research was conducted in South Korea. As part of the research, OSP was
introduced in Korea to teachers in the educational system. The impact of OSP on students’
wellbeing and the experiences of teachers in learning and instituting OSP were the focus. In
addition, followings were explored: the appropriateness of the utilization of OSP in school
setting as part of a class curriculum; the appropriateness of utilizing art teachers as
facilitators; possible changes of teachers’ perceptions on utilizing art for students’ healing;
providing a possible base for any future modification of the art curriculum in the school
system; possibility of having interdisciplinary collaboration with other subject teachers;
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providing a possible base for the professional development training/continuing education for
the teachers; increasing understanding of preventative efforts for human development and
general well-being.
Research Question or Hypothesis
The research question was: Does a seven-week class incorporating the Open Studio
Process increase the wellbeing of secondary school students? Sub questions are: (a) What are
the students’ experiences of the OSP? (b) What are the teachers’ experiences of the OSP and
the facilitation of the OSP for their students?
Research Paradigm(s)
This research used a mixed method (Creswell, 2003, 2007) incorporating quantitative
measures (e.g., experimental and control group design using pre-posttests for students) and
qualitative data collection (e.g., two open-ended questions for the students in experimental
group at posttest phase; teachers’ feedback about the training; focus group with teachers after
their implementation of OSP at their schools).
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
The first mention of the concept of wellbeing by the World Health Organization
(WHO) was in 1949 (Office of Disease Prevention & Health Promotion, 2018, para. 6).
McLellan and Steward (2015) observed that a focus on wellbeing in psychology is fairly
recent, stemming from the Positive Psychology movement’s encouragement (beginning
around the year 2000) for practitioners to not focus exclusively on psychopathology, though
the concept can be traced back to prominent figures such as Carl Rogers (1951) and Abraham
Maslow (1962).
Recently, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) emphasize
wellbeing as more “holistic disease prevention and health promotion” (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [CDC], 2018, para. 2), since wellbeing addresses both mental and
physical health. Though people are familiar with the word wellbeing, what it implies can be
varied. Focusing on psychological wellbeing, therefore, this literature review addresses the
following areas: a) wellbeing; b) wellbeing in young people; c) the importance of prevention
to wellbeing; d) arts, creativity, and healing; e) barriers to psychotherapy; e) bridging toward
wellbeing: the OSP; f) efforts to bridge mental health and education; g) Korea.
Wellbeing
In this section, various definitions of wellbeing will be introduced. The markers and
measurement of wellbeing will be also discussed. Finally, various approaches to promoting
wellbeing will be presented.
Definition
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The words ‘wellbeing’ and ‘well-being’ have often been used interchangeably.
However, the International Journal of Wellbeing (International Journal of Wellbeing, n.d.)
indicated that removing the hyphen is forward-looking, proposing that “wellbeing should to
refer to the topic of what makes a life go well for someone and ‘well-being’ should refer to
the more specific concept – the opposite of ill-being” (para. 14). Therefore, the term wellbeing
without the hyphen will be used here.
This idea of wellbeing is so conceptually inclusive that it is hard to arrive at a
consensual definition (CDC, 2018). According to Merriam Webster’s dictionary, wellbeing is
“the state of being happy, healthy, or prosperous” (Well-being, n.d.). The CDC (2018)
provided a detailed definition:
[W]ell-being includes the presence of positive emotions and moods (e.g., contentment,
happiness), the absence of negative emotions (e.g., depression, anxiety), satisfaction
with life, fulfillment and positive functioning. In simple terms, well-being can be
described as judging life positively and feeling good. For public health purposes,
physical well-being (e.g., feeling very healthy and full of energy) is also viewed as
critical to overall well-being. (CDC, 2018, para. 4)
The CDC (2018) acknowledged that different fields focus on different areas of
wellbeing such as physical wellbeing, economic wellbeing, social wellbeing, development
and activity, emotional wellbeing, psychological wellbeing, life satisfaction, domain-specific
satisfaction, and engaging activities and work. The U.S. Census addressed wellbeing in the
economic sense of income and other conditions such as having appliances, housing
conditions, neighborhood conditions, meeting basic needs, and expect to get help as needed
(United States Census Bureau, n.d.). In addition, the word wellbeing often leads to discussion
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about physical wellbeing (Lane, 2016) such as the state of having mind, body, and spirit fully
integrated, and includes nutrition, digestion, detoxification, respiration and other aspects.
The World Health Organization (WHO, 2014) characterized mental health as a state of
wellbeing. WHO further explained that the state of wellbeing is one in which “every
individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can
work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to her or his community”
(2014, para.1). Although WHO acknowledged that there is no singular definition, the
organization asserted that wellbeing needs to be seen as part of a continuum. Individuals or
the community can be at any point in that continuum. Further, WHO suggested everyone
should have “mental well-being” (World Health Organization-South East Asia, n.d. para.1),
including resilience, positive psychology, a salutogenic perspective of mental health (focusing
on health and wellbeing rather than disease), social capital (the collective value of
all social networks), and quality of life. Since definitions of wellbeing vary, this review will
continue by exploring wellbeing from diverse perspectives.
Markers and Measurements of Wellbeing
Markers. Due to the challenges of identifying wellbeing, Taylor (2015)
comprehensively explored and identified markers of wellbeing from what he called
“substantial common ground” (p. 75) from among many different fields in defining the state
of wellbeing. The purpose of his study was to secure broadly acceptable concepts in the
context of public policy. Using the already-existing markers in different fields, Taylor (2015)
discussed, “constitutive, productive or indicative of wellbeing under each of the mainstream
theories of wellbeing” (p. 81). After a detailed discussion of each approach, Taylor (2015)
identified nine concepts as markers of wellbeing: happiness; health; life-satisfaction; success
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in realizing central life goals/values; supportive personal relationships; personal
development; leisure; adequate income/resources; rewarding employment. These markers
could provide a reasonable starting point for identifying and measuring wellbeing.
Measuring wellbeing. Harvard University’s Center for Health and Happiness (Center
for Health and Happiness, n.d.) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD, 2017) categorized wellbeing as either objective or subjective.
Objective wellbeing is marked by material, tangible, and quantifiable indicators including
education, neighborhoods, economic stability, and other factors that can be captured by
measures including the Canadian Index of Well-Being, Well-being in Gallup surveys, Wellbeing in the United Kingdom, European Social Survey, and New Economics Foundation.
Subjective wellbeing is based on the subjective assessment of cognitive and affective
reactions including psychological, societal, and spiritual aspects (OECD. n.d.).
For subjective wellbeing, the Center for Health and Happiness (n.d.) and the OECD
(n.d.) listed articles that evaluated diverse tools. However, more commonly, for measuring
psychological wellbeing, the Satisfaction with Life Scale (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, &
Griffin, 1985) or General Life Satisfaction (GLS), Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI), and
adapted versions of the PWI for populations (e.g., age, country) are often used. PWI-A
(Adults) is also verified by Yousefi, Alipour, and Sharif (2011) as having high reliability (α
= .90) and construct validity by being consistent with previous studies (α = .72-.90). The
Australian Unity Personal Wellbeing Index (Capic et al., 2017; Whiteside et al., 2017)
regularly measures Australian’s life satisfaction and also offers a Wellbeing Index (“Wellbeing
Index,” n.d.) to the general public while capturing elements of health, personal relationships,
levels of feeling safe, standard of living, achievement, belonging to community, and future
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security. In addition, a study by Richardson, Tyszkiewicz, Tomyn, and Cummins (2016) on
the psychometric equivalence of the Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI) for normally
functioning and homeostatically defeated Australian adults shows the utilization of diverse
tools such as PWI to measure Subjective Wellbeing (SWB) as well as Australian Wellbeing
Index, and General Life Satisfaction (GLS).
Diverse Ways to Achieve Wellbeing
People seem to be naturally pursuing wellbeing in various ways even if they do not try
to explicitly follow the markers described earlier. Some examples could be participating in
religious practices, socializing, taking care of their physical environments, engaging in leisure
and activities, consulting, and/or going to psychotherapy/taking medication, and so on. Along
with these, there has been an increase in de-pathological perspectives of mental health for
more than three decades that emphasizes normalization (Vick & Sexton-Radek, 2008). In
addition, de-stigmatizing efforts (e.g., incorporating mindfulness for wellbeing) has been
increasing.
For example, Cloninger’s (2006) efforts in creating mindfulness-based programs that
enhance wellbeing came from his perspective that mental health approaches had demonstrated
a “neglect of methods to enhance positive emotions, character development, life satisfaction,
and spirituality” (p. 71). Cloninger suggested focusing on “universal interventions to cultivate
mental health for everyone that can be destigmatizing” (Cloninger, 2006, p.71) since such
interventions would show all people are similar in some way while helping to build empathy
for others. Cloninger asserted the interventions, a 15-week sequential intervention called
Voyages to Wellbeing, that aimed to enhance wellbeing (e.g., mental self-government: selfdirectedness, cooperativeness, and self-transcendence) showed increased happiness and
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character strengths resulting in treatment adherence, decreased relapse and recurrence rate
based on his previous randomized controlled studies. Cloninger claimed that a therapist or
anyone who is above 14 years old can utilize this intervention for wellbeing but did not
clearly present factors that contributed to his positive results beyond referring to his earlier
work in 1997. Cloninger’s efforts to incorporate mindfulness could offer an alternative to
positive psychology.
Abbey (2012) pointed out the need for mindfulness. Mindfulness that is defined as
“paying attention in particular way: on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 1990, p. xxvii) became popular in therapy and the 2500-year-old
Buddhist tradition started to be implemented in secular health care contexts. Abbey (2012)
gives credit to Kabat-Zinn (Kabat-Zinn, 2003) as the pioneer through his approach of
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction and added that Canadian psychiatrists are even required
to take introductory mindfulness training. Abbey (2012) reported that mindfulness in
healthcare targets stress reduction, cognitive therapy for preventing relapse of depression,
binge eating disorder, substance abuse, therapist effectiveness, relational difficulties,
psychotic disorders, and others. According to Abbey’s narrative review of mindfulness in
health care, the mindfulness training positively impacts not only patients but also
practitioners, preventing burn-out and increasing their sense of wellbeing. Since mental health
practitioners are strongly encouraged to be aware of self-care due to the intensive nature of
their work, Abbey’s notion of the mindfulness approach being beneficial to clients as well as
practitioners is noteworthy.
Farb, Anderson, and Segal’s (2012) study of the neural correlates to mindfulness
interventions gives more scientific validation to mindfulness approach. According to their
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study, people with mood disorders have compromised connectivity between the prefrontal
cortex (PFC) and the amygdala. Consequently, their PFC’s cognitive reappraisal of adverse
events becomes compromised, and therefore they keep ruminating over negative affect.
However, mindfulness, which directs participants to the un-elaborative present moment
without judgment, requires none of the PFC’s work of cognitive evaluation, and therefore the
researchers speculated that mindfulness might prevent rumination. According to these
researchers, increasing attention to sensory experiences (e.g., breathing or specific body
sensations) in mindfulness “activate(s) distinct cortical regions from the dysfunctional PFClimbic loop” (Farb et al. 2012, p. 72). Conscious awareness of emotion “may disrupt habitual
dysphoric reactions and allow for novel appraisals, such as self-compassion or acceptance”
(Farb et al. 2012, p. 71).
Similarly, Chiesa, Calati, and Serretti (2011) investigated existing clinical literature to
find out how mindfulness training improves cognitive abilities. They reviewed 23 articles that
they systematically selected from the vast literature base. From this review, Chiesa et al.
(2011) found that mindfulness training helped in improving executive attention, the
development of unfocused sustained attention (i.e., a more distributed attentional focus with
long term mindfulness meditation practice compared to the focused attention in the early
phase of the practice), enhanced cognitive abilities and brain structural changes, and enhanced
working memory, especially for those who participated in long-term meditation. The authors
also pointed out its clinical impact, such as reduction of excessive elaborative ruminating
thought processes and enhancing psychological wellbeing. Further, they suggested even subtle
differences of meditation instruction could make significant differences in neuropsychological
findings. The study, however, pointed out that meditation is more for prevention than
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intervention in treating age-related disorders. Along with the study by Farb et al. (2012),
which found that mindfulness stops rumination and enhances novel appraisals (e.g., selfcompassion and acceptance), Chiesa et al.’s (2011) investigation gives a glimpse of why and
how mindfulness impacts the brain in a way that eventually enhances wellbeing.
Summary of Wellbeing
Using the word wellbeing with no hyphen was explained according to the guideline of
the International Journal of Wellbeing. It is, however, difficult to define wellbeing; therefore,
some of diverse definitions of wellbeing were introduced. Regardless of difficulties, however,
efforts have been made to identify markers of and to measure wellbeing. De-pathologizing
and de-stigmatizing interventions such as incorporating mindfulness were introduced.
With great emphasis on wellbeing in the lives of humans as explained in this section,
and understanding wellbeing as a continuum as WHO recommended, it is essential to
determine how the wellbeing of young people might impact on the later phase of life. The
following section explores how young people feel during their middle school years.
Wellbeing of Young People
According to WHO, half of adult mental health disorders are present by age 14,
around the middle school years (WHO, n.d.; WHO, 2018). Therefore, the following section
reviews how young people experience their wellbeing within school since youth spend most
of their time at school.
Interestingly, some researchers found that students in middle schools often lose their
sense of school connectedness over time. Loukas, Cance, and Batanova (2016) studied the
roles of internalization (depressive symptoms) and externalization (acting out behaviors) in
students’ feeling connected to schools, tracking 296 sixth grade students from two middle
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schools over a 3-year period. They defined school connectedness using concepts of school
belongingness, school bonding, school climate, or school engagement. To measure school
connectedness, internalization, and externalization, Loukas et al. (2016) created self-report
inventories using established research tools including items from the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health, the Children’s Depression Inventory, and a scaled strengths and
difficulties questionnaire. The findings showed that students became increasingly
disconnected from their school at the same rate for both boys and girls. It was also found that
boys with both elevated and low levels of internalizing symptoms at the entry of middle
school showed similar levels of school connectedness by eighth grade, regardless of initial
levels of this variable. Girls were more connected to school at entry, but this factor did not
impact increasing or decreasing school connectedness. However, the study extracted data
from only two schools, which leads to questions of external validity. Further study of specific
triggers for the decline would be helpful.
Way, Reddy, and Rhodes (2007) conducted a similar study on students’ perception of
school climate (i.e., a concept similar to school connectedness discussed in Loukas et al.,
2016) during the middle school years and its associations with trajectories of psychological
and behavioral adjustment. From the beginning of sixth grade through the end of eighth grade
1,451 early adolescents who had begun sixth grade in 1995 in the US were examined (20%
low-income status evidenced by receiving free lunch; female 54.2% and 91% European
American from 22 middle schools in the Midwest). Data were collected through teacherdistributed surveys across three years.
Way, Reddy, and Rhodes (2007) identified four dimensions that could contribute to
school climate: teacher support, peer support, student autonomy in the classroom, and clarity
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and consistency in school rules and regulations. They found that all four dimensions were
high at the beginning (entry) of middle school, which was sixth grade, but declined
throughout the three middle school years. These declines were related to psychological and
behavioral adjustment over time. Students’ levels of wellbeing (i.e., depressive symptoms,
behavior problems, and general self-esteem) also declined over time. Also, the perception of
fewer opportunities for student autonomy increased students’ depressive symptoms,
behavioral problems, and lower self-esteem. Contrastingly, increased clarity and consistency
of school rules showed a corresponding decrease in depressive symptoms and behavioral
problems over time. Teacher support, student autonomy, peer support, and clarity and
consistency in school rules were significantly associated with quick changes in self-esteem
and depressive symptoms as well as reduced problem behaviors. Therefore, the study
emphasized the importance of not only the transitioning phase between elementary and
middle school, but also throughout the middle school years, as points for intervention. Among
many suggestions, the study called for future research on interventions during this phase to
improve students’ perceptions of middle school. Limitations of the study include limited
heterogeneity of ethnicity.
Seeing school as a health asset (e.g., whole school approach encompassing taught
components, family and community, and promoting pupil and staff wellbeing), García-Moya,
Brooks, Morganc, and Morenoa (2015) emphasized school connectedness in which students
perceive that adults in their school care about them as individuals and for their learning as a
key role in determining school as a health asset. Exploring whether teacher connectedness
acts as a universal asset regardless of gender, school performance, and nationality, researchers
used the collaborative survey, Health Behavior in School-aged Children in England and Spain
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by World Health Organization (WHO). Total 9,444 students aged 11, 13, and 15 years were
the sample. García-Moya et al. (2015) found out that there were significant differences in
teacher connectedness depending on age, country, and performance(e.g., older adolescents
had lower level of connectedness to their teachers), but regardless, teacher connectedness had
a consistent positive association with students’ emotional wellbeing in all. The strength of this
study is to see school as health asset and also identifying teacher connectedness as the
consistent and significant asset for student’s school connectedness. Limitation of the study is
there were only two countries, therefore, it is premature to say the finding is universal.
Inclusion of more countries including Asian countries and other continents would enrich the
results.
Similarly, Ciarrochi, Morin, Sahdra, Litalien, and Parker (2017) investigated the
impact of combined social support (parents, teachers, and peers) on the wellbeing of middle
schoolers at multiple time points such as grade 8 and 11 through a longitudinal latent profile
analysis. The researchers examined social support in ways that built on previous research,
taking a person-centered approach that sought to identify children who showed distinctions
between levels of perceived parent, peer, and teacher support. Testing for teacher support was
a strength of this study since, as the authors noted, most past studies assessed this variable
using only one item on standardized measures. The researchers also wanted to find the
relative proportion of each profile (e.g., peer dominant; adult dominant; teacher dominant)
and assess whether the percentage of students in each group changed from 8 th grade to 11th
grade, as well as to determine trends in movement from one profile to another. They assessed
the strength of certain demographic variables (e.g., race, gender, socioeconomic status,
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children of divorce) as predictors of levels of perceived support. Finally, they assessed how
perceived levels of support correlated with wellbeing and mental health.
A total of 2034 eighth graders (49.6% male, Mage = 13.7) and 1727 eleventh graders
(47.9% male, Mage = 16.6) from 16 schools in Queensland and New South Wales in Australia
participated (Ciarrochi et al., 2017). The sample was a part of Australian Character Study that
was conducted through a paper-pencil battery of questions about subjective wellbeing (SWB)
and general ill-health. It was representative of the Australian youth population in terms of
ethnicity, employment, and religious belief. Among their results, the researchers found that
students who perceived above average levels of adult-support in 8th grade also tended to
perceive above-average levels of peer and teacher support. These students were also 90%
likely to be among students who reported the highest levels of adult support in 11 th grade,
suggesting stability over time. The researchers suggested that the data indicated that
supportive relationships with parents readied young people for being open to supportive
relationships with people outside the home. Despite the fact that peer relationships are
important to teens, students who reported high levels of support from peers did not tend to
also report high support from parents or teachers, nor did these students tend to show
improved rates of support by 11th grade, leading Ciarrochi et al. to conclude that high peer
support without corresponding adult support may be risky as it did not enhance wellbeing or
mental health.
Overall, the study (Ciarrochi et al., 2017), which was strengthened by its robust
sample size and rigorous data analysis, revealed that higher levels of social support in 8th
grade was associated with higher levels of wellbeing in both 8 th and 11th grade, and that
almost all instances of poor wellbeing were associated with isolation. The researchers were
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unable to identify a group that was supported “exclusively by teachers” (Ciarrochi et al. 2017,
p. 1165). This study helps to informs teachers’ role as well as the roles of peers in wellbeing
of middle to high school students since the two groups are consistently present during their
school years.
Claiming subjective wellbeing at school benefits students for better academic
functioning and achievement, adaptive behaviors and higher life satisfaction including better
mental and physical health, Tian, Zhao, and Huebner (2015) examined secondary school
students’ (Grade 7 to 11, junior and senior high school students) subjective wellbeing in
school. They also addressed that teachers are significant others for the students and peer
support as another important aspect for student wellbeing. Self (or self-system that needs for
competence, autonomy and relatedness) that impacts on scholastic competence and social
acceptance was addressed as well.
Measuring at two different times (Time 1 and Time 2 at 6-week interval), Tian, Zhao,
and Huebner (2015) examined school-related social support (using two subscales of the Child
and Adolescent Social Support Scale ), subjective well-being in school (using Adolescent's
Subjective Well-Being in School Scale: School Satisfaction, Positive and Negative Affect in
School), and scholastic competence and social acceptance (using two subscales of Harter's
Self-Perception Profile for Adolescents). Results showed that social support at school
increased adolescents’ scholastic competence, and a strong association between the support
from teachers and classmates to high levels of adolescents' subjective wellbeing in school.
Addressing how competence is the most important psychological need for adolescents and a
significant predictor for their subjective wellbeing, Tian et al. (2015) asserted that adolescents
who have more perceived support from teacher and classmates tended to perceive themselves
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with more scholastic competence, and although it was partial, this factor predicted their higher
subjective wellbeing in school. Tian et al. suggested that schools need to function as a place
providing a psychologically healthy environment and their study supported the important role
of teachers and peers in students’ subjective wellbeing at school.
Other researchers explored emotional states and perceived school wellbeing of middle
schoolers impact on academic stressors/attention (Scrimin, Moscardino, Altoe, & Mason,
2016) and learning, and future choice of college (San Pedro, 2016) that eventually impact on
their wellbeing later. Further, institutional efforts such as training teachers and staff through
wellbeing initiatives seemed to be effective in increasing students’ wellbeing at school
(Waters & White, 2015).
Summary of Wellbeing in Young People
Since the World Health Organization (WHO) indicated that middle school-aged
adolescents’ mental health is one of the four key factors for adolescent health (WHO, 2018)
studies on secondary school students’ wellbeing were reviewed. These studies reveal, notably,
that student school connectedness may decline over time although it impacts students’
wellbeing directly. Especially, teacher connectedness was a consistent asset for students to
feel school connectedness regardless of age, performance, and/or country (England and
Spain). Also, having multiple supports such as teachers, parents, and peers was important to
school wellbeing in addition to see school as a health asset while isolation was a predictor of
poor wellbeing in both middle and high school students. Students’ emotions also impacted
their academic performance as well as the future choice of college, which impacts wellbeing
in later life. Addressing emotions of young people in this phase seemed to be important,
therefore, not only for during the school years but also for the future. In addition, institutional
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support such as teacher/staff training seems to positively impact student wellbeing. The
following section further explores how the secondary school years impact later life,
highlighting the importance of preventative efforts.
Importance of Prevention to Wellbeing
In achieving wellbeing, providing prevention while people are malleable is as essential
as providing interventions. WHO promoted primordial prevention, such as offering stress
prevention strategies instead of stress management programs (World Health OrganizationSouth East Asia, n.d.). This section reviews prevention in secondary school years and the
impact of prevention efforts during this phase on wellbeing in the later phase of life.
Preventative Efforts
In an editorial review for the American Journal of Psychiatry, Brent and Loeber (2015)
promoted the importance of prevention by introducing a few studies. For example, Fast Track
was designed for early intervention of conduct problems. Brent and Loeber also claimed that
other preventative approaches such as Nurse Family Partnership
(www.nursefamilypartnership.org) and Good Behavior Game
(http://goodbehaviorgame.org/about) demonstrated long-term effects. The authors emphasized
that through the above interventions, both conduct problems and antisocial disorders could be
prevented. They contended the cost was high for a longitudinal preventative program such as
Fast Track, so most likely similar programs with lower cost would be utilized. Yet the authors
asserted that the programs were cost-effective if considered within the context of the societal
cost of detention and incarceration.
Dodge et al. (2014) conducted a randomized controlled trial of a 10-year longitudinal
study following students from the first grade to 10th grade to test the efficacy of early
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intervention (e.g., social skills training, parent behavior-managing training with home visiting,
peer coaching, reading tutoring, social-emotional classroom curricular efforts) in preventing
adult psychopathology/crime (by age 25) and improvement in wellbeing. A total of 891
students from 55 schools in four U.S. communities participated (51% African American, 47%
European American; 69% boys). By reviewing the arrest records and conducting psychiatric
interviews of participating students in the 10-year intervention at the age of 25 years, the
researchers found evidence of fewer convictions for violent and drug crime, lower risky
sexual behavior, and higher wellbeing compared to the control group (e.g., 59% in
intervention group vs. 69% control group; power analysis showed sufficient power of 0.80 to
detect group differences with an odds ratio ≤ 0.65). The study compared cost efficiency of the
intervention (e.g., 5.3 million per chronic criminality case) versus this early preventative
intervention (e.g., $58,000 per child for 10 years) as prevention, and suggested the study was
cost-effective. Dodge et al. (2014) showed the long-term effect of the prevention for the
wellbeing of an individual, so it seems appropriate to target young people while they are open
to change.
Anderson et al. (2016) conducted a study to promote the wellbeing of students and to
reduce smoking in vocational schools in Denmark, hypothesizing that health risk behaviors
(e.g., cigarette smoking for socialization) represent students’ major problems that eventually
lead to drop out. The participants were 5,794 students (Mage = 21; 81% male) at 10 large
vocational schools (upper secondary school). Follow up data were collected after 10 weeks
from the baseline using a non-randomized controlled trial. Four schools were in the
intervention group with 2,318 students, and six schools were in the control group with 3,476
students. The researchers provided a program called Shaping the Social that consisted of
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everyday school practices under four themes: Introduction Activities, Daily Class Meetings,
Scheduled Breaks, and Pleasant Non-Smoking Environment. Student wellbeing was measured
with four subscales using Health Behavior in School-aged Children (HBSC) for school
connectedness, student support, teacher relatedness, and positive valuing of the profession.
Daily smoking was also measured through self-report. Results showed increased school
connectedness for the intervention group (e.g., > 0.21; 95% CI), but there were no significant
differences in student support, teacher relatedness, or positively valuing their profession
between the two groups. The researchers found no significant difference in daily smoking for
both groups. However, the results showed that the occasional smoker at the baseline of the
intervention group had a lower likelihood of becoming a daily smoker (8%) compared to the
control group (16%). The research indicated that the interventions (i.e., settings-based
interventions) could positively impact school-related wellbeing. It is encouraging to see that
structured daily programs provided with the intention of creating a positive, healthy school
atmosphere assisted participating students to feel a greater connectedness to school and
impacted healthier peer interactions.
Stringaris, Cohen, Pine, and Leibenluft (2009) conducted a longitudinal study to
determine how irritability in young people impacts adult mental health. Researchers defined
irritability as a propensity for reacting with grouchiness, disproportionate tantrums, and anger.
This irritability is one of the criteria for disorders in both adults and youth such as bipolar
disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, antisocial personality
disorder, and borderline personality disorder. Based on previous studies of irritability in
children, Stringaris et al. (2009) hypothesized that longitudinally the irritability would predict
depressive disorders (major depressive disorder and dysthymia) and/or generalized anxiety
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disorder. They also tried to determine whether irritability in youth predicts low income and
educational attainment in adults. Therefore, Stringaris et al. started by interviewing 631
parents and their children in early adolescence (Mage = 13.8, SD = 2.6; 46% male) in New
York in 1983 and at three reassessment time points over a 20-year period using appropriate
diagnostic interview tools.
The results showed that adolescent irritability was a reliable predictor of adult major
depressive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and dysthymia disorder (Stringaris et al.,
2009). Further, youth irritability was significantly and negatively associated with income as
well as educational attainment. Youths’ self-report of irritability did not predict any disorder
significantly at the 20-year-follow up, but parent reports did. The researchers also discussed
that irritability in adolescence was often related to emotional and behavioral problems.
Though the behavioral problems subside as young people grow up, the emotional problems
often persist. They found that irritability and anger in adults often only related to depression,
but for youth, those symptoms might be diagnosed as oppositional defiant disorder and
depression.
These findings are informative as it is easy to discount youth irritability as just part of
a developmental stage. The findings provide more basis for providing preventative
interventions so that young people can learn to manage irritability in healthy ways. Stringaris
et al. (2009) acknowledged that the interview questions were only three items with modest
internal consistency, but they pointed out that the strength of the predictive relationship
showed the robustness of the construct.
Similarly, Nishida, Richards, and Stafford (2016) examined possible associations
between adolescent mental health problems (e.g., lower self-organization, the presence of
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conduct and emotional problems) and wellbeing as well as life satisfaction in early old age
using longitudinal data from the Medical Research Council National Survey of Health and
Development (NSHD) a birth control study in Britain that is the longest continuously running
study of human development and aging in the world. The element of self-organization was
understood to be about attitude toward and neatness in work, concentration, and not
daydreaming in class. Nishida et al. (2016) used a total of 2,856 samples of follow-up data
from people aged 60 to 65 years. The participants were invited to come to an office or be
visited in their home for a clinical assessment, and their mental wellbeing (WarwickEdinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale) and life satisfaction (Satisfaction with Life Scale; SWLC)
was measured through self-reported assessments. These data were compared to teacher ratings
of the same participants at 13 and 15 years of age.
From multivariable regression models for analysis, results of Nishida, Richards, and
Stafford’s (2016) study showed that adolescents’ emotional problems were associated with
their mental wellbeing and life satisfaction in later life, particularly in relation to anxiety
and/or depression, but the self-organization and conduct problems did not show significant
associations. Higher childhood cognitive ability was associated with higher mental wellbeing
in later life. The study suggested that prevention and intervention efforts to ameliorate
emotional problems in youth could contribute to future mental wellbeing.
Summary of Importance of Prevention for Wellbeing
In this section, the importance of preventative efforts for better wellbeing were
reviewed. Interventions with youth showed both the short- and long-term effectiveness of
those tools on impacting wellbeing. For example, the preventive approach in elementary
through high school had a positive impact on wellbeing by the age 25 and claimed that it was
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cost beneficial, a program in Denmark impacted the better wellbeing of students at school and
reduced smoking, a 20-year follow up study found adolescents’ irritability impacts adult
mental disorders such as depression or generalized anxiety disorder, and emotional problems
in adolescents later impacted those in early old age (60-65 years) for depression. These
studies show that early intervention/prevention is vital, as WHO recommended the primordial
approach and prompts to seek most effective and appropriate preventive interventions.
Since young people spend most of their time at school, it would be useful to consider
interventions at school and to use art, because art can be fun and easy for children and
adolescents to engage with. Further, art could provide creative problem-solving opportunities
as well as a useful tool for expression. Therefore, the following section explores healing
aspects of art and creativity.
Art(s), Creativity, and Healing
Among the various prevention and intervention efforts related to school, art-based
interventions seem to be useful for youths. Arts and creativity are inseparable and are believed
to have healing aspects (Chilton, 2014; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Linesch, 1998; McNiff, 2011;
Moran, 2012; Stuckey & Nobel, 2010). This section reviews excerpts on arts and creativity in
healing, a few studies on art and the brain, and art/mindfulness therapy at school.
Arts and Creativity
Many studies discussed how creativity connects people with others (Feist, 2010),
provides them, especially adolescents, with fantasy outlets that aid in facing challenging tasks
(Linesch, 1988), helps them to imagine themselves in the future and provides them with
different perspectives that can transform a crisis into a learning experience (Moran, 2012),
and relieves them from fears that cause depression and anxiety (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). This
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creativity is also not only an unconsciousness matter but also a characteristic of people who
display confidence, mastery, and persistence in ego, showing the importance of psychological
health (Stuckey & Nobel, 2010).
One of the ways to enter into creativity is Artmaking. Artistic expressions can further
understandings and assist in resolving difficulties that could not be reached through spoken
language (McNiff, 2011). In addition, with relational context, Artmaking can provide
transformative capacity (Chilton, 2014). According to Chilton, the metaphors of life and
nature, trust, revealed emotion, empathic responses, destabilization, deconstructionreconstruction, and reimagining of perceptions and meanings are contributors to the
transformation.
Further, for the health benefit of Artmaking and creativity, use of everyday creativity
(little – c) as “human originality at work and leisure across the diverse activities of everyday
life” (Richards, 2010, p. 190) is important to survival and for health benefits. Richards (2010)
emphasized that creativity encourages people to be open to experiences by “bravely
welcoming whatever may occur” (p. 203), and participants can reach to their “‘active’
meditative approaches” (p. 203). Expressing personal mythology through creativity “can
make conscious and transform certain images and beliefs” (2010, p. 196) which can be life
changing. She also pointed out that expressive, creative writing improves physical health and
psychological wellbeing, drawing on Pennebaker’s studies (1993).
Stuckey and Nobel (2010), noted that engagement with creative efforts in visual art
either as an observer or initiator has a strong effect on a person psychologically and
physically. They suggested that since there are no limits to imagination, creativity from visual
art (e.g., from both making and observing)can be an excellent method to find alternative paths
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toward healing in the areas of reconstructing one’s positive identity, relief from ongoing
preoccupation with illness through the Artmaking process, as well as having increased
positive emotions that foster psychological wellbeing, and decreased stress and anxiety. They
stated visual art can enhance health, and that engaging in creativity could contribute to better
vital signs; improved physical and social functioning; increased quality of life; decreased
physical and emotional symptoms; less need for pain medication; and early discharge.
According to the authors, these positive effects of art or art therapy are not only for patients
but also for family caregivers and healthcare providers.
Furthermore, in the United States, art therapy has been in the field since 1969, treating
diverse populations and clinical disorders including but not limited to anxiety and trauma
(Chambala, 2008; Kalmanowitz & Ho, 2016; Row et al, 2016) using diverse methods
including public service announcements (Savage, 2015), and assisting its recipients to have
fewer symptoms and increased resiliency. Observing/handling art also has a clinical impact
according to research by Paddon, Thomson, Menon, Lanceley, and Chatterjee (2014). Their
use of Heritage-in-health, which allowed hospital inpatients to touch and handle museum
objects, enhanced the kinesthetic experience. The researchers observed patients’ wellbeing
and short-term memory increase. Further, Coholic and Eys (2016) incorporated mindfulness
into their study. Their approach (Holistic Arts-Based Program: HAP) teaching mindfulness
skills, concept, self-awareness, self-compassion, empathy, and strengths was applied to
children (Mage = 10.34) who increased self-concept as a result. Wilkinson & Chilton (2013)’s
continued efforts incorporating Positive Psychology and art therapy aiming beyond relief to a
state of flourishing is also notable.
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Sometimes the effectiveness of art therapy can be obscure, but a system created in
England called Routine Evaluation Outcomes Measure (CORE-OM) can regularly monitor
interventions (Chenery, Fulton, Mellor-Clark, Mellor-Clark, &, Willoughby-Booth, 2016).
The system became a comfortable tool for art therapists and showed the positive outcomes of
art therapy.
There are many more volumes of studies that show how art therapy contributes to
health and readers can review the outcome studies (American Art Therapy Association
Research Committee, 2015) as well as thesis/dissertation abstract in art therapy (2015 to
current) from the American Art Therapy Association Art Therapy (American Art Therapy
Association Art Therapy Research Committee, 2018). These researchers and authors claimed
the healing aspects of art and creativity, but recent avenues of research have studied art from a
neurological perspective, examining how the brain and artwork together to cause positive
changes and/or healing. The following section will explore a few studies addressing this topic.
Art and the Brain
There have been efforts to apply brain research to art (Lusebrink, 2010; Rettig &
Rettig, 1999; Shore, 2014). Rettig and Rettig (1999) incorporated findings from brain research
(e.g., emotion comes first and then thinking processes follow; more use of brain cell leads to
more creation of synaptic connections) into art education through her five suggestions (e.g.,
using emotion for more memory; using different/more senses; promoting self-direction;
enabling social learning by having groups; pattern finding for search for meaning.
Incorporating Damasio’s theory (2011; “Convergence-divergence zones,” n.d.), Lusebrink
(2010, 2014) used the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC: Kinesthetic/Sensory,
Perceptual/Affective, and Cognitive/Symbolic) model to provide a theoretical base for art-
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based assessments and applications of art media in art therapy using the Formal Elements in
an Artwork (an art-based assessment) for a case study with a 8-year-old girl. Lusebrink (2014)
further theorized that using different media allows engaging in sensorimotor actions in the
process of art therapy, a therapeutic effect happens either by reinforcing or altering pathways
in the perceptual process, and the aspect of not fully known images at the beginning
elaborates forms that emerged from “the centrally located association cortices and then
realized in the peripheral sensorimotor cortices” (Lusebrink, 2014, p. 89). Runco (2010) also
suggested that the neurotransmitter dopamine is released when engaged in creativity.
Another art therapy study was conducted to explore brain functioning. Pike (2013)
studied a 10-week, 90-min art therapy group intervention to ethnically diverse older adults to
examine the benefits of art therapy on cognitive functioning, hypothesizing that art can
provide an enriched environment of physical activities, socialization, and problem-solving in
order to foster neurogenesis (generation of new neurons in the brain). Pike (2013) recruited 91
participants (75% female) that were divided into experimental (n = 54; age range 57 to 95;
Mage = 78) and control groups (n = 37; age ranges from 57 to 96; Mage = 76). Two pre- and
posttests were utilized: Clock Drawing Test (CDT) and Cognitive Failures Questionnaire
(CFQ). Four art therapists conducted the tests on their volunteer patients. Pike (2013)
provided the art therapists an Art Therapy Protocol for the 10 weeks of 90 min sessions. The
CDT showed the members of the experimental group had a significantly greater mean change
than the control group (t = 1.68; p = .048) and statistically significant improvement (t = 2.44;
p = .017). The self-report CFQ, also showed higher scores, but not significant improvement.
Pike (2013) also stated that longer sessions, not more sessions, and a combination of art as
therapy and art psychotherapy were related to better scores. However, Pike did not clearly
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present data to support this conclusion. Pike concluded that art therapy positively affected the
cognitive functioning of older adults and also increased feelings of interconnectedness. This
finding is informative and hopeful since many believe the brain only deteriorates with age.
Pike (2013) provided a clear method and results, which should lead to duplicated studies that
support these results.
Belkofer, Van Hecke and Konopka (2014) were interested in the effects of drawing on
the brain’s alpha activity and conducted a quantitative EEG study with implications for art
therapy. The study examined the alpha rhythm of the brain after 20 min of drawing activity
(with oil pastel) with 6 artists and 4 non-artists using pre- and post-electroencephalogram
(EEG). According to the authors, alpha rhythm is associated with “self-regulation, relaxation,
memory, visual processing, intelligence, and creativity” (Belkofer, Van Hecke & Konopka,
2014, p. 61). The result showed improved alpha rhythm in both groups (p < .05) suggesting
that art therapy can support improved relaxation and creativity. The interdisciplinary
collaboration was a strength of this study. Subsequent studies using other media would be also
informative.
Based on neurobiological theory, Hass-Cohen, Findlay, Carr, and Vanderlan (2014)
developed the sequential five step Check art therapy protocol to facilitate trauma narrative
processing, autobiographical coherency and the rebalancing of dysregulated responses and
tested it in a single-subject case study. Pre- and post- assessments (Beck Anxiety Index and
Centrality of Event Scale) were used for an adult female client who witnessed the September
11 terrorist attacks. The client had symptoms of high anxiety, feelings of emptiness, problems
with eating, conflicts with her partner, and difficulties relating to others. The interventions
that were provided for more than four months helped the client reduce anxiety to below the
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clinical level and overall improvement in outlook, self-knowledge, and relationships. This
study demonstrated how brain and trauma are related and art’s close link to brain recovery for
traumatized people. However, given the focus on only one participant, the results cannot be
generalized.
Arts/Mindfulness Therapy at School
Some studies have shown that art therapy (Regev, Green-Orlovich, & Snir, 2015),
expressive arts (J.B. Kim, Kirchhoff, & Whitsett, 2011), group art therapy (Spier, 2010), and
mindfulness (Viafora, Mathiesen, & Unsworth, 2015) have positive impacts middle school
students. Within these studies, intervention has been found to contribute to increased
awareness, improved peer relationships, greater confidence, better coping skills, and
improved school adjustment, as well as decreased anxiety, greater openness to transitions, and
increased sense of wellbeing.
For example, Regev, Green-Orlovich, and Snir (2015) conducted a study on schoolbased art therapy from the therapists’ (N = 15) perspective using the Consensual Qualitative
Research (CQR) method for a one- or two-hour semi-structured interview in Israel. The
participants were asked about advantages and disadvantages of school-based therapy, tools the
schools provided to assist therapists and used by therapists. The researchers found some
benefits to providing therapy at school, such as being able to see clients in a fuller picture,
easier access, less stigma, and long-term engagement with clients. The therapists shared their
challenges like having adequate rooms/materials; challenges to confidentiality; adjusting to
school schedules; and managing tensions with school staff. There were some schools that
provided adequate supports, but in some cases, therapists had to prepare materials by
themselves at their own expense.
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To help students from military families during middle school, J. B. Kim, Kirchhoff,
and Whitsett (2011) conducted a qualitative study of Expressive Group Arts therapy (EXA).
They projected that group EXA would be beneficial in developing self-awareness, assisting
for here and now, and providing “mirroring and witnessing” (J. B. Kim et al. 2011, p. 356).
Eight weekly sessions (75 min each) were provided to various students 11 to 13 years old at a
public middle school located on an unspecified active military base. Participating students
were referred due to issues such as adjustment, mild oppositional/disruptive behaviors, and
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Interventions included a full range of art, music,
and drama therapies that led to an exhibition.
J. B. Kim, Kirchhoff, and Whitsett (2011) shared some student responses. In the
beginning phase, the participants started to see themselves in relationship to the group while
also seeing themselves as a group, discovered similarities and learned from each other, which
helped them to adjust to school life. In the middle phase, embodied art like drama helped the
students clarify problems and find different strategies to handle issues like peer pressure. In
the end phase, participants were able to concretize their experience and actively teach
expressive arts to their parents, who were invited to their exhibition. With clear descriptions
of each intervention, the research offers good guidance for conducting expressive therapies.
However, it would have been helpful to see some themes found from this specific militarybased group and more specific data such as the number of participants and a direct
explanation of how the research questions were answered.
Spier (2010) conducted a preventative utilization of arts therapies for 8th graders (N =
6; 2 girls; Mage = 13.2 years) facing transition to high school. Group art therapy was provided
twice a week for 4 weeks at a private elementary school (K-8) in the U.S. The school
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counselor and teachers referred students from regular education classes who exhibited poor
coping skills and anxiety as well as having disruptive behaviors that were impacting their
academic performance. The research gathered qualitative and quantitative data through 15min drawings, parent interviews (pre and post), and tracking the number of disciplinary
referrals. Students had improved coping skills, confidence, involvement in school experience,
peer relationship, and openness to the transition to high school as evidenced by differences in
the artistic images as well as positive verbal expressions, parents’ observations of positive
changes in the participants, positive changes in A-COPE scores, and fewer disciplinary
referrals. Spier (2010) asserted that school-based art therapy can be beneficial in addressing
those areas.
Viafora, Mathiesen, and Unsworth (2015) conducted another preventative approach:
mindfulness practice in school classrooms. The researchers believed that mindfulness practice
would be effective in the prevention of mental and emotional health problems since it did not
try to control external stressors but were instead aiming “to strengthen attention and emotional
coping skills” (Viafora, Mathiesen, & Unsworth, 2015, p. 1179). A quasi-experimental design
was employed for two treatment groups (7th graders, traditional charter school classrooms, n
= 28; 7-8th grade homeless students, a different charter school, n = 15) and one comparison
group (6th grade, no interventions provided, n = 20). Eight weekly classes (each 45 min)
incorporating a variety of mindfulness and meditation practices were provided by a
mindfulness instructor. As a result, students from both experimental groups showed the ability
to generalize what they learned from mindfulness practice to difficult situations. Furthermore,
the homeless students showed significantly greater emotional wellbeing and acceptance in the
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utilization of mindfulness, while the control group showed no differences. The study was
thorough and descriptive and provided concrete quantitative analysis.
Targeting a similar population, O’Thearling and Bickley-Green (1996) explored how
art education in school positively enabled at-risk youths through visual expression. The
researchers designed a discipline-based art education program for 11 youth at a public
residential school to increase self-worth through the teaching of art skills, providing positive
feedback to increase security and an opportunity for personal expression. The teacher (one of
the researchers) also attempted to provide immediate satisfaction to students’ artistic needs
through different techniques, and critiques were limited to positive feedback. Despite its
ultimately positive conclusions and helpful examples, the study is limited by poor research
design such as setting a control group with no valid comparison, not having comparison of
pre- and post- questionnaires, and unclear reporting of the classroom instruction. More than
anything, this article demonstrated the importance of proper training for art teachers working
with at-risk youth and the limitations of indirect, classroom-based intervention. As Kay
(2008) asserted in her dissertation, art teachers often assume the role of therapist or counselor,
and so proper training would help the teachers and students thrive.
Offering a different approach, Hannigan, Grima-Farrell, and Wardman (2019)
suggested adopting creative arts therapy into the classroom bridging art education and art
therapy by reimagining arts education programs. They aimed to connect students and teachers
in meaningful and effective ways while addressing strengths and areas to address based on
positive psychology and post-structural theory. This was a most recent idea on bridging art
education and arts therapy, but it is a conceptual argument needing empirical support.
Summary of Arts, Creativity, and Healing
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In this section, arts-based and mindfulness practices were reviewed to explore how
researchers have successfully utilized art in healing. Studies found that art influences changes
in brain functioning from increasing alpha activity and cognitive functioning to repairing the
traumatized brain from early separation and diverse tragedies. Further, art therapy has assisted
participants in decreasing anxiety, empowering them, and increasing wellbeing. With these
merits of art therapy, school-based art therapy seems to be a good resource for students who
are in transitions and at risk and wellbeing, and also to deliver more prevention, school-based
therapy seems to have benefits such as easier access for recipients. The few studies on schoolbased therapy showed: that therapy at school can be valuable; prevention as well as
intervention is important; utilization of art and/or mindfulness could be effective; and the
group format is common for youth. Art education and arts therapy have made efforts to
improve wellbeing of youth, but effective and empirical data collection is still needed. Some
considerations to pursue include exploring combinations of mindfulness, expressive arts,
group, general classroom settings, and utilizing people other than the researcher to conduct
the research.
Despite the positive outcomes from therapy as reviewed earlier, there are still concerns
about students’ wellbeing since WHO (n.d.) indicated their wellbeing is at risk. Therefore, the
following section will explore what is preventing youth’s wellbeing by exploring barriers to
psychotherapy.
Barriers to Psychotherapy
Vogel, Bitman, Hammer, and Wade (2013) referred to National Institute for Mental
Health (NIMH) findings in 2005 that one-fourth of the American population experiences at
least one mental illness in their lifetime, but three-quarters of those affected never seek
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treatment. Mohr et al. (2006) also confirmed that, among depressed patients who prefer
psychotherapy over medication, only 20% participate in therapy. Therefore, this section
explores barriers and stigmas surrounding psychotherapy.
Barriers
Mohr et al. (2006) investigated and verified their hypothesis about the most common
barriers among depressed patients using a mailed survey to patients in an extensive primary
care service (N = 290; Mage= 52.6; SD = 14.6); 58.6% female). The results identified barriers
patients experience such as practical barriers (e.g., cost, time, transportation, and caring for
others) and emotional ones (e.g., discomfort, being seen while emotional, private topics with a
stranger, and others’ perception). More than half (59.5%) expressed having at least one
barrier, and among them, 74% of depressed patients expressed one or more barriers compared
to 51.4% of non-depressed patients. Further, depressed patients have more emotional than
practical barriers. Thus, depression was not only an indication of the need of therapy but also
a barrier to receiving it. In a later study, Mohr et al. (2010) confirmed this finding that the
greater the depression was, the greater the perceived barriers. Depression is like a common
cold that anyone can go through at any point in their life, so the prevalence of emotional
barriers among depressed people indicates the need to find less pathologizing approaches to
help people.
Pepin, Segal, and Coolidge (2009) studied intrinsic and extrinsic barriers to mental
health care by providing an extensive self-report scale to 164 adults divided into two groups:
76 young adults from psychology classes (67% female, Mage = 23) and 88 older adults from
the community (68% female, Mage = 71). The Barriers to Mental Health Service Scale
(BMHSS) examined ten potential barriers and found that stigma about receiving mental health
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services was not the primary barrier for either younger or older adults. The younger adults
instead cited a fear of psychotherapy, perceived inability to find a therapist, and insurance
concerns. Barriers for older adults included regarding depression as normal during aging, and
transportation. Men considered stigma a greater barrier while women perceived difficulty
finding a therapist as a greater barrier. Among these findings, it is interesting that the stigma
about receiving therapy was not the barrier for the young adults but fear about therapy
operated as a barrier. Further study on this fear would be informative.
Therapy providers also face barriers. For example, Bearse, McMinn, Seegobin, and
Free (2013) studied the barriers for psychologists seeking mental health care for themselves.
They randomly surveyed 500 psychologists from the American Psychological Association
Directory and received 260 responses, a 52% return rate. Among participants, 98.9% had a
doctoral degree (48% women; 87% European American, 3% Hispanic/Latino, 2% Asian
Pacific Islander, 1% African American, 6% others; age range 30 to 95; Mage = 58). This
specially constructed survey identified the following barriers: the difficulty of finding an
acceptable therapist; lack of time; lack of financial resources; difficulty admitting distress;
professional stigma related to reputation; and personal stigma of viewing self or other’s view
of self. Similar to Pepin, Segal, and Coolidge’s (2009) finding for young adults, stigma was
not a primary barrier for psychologists seeking therapy.
Stigma
According to Vogel, Bitman, Hammer, and Wade (2013), referring to the primary
author’s previous study (Vogel, Wade, & Haake, 2006), there is public stigma, a perception
endorsed by the public that seeking mental health services is undesirable or socially not
acceptable which negatively impacts the ability to seek services and the recovery process.
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Vogel et al. (2013) also addressed self-stigma, which is the reduction of self-esteem/self-worth
caused by the individual perceiving self as socially unacceptable. Self-stigma plays a vital
role in attitudes about the mental illness and seeking psychological services. Researchers
found that higher public stigma predicted higher self-stigma, but not the reverse when they
studied 448 college students in the Midwest (67% women; 85% European American, 1%
African Americans, 4% Asian Americans, 2% Latino/a Americans, 3% Multi-Racial
American, and 5% International). As previously discussed, studies indicated that young
people, the elderly, and psychologists do not consider stigma a barrier, but men do. Since this
study had a majority of female participants, more comprehensive approaches including age,
ethnicity, gender, education, and occupation would be informative.
Tucker et al. (2013) differentiated mental illness self-stigma and help-seeking selfstigma and clarified that the two were independently different. Their study used online
questionnaires and confirmatory factor analysis/multiple regression analysis of 217 college
students with clinical psychological distress (63% female; 53% first-year students) and 324
community members with self-reported history of mental illness (81% female; 14% male; 1%
other; 4% not reported; Mage = 41). Public stigma was four times greater in mental illness selfstigma than help-seeking self-stigma. Tucker et al. asserted that being perceived as both
mentally ill and a help-seeker was a threat to one’s self-concept. Since the researchers
identified that not only being in counseling but also seeking help itself is stigmatizing, Tucker
et al. (2013) suggested that utilizing destigmatizing interventions during therapy could help
prevent early termination. It would be useful to develop tools to decrease the two self-stigmas
as well as public stigma.
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To address poor adherence to treatments, Stevens, Kelleher, Ward-Estes, and Hayes
(2006) gathered data from four community mental health centers where children and
adolescents were treated. Through a post-therapist survey and the Barriers to Treatment
Participation Scale (BTPS) from parents (n = 72) and clinicians (n = 153), they found that
premature termination was related to the perceived relevance of treatment and the quality of
the therapist-family relationship. Stevens et al. (2006) obtained information from the parents
since they primarily determine service utilization. However, since children’s expressions also
influence parental decisions, it would have been desirable to include children and adolescents
in the study. Further, the result of the perceived relevance as one of the reasons for the early
termination could indicate that parents, who might be biased, simply did not feel the need for
therapy for their children despite professional referrals. This might suggest the need for less
intense and non-pathological approaches for children’s mental health/wellbeing. There was no
stigma reported on the poor adherence to treatment.
Summary of Barriers to Psychotherapy
Despite its effectiveness and further potential to improve symptoms of mental
disorder, the lack of seeking and adhering to treatment have been reported as problems.
Therefore, treatment barriers are discussed such as practical barriers, emotional barriers,
intrinsic/extrinsic barriers, public stigma, and self-stigma. It was found that general
participants felt more practical barriers while depressed participants felt emotional barriers
more. Also, young people might feel more fear of therapy as their perceived barriers in
addition to insurance/payment issues while older people felt the qualification of the therapist
as a greater barrier. While men face more stigma in receiving therapy, for young and older
people and psychologists, stigma was not the primary barrier. However, it was also found that
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public- stigma leads to self-stigma, and public stigma was a big concern in mental health
related self-stigma. Help seeking self-stigma was an additional threat to one’s self-concept.
Finally, the reason for children’s lack of adherence to treatment was the lack of perceived
relevance to treatment as well as the quality. The following section reviews community artbased studio approaches as a way to overcome those barriers and achieve wellbeing in less
pathological ways.
Bridging Toward Wellbeing: The OSP
Although psychotherapy is one of the great ways to achieve wellbeing, barriers to
therapy seem to be inevitable. Also, there are people “who do not believe their problems are
psychological, who do not wish to be classified or treated as ‘ill’” (Gergen, 2016, p. 11). This
section explores efforts for wellbeing through art with a non-pathological view/approach to
processing life challenges. Lastly, the Open Studio Process (OSP), a non-pathological
community-based art process, is reviewed for further understanding of this research.
Efforts for Wellbeing Through Art
There have been increasing efforts to overcome barriers between psychotherapy and
consumers by using the arts’ creative healing aspect through community-based art centers.
However, using art for wellbeing is not a new concept. According to Runco and Albert (2010),
poets and artists played a major role in quality of life during the Enlightenment movement.
Also, Runco and Albert pointed out that if individuals other than poets or artists can express
themselves in “creative actions” (2010, p. 16), changes of environment can happen, and selfactualization can also occur. This can eventually lead people to a sense of wellbeing (Runco
& Albert, 2010). Allen (2008) reported that the current trend of community-based art studios
is influenced by Henry Schafer-Simmern, who addressed how artmaking increases awareness
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to aesthetics in the daily life of ordinary people. Allen also added that the belief of art making
as “a basic human right” (2008, p.12) came from Florence Cane’s notion of the artist in each
of us (Cane, 1983).
According to Swindells et al. (2016), the 1960’s community arts movement in the
United Kingdom that broke the elitist notion of art as inaccessible and limited to those with
artistic talent was the beginning of the current trend of community-based art studios. Further,
humanistic psychology, where “personal growth and creativity are central to human health”
(Swindells et al., 2016, p. 348), was seen as the seed of the community arts movement. In this
approach, artists who are not therapists/art therapists facilitate art. Also, the approach focuses
on participants’ own “artistic processes and content” (Swindells et al., 2016, p. 349) and
receives wellbeing as a byproduct. The facilitators have little information on participants’
health, which sometimes serves as establishing a non-hierarchical relationship.
With these precursors, community art-based studios have offered a non-pathologizing,
non-stigmatizing approach that shows promise. Vick and Sexton-Radek (2008) conducted a
study on the comparison of community-based art studios (therapeutic art studio programs) in
Europe (n = 7) and the United States (n = 8) through a survey. According to the researchers,
Europe (EU) has been much more open to having communal art studios with a tradition that
dates back four decades, such as Galerie Atelier Herenplaats (in Rotterdam) and Haus der
Künstler (near Vienna). In the US, Vick and Sexton-Radek reported that there are some
precursors such as Oakland’s Creative Growth Art Center that began in 1970, Florence
Ludins-Katz and Elias Katz’s creative art centers, and Open Studio Project in Evanston, IL.
There is the Feilacher’s House of Artists as well. An electronic survey was sent to 22
community therapeutic art studio programs (Responses of 7/12 in EU; EU including Austria,
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Belgium, Germany, & Netherlands; 8/10 in the USA). The results showed that Europe has the
longer history of community arts studios (e.g., average 13.6 years vs. 10 years in the US) by
the time of the study. EU has doubled the participants within the US (e.g., Mean: EU 76 vs.
U.S. 32), but staff rate was the reverse (U.S. 5 vs. EU 8; U.S. has 1:1.5 and EU has 1:4 staffpatient ratio). The range of services in the medium was similar (i.e., ceramics, drawing,
painting, performing arts, photography, and sculpture), and the some of the U.S. have
additional activities (i.e., drumming, fabric arts, gardening, and puppet making). The media
arts (video, radio, or internet; U.S. 4 vs. EU 1), mixed media (U.S. 1 vs. EU 1), and writing
(U.S. 1 vs. EU 2) were also utilized. Also, almost all programs in the survey, both the EU and
the US, expressed the need to have multiple funding sources to sustain their programs.
The US programs tended to use more human service languages while the EU programs
used art languages. However, both the US and EU did not emphasize clinical languages in
their mission statements. Further, the EU focused more on artistic production resulting in
more permanent collections. Interestingly, the survey results also showed that the US
programs were more focused toward staff working along with participants whereas EU staffs
tended to provide information about the program and feedback about aesthetics to the
participants.
In addition, through this research, Vick and Sexton-Radek (2008) found a trend of not
calling these programs ‘therapy’ (i.e., Ludins-Katz & Katz and Feilacher, 2004 in Vick &
Sexton-Radek, 2008). According to the researchers, this was because people who ran the
programs wanted to view people as being different rather than sick. This perspective matches
the earlier review of Cloninger’s (2006) recommendation to remove stigma by avoiding the
negative label of being sick. It also complements the WHO’s notion that wellbeing needs to
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be viewed within a continuum, not as one set point to achieve, so that individuals can be at
different levels of wellbeing in their life cycle (World Health Organization, 2014).
Swindells et al.’s (2016) study showed how community-based art participation
contributes to wellbeing. They framed the research using self-determination theory (SDT),
which regards “artist’s accounts of their work and understandings of the connections between
arts practice and psychological health” (Swindells et al., 2016, p. 348). Swindells et al. also
explained that autonomy, competence, and relatedness contribute to psychological wellbeing
under the SDT. The researchers used existing data (i.e., Invest to Save program by Manchester
Metropolitan University; mixed methods study in partnership with the Department of Health
Public Health Group and Arts Council England) from semi-structured interviews of 14
participants as a secondary analysis. The participants were art facilitators who led projects for
older adults and adults with mental health problems. Some were seasoned artists/experienced
in leading projects, and others were recent graduates doing shadowing. Most had degrees in
art rather than health or social work. The existing data of the semi-structured interviews asked
participants’ “professional background, the route into community arts/arts for health work,
approach to project facilitation and thoughts about the health benefits of arts participation and
processes at work” (Swindells et al., 2016, p. 351).
Through the lens of SDT, Swindells et al. (2016) coded data using thematic analysis
and identified followings. For example, autonomy defined as when “behavior originates from
the self in accordance with one’s values and interest” (p. 361) was accomplished by
facilitators’ “recognizing and respecting differing motivations and tailoring arts practices to
the individual” (p. 361) and employing activities that could foster self-exploration expression.
The sense of competence, “feelings of effectiveness and accomplishment” (p. 361), seemed to
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be accomplished through well-structured offerings of optimal levels of challenges along with
constructive feedback. Here, art facilitators provided “stimulating learning
opportunities…enabling those taking part to gain real-world skills” (p. 361) since they knew
experiencing competence could be a transforming experience. Facilitators also tried to repair
the participants’ wounded feelings in the art by reminding them of joyful and “life-affirming
aspects of art making” (p. 361). Finally, relatedness, which is “the necessity of warm, trusting,
and supportive interpersonal relationships” (p. 361), was sought through providing peer-topeer interaction by scheduling breaks for refreshments and collective challenges. Swindells et
al. concluded that the facilitators satisfied the participants’ “basic needs for autonomy,
competence, and relatedness” (2016, p. 361). Their findings provided a tool to understand
how and why the practice of community art could enhance wellbeing. Also, it was informative
that there were overlapping languages and insights among community-based art studio
approaches, such as diverse artistic backgrounds of the facilitators, use of art as a way to
reach wellbeing, facilitators’ efforts to have non-hierarchical relationships with participants,
and sense of autonomy.
Gamble (1997) interviewed Janise Timm-Bottos who founded ArtStreet in
Albuquerque, NM to help homeless people for more self-sufficiency and economic
development. From the interview, Gamble learned that the program was based on an art
therapy model called Open Art Studio that “mingles the best of art education (e.g., lifelong
learning) and the best of art therapy” (Gamble, 1997, p. 30) and reported that Timm-Bottos
later founded the OffCenter Community Art Project in 2001 and continued to offer more
inclusive art making.
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Not surprisingly, Timm-Bottos and Reilly (2015) reported their continued efforts to
engage with communities. Utilzing a community art studio called La Ruche d’Art (TimmBottos’ fifth community-based studio) as part of the learning in the storefront classroom for
their students, Timm-Bottos and Reilly (2015) explored the studio’s impact both for the
community members and students. The studio was open to the public once a week, and for
another weekly closed group (art therapy). Courses for students were taught when the studio
was closed to the community and students also faciliated the artmaking with providing
minimal directions at the studio.
Timm-Bottos and Reilly (2015) had 36 student facilitators from two sections (13-week
semester, each 3 hours; 3-week summer intensive for 3 days/week, each 3.5 hours) and
conducted observation, photographing, and interviews with the students to gather qualitative
data. From their analysis, the researchers found that the storefront classroom played the roles
of a third space/place (i.e., a place that is not home nor work while putting aside personal
concerns and simply enjoying safe/playful surroundings; e.g., fitness center, library, hair
salon/barbershop, and coffee shop, etc.) and a public home place (i.e., a special type of third
place; psychologically and physically a safe space where community members gather together
to develop their voices, express themselves, and nurture their leadership potential particularly
for vulnerable and marginalized). Also, the researchers found that the third space/place was
where transformational learning occurred for students. Further, it provided multiple ways of
knowing for students in their learning and impact on students’ practice and identity.
Researchers asserted that this approach allowed community members’ transformation as well.
However, for the research design, finding out community responses and effectiveness of the
storefront classroom provided rich information but was coupled with an unclear presentation
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about the community responses, which perhaps suggests some challenges for the researchers
in establishing sufficient objectivity while studying the effectiveness of their programs.
Wilson and Sharpe (2017) conducted a mixed method study to assess the effectiveness
of a 10-week arts participatory program called Zinc Arts Art Zone in promoting mental health
and wellbeing of young people. Participants (N = 122) were aged from 12 to 25 years (Mage =
16.89; SD = 3.10; 58.7% female; 82.79 % White British; 16.39% Black or White minority).
They had a mental illness or were deemed at-risk of developing one and lived in the
community and secure settings in south-east England. For the program, music, sculpture,
drama, spray painting, stop-frame animation, film, and visual arts were provided during six to
ten weeks by the Zinc Arts team of professional artists working alongside the participants.
To measure results, Wilson and Sharpe (2017) used established tools to conduct prepost evaluation of mental illness severity and mental wellbeing, and provided a client
satisfaction survey, as well as semi-structured interviews and a focus group (n = 34). Using
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests and Mann Whitney U Test for quantitative data analysis, the
researchers found a significant reduction in the severity of mental illness (p = 0.002),
significant increase in mental wellbeing (p < 0.001), and that participants were highly
satisfied with the program (e.g., 96.5% response of program meeting their needs; 92.9%
responses of the program helping their problems get better). The qualitative findings showed
decreased social isolation as well as increased social inclusion and mental wellbeing. Wilson
and Sharpe (2017) added that engagement in the art allowed participants to ignite creativity
and imagination while building new skills, competencies, and prompting thinking
ahead/making future plans. This program is different from other community-based art
programs discussed earlier by assisting participants in producing “high quality art pieces”
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(Wilson & Sharpe, 2017, p. 41). Although many art-based approaches that value expressions
of the participants focus more on process than product, it is common sense that participants’
self-esteem can be increased when they realize their capacity to produce high-quality art. This
aspect can also cultivate participants’ career options as a substantial byproduct of the
wellbeing art program.
For comparison, there is a strongly process oriented (rather than product oriented)
approach using art for healing, called The Painting Experience, developed by Michelle
Cassou and Steven Cubley (1995). According to Cassou and Cubley (1995), the Painting
Experience encourages a free flow of painting without preconception, strongly emphasizing
enjoyment of the process. The facilitators’ role in this approach is intervening with
participants and providing them specific ways to start, to go deep, or to unleash creativity
through ongoing communications. In her foreword to Cassou and Cubley’s, Goldberg
captured the participants’ perspectives concisely and deeply saying that it helped her decrease
resistance and feel free from inadequacy/censoring emotions, and assisted her to unblock her
writing flow as a writer (Goldberg in Cassou & Cubley, 1995).
Another community-based art program called the Open Studio Process (OSP) also
emphasizes process over product and offers a unique sequential structure.
OSP
The name. The abbreviation OSP often refers to both the Open Studio Process and the
Open Studio Project, which is sometimes simply referred to as ‘Open Studio.’ However, the
term Open Studio Project Process (OSP Process) is sometimes used as well. It is also called as
the Process or OSProject vs. OSProcess, etc. Typically, however, it is often called as Open
Studio Process (OSP) and the term OSP will be used here in this paper referring it.
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Background and history. Three art therapists, Dayna Block, Debbie Gadiel, and Pat
B. Allen, founded the OSP in 1991, piloting it in 1993 (Allen, 1995). Their trust in the
creative process and also struggles in pursuing art therapy due to the pathological view of
mental health eventually led them to create the Open Studio Project as a non-profit
organization in 1995 in Chicago with the goal of finding ways to serve others through art. In
this studio approach, “art, art therapy, spiritual practice, and service to others intersect”
(Allen, 1995, p. 164). The Chicago studio closed in 1999 and a new studio opened in
Evanston, IL in 2000, still actively serving the community (Open Studio Project, n.d.-a).
According to Block, Harris, and Laing (2005), by 2005, the OSP was provided to
youths as weekly 9- to 12-week program, in partnership with police and various community
agencies. The participants were provided an atmosphere free of criticism or comment,
allowing them to develop their own images and insights. Serving over 100 youths from 2001
to the time of the report, Block et al. (2005) reported that the seed program expanded to 20
programs. Due to the demand, a post program called the Art & Action Leadership Program
was created for the youths who completed the initial series.
Block et al. (2005) included feedback from participants as well as agency
coordinators, and addressed why the OSP was effective with at-risk youth: various art media,
and adaptive and productive problem-solving strategies; the OSP’ flexibility to address
transitions within youth experience (e.g., between childhood and adulthood); adults
(facilitators) working alongside teens as role models and co-creators; voluntary sharing of
their witness contrasting with usual peer pressure; increasing confidence and personal
responsibility; listening to self and others, allowing youth to find personal meaning for their
art; and increased self-understanding as well as personal fulfillment. When Allen eventually
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moved to the West Coast, Block stayed with the organization and served as executive director.
The Open Studio Project is still located in Evanston and has trained 86 facilitators to date
(January 2020), serving the public in many states in the US and other countries (e.g., Canada,
Colombia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea, etc.).
The structure. According to Allen (2015, Vimeo), for the OSP, that Space (art studio)
is needed “to create freedom and possibility” (2:17). Materials need to be “simple and good
quality” (2:33) providing a “sense of abundance and respect” (2:34) that participants can feel
that they deserve, for good materials are believed to communicate good care. Safety is another
aspect that allows participants to feel safe to explore unknowns.
Further, Allen (2015, Vimeo) stated that the OSP is designed to “maximize the
freedom and the autonomy of all participants” (Allen, 2015, Vimeo, 4:00). This can be
accomplished through a structure that consists of three to five elements including Intention,
Artmaking, Witness (extended to Witness Writing and Reading), and Discussion. Allen (2015,
Vimeo) added that being Witness sometimes gives participants “a-ha” (5:32) moments. After
the reading, with a chime bell or other singing bowl, people are allowed to have a brief
discussion or questions but not to directly comment on others’ art. The following section
explains the five elements of the structure further.
Five elements: Intention, Artmaking, Witness Writing, Reading, and Discussion.
The first element, Intention, is formulating/stating what the participant wants to receive from
the creative process. This element seems to coincide with the aspect of problem findings in
creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Setting an intention is thought to help participants
“cultivate a sense of ownership and responsibility for action” (Open Studio Project, n.d.-b).
Dyer (2010) defined Intention as “a strong purpose or aim, accompanied by a determination to
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produce a desired result” (p.3) and “a spiritual orientation where healing, creating miracles,
manifesting, and making a connection to divine intelligence are genuine possibilities” (p. 4).
He added that the intention “directs the growth process” (p. 7), suggesting that intentions can
activate a sense of life purpose.
The second element is Artmaking. This element invites participants to be open and
defocused on what occurs. Simple art making is introduced with “drawing, painting, basic
sculpture, and collage” (Open Studio Project, n.d.-b) and other suitable media can be
incorporated (e.g., crafts, free materials, nature, etc.). The third element, Witness and/or
Witness Writing, is observing the process and art product, and writing about whatever occurs
in one’s mind during the observation. Any form of writing is allowed without worrying about
writing skills or spelling. The fourth element of OSP is Reading. The participants are invited
to read what they wrote, including the Intention and the Witness Writing, and can choose to
read aloud part or all of their writing, or not share it. Here the No-Comment rule (explained
below) is applied more strongly. The structure ends with the fifth element, Discussion,
sometimes called Conversation, after some deep breathing exercise ending with the sound of
singing bowl, so that the participants can express their reflections on their process.
These five elements take place in a group setting (around 10 people). From this group
setting, the OSP allows participants to Reference. Referencing is about getting inspired by
others’ work or process, especially when the participants feel stuck. This group setting is
thought to give the participants a sense of togetherness/community. However, the OSP’s
group is different from a typical group setting because it does not encourage people to
conform to others or to provide comments or unwanted empathy, and therefore, allows and
respects differences, a position called compassionate disinterest (Allen, 2005, location 1232
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of 4262 at Part One). During a six-week series of classes (or sessions), all five elements take
place within each class which typically takes two and half hours.
Guiding rule: No-Comment. According to Allen (1995), one of the most important
rules of the OSP is the No-Comment rule or agreement. The No-Comment rule means
restricting any comments, whether positive or negative, to self and others throughout the
session (Allen, 2015, Vimeo, 5:48).
Facilitators. The facilitators can be anyone with “sincere interest in using art to
explore and help others” (Allen, 2015, Vimeo, 3:20). Allen further explained the role of the
facilitators as one of holding the space (e.g., material, simple instructions, and making art
along with participants, etc.). By making their own art, the facilitators take risks, and by doing
this they are “making [their] own discoveries as a fellow traveler” (3:50). The facilitator
models OSP and this process “can be both exciting and safe, fun, but also challenging” (3:53).
According to the Open Studio Project, Inc. (Open Studio Project, n.d.-a), there were
three stages (called Workshops 1, 2, and 3) that occur over the course of a year to become a
facilitator. This allows the trainee facilitators the opportunity to try out what they have
learned. Currently, they revised to 5-day training. Also, there is an Intensive Facilitator
Training (a whole week) and an International OSP Facilitator Training also took place from
2014 to 2015 (each year: 8 to 10-day training).
Summary of Bridging Toward Wellbeing: The OSP
From a perspective of not treating people pathologically but seeing them as having
differences or as human beings sharing similar characteristics (or struggles), communitybased art practice has been emerging both in Europe, the US, and other parts of the world.
ArtStreet, La Ruche d’Art, and The Painting Experience are some of the examples in the US
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and Zinc Arts Art Zone was in England. The OSP, one of the early community-based art
studios, was explored for this study including the background and history, the structure with
five elements, the guiding rule, and facilitators training. However, to date, little research has
been conducted on the outcomes of this approach, nor on the validity of its guiding principles.
Efforts to Bridge Mental Health and Education
SEL/Character Education, STEAM & Other
SEL stands for Social Emotional Learning and STEAM stands for Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics. These are a couple of current educational
efforts to prepare students to be competent in the 21st century. SEL is defined as, “[T]he
process through which children and adults understand and manage emotions, set and achieve
positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive
relationships, and make responsible decisions” (Collaborative for Academic, Social, and
Emotional Learning [CASEL], n. d.). According to CASEL (n.d.), the 5 core competencies of
SEL are Self-awareness, Self-management, Social awareness, Relationship skills, and
Responsible decision -making. It started with Yale researcher James Comer as the Comer
Process that fosters students’/children’s support system (e.g., peers, parents, and teachers) to
promote a positive school climate so students to feel secure, comfortable, and valued since
those aspects impacted students’ academic achievement and positive behavioral change as
evidenced by longitudinal studies (Dunham, n.d.). After the foundation of Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) in 1997, more comprehensive programs
were implemented in schools (Dunham, n.d.). Schools are flooded with many youth
development programs though CASEL stated that they try to align and coordinate school
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programs. Regardless of these continued efforts in educational setting, focusing on four
academic subjects as the most important subjects in education emerged.
In education, with the high focus on science, technology, engineering, and math,
STEM acronym was first introduced in 2001 by National Science Foundation in the US
(Hallinen, n.d.), and Obama administration further supported in education from 2011 for
equipping students for the competent 21st-centry skills (Gunn, 2017). With much focus on
those subjects, education marginalized other important programs but did not produce many
dazzling results, thus leading to calls inclusion of arts for much fuller education and disparity
in racial and gender (Gunn, 2017). STEAM was introduced by Maeda, former president of the
Rhode Island School of Design. STEAM attracts and motivates curiosity in more students,
facilitates more creativity and communication, and brings more innovations to fruition (Gunn,
2017). Along with these movements, SEL is, again, currently getting more attention in the US
(Soland, Zamarro, Cheng, & Hitt, 2019). Low, Smolkowski, Cook, and Desfosses (2019)
stated:
SEL programs target school-age youth and address a variety of skills that may include
emotional processes, such as emotional management or regulation; prosocial skills to
support successful peer interactions, such as problem solving, conflict resolution, or
character education; skills for learning, such as how to listen, focus, follow directions,
and ask for help; behavioral skills to replace aggressive behavior with prosocial
actions; and cognitive skills to improve executive function, attention, inhibitory
control, working memory, and cognitive flexibility. (Low et al., 2019, p.1)
In discussing academic tenacity, Dweck, Walton, and Cohen (2014) explained a
similar approach to SEL that includes growth mindset, grit and self-regulatory skills
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emphasizing non-cognitive factors that contribute to academic tenacity as key roles while
pointing out how many SEL programs require separate programs from regular curriculum
with extensive curriculums and preparation that overwhelms teachers who already have great
amount of jobs to do. They suggested much simpler focuses (e.g., 4 areas: Growth Mindset
Interventions; Social Belonging and Value Affirmation Interventions; Identity and SelfRelevance Intervention; Teaching Self-Regulation).
Currently in education, SEL and STEAM (N. Park, 2018) seems to be implemented
more as collaboration although examining existing curriculums to the core contents of SEL
and direction of STEAM are also frequent. In Korea, both SEL and STEAM are in effect but
still in the early phase as in the US. Through SEL, efforts to accomplish Character Education
is occurring as well (Y. Kim, 2014) in Korea. In Korea, SEL has positive impact on
decreasing physical violence and suspension, increasing participation in class activities,
academic achievements, communication ability, problem solving skills, and life satisfaction
(Y. Kim, 2014). To reach effective Character Education, an effort to consider incorporating
Korean culture was suggested by Y. Kim (2014).
Korea
Korean Culture
Korea is currently divided into South Korea and North Korea. Although there are
many shared cultural aspects after 5000 years of shared history, the two areas were divided in
1945 and have evolved separately and distinctively especially after the Korean war (19501953) when the two Koreas banned interactions between members of their general publics.
Here, only South Korean culture is addressed, and the use of Korea or Korean indicates South
Korea.
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Korea has a unique culture separate from neighboring countries. Koreans value
diligent hard work and humbleness, and family and community (Bennett, Chavez, & Ellison,
n.d.). There is light and shadow in its remarkable recovery from the Korean war. The country
rapidly grew from one of the poorest countries to one of the most important in the world
economy (OECD, 2018), achieving membership in OECD but with a dark emotional cost
reflected by the highest suicide rate among OECD countries. Also, there is a clear hierarchy
by age and social status, and young people are expected to respect people who are older than
them and have more seniority. Older/more experiences people must be shown respect using
specific honorific terms and expressions. It is regarded as rude to call a person by their first
name unless you are older than the person and very close and/or a friend, and once you have a
job, the position title is often used instead of your name. These attitudes are changing as new
generations and societal changes push toward more equal society.
Parents often work very hard to provide the best education for their children as Korea
values education very highly as a way to the successful life (Bennett, Chavez, & Ellison, n.d.).
This has lights and shadows as well. It leads children to do their best to cultivate their many
abilities for better life and contributed to the rapid growth of Korea after the war, but also
results in the social phenomena of education fever (J. Lee, 2006; S. Lee, 2018) that parents
focus so much on the best education for their children, especially to send their children to the
prestige-oriented colleges, that they not only sacrifice themselves but also make the children
exhausted from taking many extracurricular programs to compete with others.
Korean Education
The academic year in Korea starts in March, Spring semester but called as 1 st semester
in Korea, and the Spring semester ends in mid-July. Students have about a month of summer
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vacation and resume to school to start Fall semester, which is called as 2nd semester, ending at
the mid or end of December or early January. Students then have winter vacation until early
February. There is a brief period of school days and soon a short break (similar to Spring
break in the US) starts from mid to end of February.
Unlike the US that has mostly 5-3-4 grade levels for education (Lunsbury, 2009)
consisted of elementary, middle (or junior high), and high school, Korea has a 6-3-3 system
for its educational levels (e.g., elementary, middle, and high school). Middle and high school
each start with 1st grade. For example, 7th graders in the US are called middle school 1st grade
students. The 8th and 9th graders are middle school 2nd grade, and 3rd grade students,
respectively, and high school goes high school 1st, 2nd, and 3 grade students in Korea. For the
sake of clarity and comparison, US terms are used in this study when discussing grade levels.
Similar to how the US only recently recognized the middle school phase as an
important and positive developmental phase beyond merely preparing for high school
(Lunsbury, 2009), Korea also has some stigmatic or helpless expressions for middle school
children, especially for middle school 2nd graders (8th graders) who are said to have Joong-eebyung (Middle school 2nd grade illness) when they act out unexpectedly seriously. Korea
passed a policy for Character Education (Ministry of Education, 2018) to address students’
unprecedented lack of morale and violent behaviors, and the policy carrying out the first 5year implementation plan from 2016 to 2020. High school students are under great academic
pressure for college preparation or to prepare to get a job after graduation.
Also, to provide more comprehensive education, an educational reform called, 2015
Curriculum Reform, the newest direction of the Ministry of Education was planned and
started to be implemented in 2018 (National Curriculum Information Center of Korea, 2016;
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Korean Ministry of Education, 2015). According to this reform, the overall direction of
education in South Korea gears toward raising Creative-Integrative Talented Humans to
prepare the younger generation to adapt and lead in the 21century, emphasizing arts education
much more than before.
Art Education Curriculum
For both middle and high school the core content areas are: Experience, Expression,
and Appreciation (Korean Ministry of Education & Human Development, 2007; Korean
Ministry of Education, n.d.). The Experience can include any experiences that can be
educational and aesthetic. Expression can utilize different and diverse media. Appreciation is
about art appreciation, being able to critique art.
Korean Students
A day of students. Arriving at school around at 8 am, secondary school students
typically participate in a regular academic course (e.g., Weekly distributed subjects of Korean
language, English, Math, Social Studies, Science, History, Engineering/Home Management,
Music, Art, and PE) and then attend after school clubs and/or other activities at school. After
school, students go to various Hagwon, afterschool or prep schools, such as piano, math, art,
martial arts, or other academic subjects to advance/supplement the school course. Students
also participate in volunteer activities to raise their grades at school. High school students
often stay late at school (e.g., till 9:30 pm, 10 pm, or depending on schools) to prepare
themselves for the college admission exam at 12th grade in every November. This schedule
typically leads to lack of sleep (Ock, 2014) needing weekend catch-up sleep. Kang et al.
(2014) learned that this catch-up sleep pattern was independently associated with suicide
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attempts among Korean students. The emphasis on high achievement has other dark sides as
explored below.
Korean students’ stress levels. Consequently, Korean students’ stress level is high
and at the level burn out syndrome (B. Kim, Lee, Kim, Choi, & Lee, 2013; Shin, Puig, Lee, &
Lee, 2011). B. Kim et al. (2013), using Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) for 2 year study
with four waves (June and December in 2010; June and December in 2011) with 367
complete participants (7th grade) discovered middle schoolers having academic burn out
(similar to adults’ burn out) that consisted of emotional exhaustion, cynicism, and inefficacy.
They found that a higher initial level of emotional exhaustion is significantly related to
cynicism and academic inefficacy, inferring emotional exhaustion as the starting point of
academic burnout. Neither high cynicism nor academic inefficacy at the beginning increased
emotional exhaustion. B. Kim et al. (2013) stated that this was consistent with the course of
burnout syndrome from previous studies, leading them to assert that students’ academic
burnout needs to be regarded as serious as regular burnout syndrome.
According to teachers in South Korea (Personal conversation with teacher colleagues
in South Korea, August 8, 2019), middle school students’ acting out behaviors are
increasingly reported on the regular news including smoking, resisting adults’ (including
teachers) guidance with violence, bullying peers with violence and/or sexual misconduct.
Societal concerns due to students’ violent behaviors are more extreme than ever before, and
members of the public pressure the government to issue more strict consequences instead of
forgiving or releasing violent students with light punishments such on probation with
community work. Students know that they would be forgiven eventually regardless of how
violent they behave. Teachers’ authority decreases yet they are expected to guide the violent
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students “educationally” which can be beyond their capacities, eventually leading teachers to
choose early voluntary retirement.
When studying the factors impacting Korean middle school students (N = 302), M.
Park, Choi, and Lim (2014) found out that 8th graders have more negative emotional factors
(e.g., aggression, academic stress, and depression), and low positive factors (e.g., self-esteem,
decision-making competency and happiness). Depression and academic grades were also
related to school violence in 8th graders. These researchers suggested establishing curricular or
extra-curricular programs to alleviate dormant aggressions from academic stresses. Positive
factors appeared to influence in less aggressions, but it was not statistically significant
enough.
Lim, Chung, and Joung (2016)’s findings were notable. Lim et al. (2016) found out
that poor self-esteem was the most persistent important risk factor of depressive symptoms in
Korean students including high-grade elementary, middle, and high school years. Runaway or
homeless adolescents had especially poor self-esteem, feeling worthless with depressive
symptoms linked to suicide. They suggested parents and teachers or any involved responsible
adults to be a good listener and help students to build positive coping skills to manage stress,
and to discern events that are controllable, and to understand problem-solving.
Analyzing teachers’ mandatory reports on 308 Korean students who died from
suicide, D. Lee et al. (2019) reported that for both middle and high school students in Korea,
suicide rate increased during school terms, especially in March, May, September, and October
(March and September as beginning the semester; May and October as midterms). Academic
stress is known as a suicide risk for Asian adolescents. Peer problems, school violence, and
academic stresses occur during school terms as they are major risk factors in suicide.
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Researchers pointed out that March, the highest suicide month for high-risk students, is a
risky month due to teachers being overwhelmed with their workload as a new academic year
starts and not knowing their students fully, suggesting that interventions are needed at the
beginning of the semester. Only 4.5-17.2% of students who died from suicide received
professional help, inferring that parents and teachers struggle to recognize students’ needs for
help as adolescents’ symptoms and functioning may fluctuate frequently. Students’ most
common concerns were family discord and academic stress. Middle school and high school
students had more significant stress in academic concerns (e.g., middle school for 36.6%; high
school for 40.0%) than elementary school students. They pointed out teachers and peers as
protective factors and also warned that adolescents’ acting out behaviors should not be
overlooked as puberty since middle schoolers’ impulsivity, poor conduct, violent behavior,
and disciplinary experiences were very common among students who died by suicide.
Recognizing high risks and pressure students face, the country implemented many
tools to screen at-risk students. However, screening at-risk students often involves labeling
and stigma and the absence of psychological distress does not necessarily meaning thriving
wellbeing of students (E. K. Kim, Dowdy, Furlong & You, 2017). Therefore, E. K. Kim,
Dowdy, Furlong and You (2017) advocated for dual factor screening such as measuring both
deficits and strengths, which appeals more to parents and educators since strengths and
deficits are addressed together when they meet.
The reasons for rising mental health concerns may vary including but not limited to
academic pressures from parents, teachers, and society, beginning from increasingly early
ages. Negative views and stigma held against those with mental health problems (Jang,
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Chiriboga, & Okazaki, 2009) can be another crucial factor and Korea is still in the beginning
phase of having fully trained school counselors (Ebesutani & Kim, 2017)
Similar to how teachers’ academic support predicts stronger mastery goals for
adolescents (Song, Bong, Lee, & Kim, 2014), effective tools that can be used as a part of class
might be needed for students’ social emotional growth.
Conclusion and Future Study Implication
Although achieving a consensual definition of wellbeing is challenging, some
measurements are often used to measure wellbeing although there is a need for more
comprehensive ways to measure, and nine markers were identified.
The importance of prevention was demonstrated by studies reviewed on prevention
during adolescence to enhance wellbeing in later life. Mental health in adolescence has been
critically related to mental health in adulthood (Stringaris et al., 2009; Nishida, Richards, &
Stafford, 2016; WHO, 2017). Over time, middle school students lose school connectedness
which is an element of wellbeing (Loukas, Cance, & Batanova, 2016; Way, Reddy, & Rhodes,
2007). Seeing school as a health asset (García-Moya et al., 2015), researchers (Ciarrochi et
al., 2017; Tian, Zhao, & Huebner, 2015) pointed out the importance of adult involvement in
secondary school students (e.g., teachers; parents). Institutional efforts to enhance students’
wellbeing showed positive results (Anderson et al., 2016; Water & White, 2015). Longitudinal
preventative efforts showed positive outcomes (Brent & Loeber, 2015; Dodge et al. 2014).
Healing aspects of arts were reviewed and utilization of art as a prevention
intervention showed effects such as increased alpha activities and improved cognitive
functioning (Belkofer, Van Hecke & Konopka, 2014). School-based art therapy also showed
positive outcomes for middle school aged children such as helping them in transitions (Spier,
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2010; Kim, Kirchhoff, & Whitsett, 2011; Regev, Green-Orlovich, & Snir, 2015). Although
there were some efforts and ideations, effective incorporation of art education and arts therapy
has not been studied (O’Thearling & Bickley-Green, 1996; Hannigan, Grima-Farrell, &
Wardman, 2019). Researchers have asserted the need for preventative interventions during the
middle school years.
Researchers identified barriers to therapy such as practical, emotional, intrinsic and
extrinsic barriers and also stigma such as public and self-stigma (Bearse, McMinn, Seegobin,
& Free, 2013; Mohr et al., 2006; Pepin, Segal, & Coolidge, 2009; Tucker et al., 2013; Vogel,
Bitman, Hammer, & Wade, 2013). Considering the barriers and stigmas, community-based art
studios emerging in both Europe and the United States offer an alternative to pathologizing
human conditions (Allen, 2008; Cassou & Cubley, 1995; Gamble, 1997; Swindells et al.,
2016; Timm-Bottos & Reilly, 2015; Vick & Sexton-Radek, 2008;Wilson & Sharpe, 2017).
The OSP seems to have the potential to address wellbeing in the general public,
including adolescents, by providing its participants access to healing and promoting autonomy
through creativity. However, there is a lack of empirical research except M. Kim (2018)’s
pilot study.
In education, there have been efforts to move beyond merely imparting knowledge by
providing comprehensive learning such as SEL, STEAM, and Character Education. In Korea,
the students’ level of stress is relatively high (B. Kim, Lee, Kim, Choi, & Lee, 2013; E. K.
Kim et al., 2017; Lim, Chung, & Joung, 2016; M. Park, Choi, & Lim, 2014; Shin, Puig, Lee,
& Lee, 2011) leading to suicides and violent behavior and causing the nation to implement a
policy of “Character Education Law.”
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In summary, the literature review shows the importance of wellbeing in the
adolescence phase. The importance of school connectedness as well as teacher connectedness
for student wellbeing was addressed. The positive impact of arts’ creative healing in both
physical and psychological health and the merits of school-based programs were also
reviewed. The reality of barriers to mental health treatments, efforts to overcome the barriers,
and bridges between mental health and healthy life opportunities such as mindfulness and
arts-based community programs were introduced. Schools’ efforts for more comprehensive
growth of pupils were explored. This review also explores the situation of Korean adolescents
who face high levels of stress and an alarming suicide rate as well as new Character
Education laws and other governmental responses.
To provide the most effective but easy and accessible preventative interventions and
achieve a greater magnitude (Greenberg, Domitrovich, Weissberg, & Durlak, 2017) of
prevention and promotion of wellbeing, OSP seems to be the best tool since it is a nonjudgmental but carefully structured arts-based community program. Based on the literature
review and this researcher’s pilot study (M. Kim, 2018) on OSP, the following areas indicate
why OSP may be a good tool for this study. First, OSP allows anyone sincerely interested in
becoming a trained facilitator to earn certification which opens a door for teachers to be an
agent of change by using OSP in their regular classes. Second, it is easy in access to process
daily life struggles without stigma or barriers to access healing opportunities. Third, arts’
healing aspect which OSP utilizes can provide stress relief, problem-solving, decision making,
healing, self-esteem, knowledge on self, and joy of creativity. Lastly, OSP can also
accomplish the goals of SEL, STEAM, and/or Character Education.
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However, since there is no empirical study on OSP, it is imperative to have mixed
method research to find objective results on its effectiveness and to obtain participants’ (e.g.,
students and teachers) feedback. Further, as Korean adolescents’ stress level is the highest
among OECD countries, it is imperative to conduct the study in Korea.
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CHAPTER 3
Methods
The study used a mixed methods design. The researcher trained eight teachers to
facilitate OSP and they implemented it with their classes for seven sessions. Quantitative data
(K-YSR; pre- and posttest) were collected from 288 students (ages from 12 to 17; Mage =
14.04/SD = 1.551 ; grade 7 to 11; 186 girls and 102 boys; 4 middle and 2 high schools)
divided between experimental (n = 149) and control groups (n = 139). Qualitative data
included two open-ended questions answered by each student in the experimental group after
the 7-session class, teachers’ written feedback about OSP and the training collected after their
training, and a focus group for the teachers after the sessions were concluded.
Participants
The teachers were recruited by contacting the researcher’s teaching colleagues,
emailing invitations to all art teachers in a city where the researcher used to teach, and
through a teachers’ college in South Korea. Originally, only middle school teachers and their
students were the focus. However, the researcher was able to recruit high school teachers,
which provided broader perspective for the study. In Korea, middle and high school teachers
are educated as secondary school teachers and teach middle and high school interchangeably
depending on personal needs and school district decisions. Contacting potential teachers and
discussing the project over international phone calls/emails occurred before sending out the
official invitation in November 2018 for Teacher Training during the winter break (From mid
to end of December to February). Before traveling to Korea in December 2018, a number of
teachers showed interest, ensuring the minimum number of teachers. The email was resent
during December again and the first two teams which became the final participants were
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formed during December. Discussions started about time, date, frequency and duration of the
OSP training.
Recruiting teachers before they plan for the vacation was important. Also, providing
training during the winter break is most effective since it is the longest school vacation and
before the new academic year starts. In that sense, teachers have more time and less urgency
for training and also can plan their curriculum for the academic year ahead in time. Recruited
teachers provided their available dates. The teachers were divided into two groups due to
timing and especially the geographic location. Team 1 was in a rural area and there were four
middle school teachers and one high school teacher. All were female. Team 2 was in a more
urban area with two high school teachers and one middle school teacher (the only male).
Both teams preferred to divide their training into two segments due to limited time.
Therefore, each team received the first training for 16 hours in two days middle of the week,
and second training for 16 hours in their preferred places and on agreed upon dates in January
and February. Team 1’s training was held in one of the teachers’ art classroom at the school
and Team 2’s training took place at a teachers’ college art education department. Once they
completed the training, the teachers were awarded a certificate of basic training completion as
the first teacher facilitators of OSP in South Korea. Teachers signed the consent forms to
participate in the study at the last day of their training and teachers provided written feedback
on their OSP experience and training as qualitative data.
March is the start of a new academic year and Spring semester in Korea. Since the
training occurred during the winter break (e.g., January and February), as mentioned earlier,
teachers had enough time after the training to prepare proper ways to deliver OSP at their
schools. This preparation included identifying the suitability OSP in their curriculums,
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coordination with other art teachers, and communication with school administrators for
permission to conduct the study, as well as to reserve budget and spaces, etc. After the training
and during the Spring semester, the researcher frequently communicated with teachers to
provide support and materials they needed through phone call, messaging (KakaoTalk),
emails, and in person meetings, and to ensure prolonged engagement.
The teachers consulted with their school administrators about the research and student
consent. One middle school teacher decided not to deliver OSP during Spring semester due to
a difficulty to have consultations with the school administrators but provided control group
responses. Another middle school teacher expressed difficulty to deliver OSP at their school
since all art teachers teaching same grade had to provide same curriculum. A high school
teacher expressed difficulty to include OSP in the curriculum after careful consideration in
March and expressed that it would be challenging unless she could do it during afterschool
activities. Ultimately, five teachers were approved by their schools to provide the OSP as a
part of this research and even received positive feedback with encouragement about applying
good and new methods for their students.
Therefore, three middle school teachers, and two high school teachers provided OSP
for their students as the experimental group and one OSP trained teacher provided regular art
class, providing the control group. The five teachers also had control groups run by
themselves providing other regular art class or run by other art teachers. The five teachers
who provided OSP participated in the focus group after the Spring semester (Team 1 in
August and Team 2 in July 2019) for an hour and half at the same location where they
received training. Teachers were not compensated. Instead, during support meetings meals
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were provided and after the experiment they received a thank you card and meaningful small
gifts such as materials about OSP in the US.
The participating art teachers selected experimental and control groups(classes) as
each school has different circumstances. Students were informed about participating in the
research and were allowed not to participate in the OSP class at any time. Student’s verbal
consent or written consent was obtained following school policy. Total 288 students including
experimental (n = 149; 43 boys and 106 girls) and control group (n =139;59 boys and 80
girls) from 7th to 11th grade participated (Age from 12 to 17; Mage = 14.04; SD = 1.551). In
South Korea, from 7th to 9th grade (3 years) is middle school and from 10th to 12th grade (3
years) is high school. In this research, 195 middle school students and 93 high school students
participated from four middle schools and two high schools. All were public regular schools.
See Figure 1 for Grade Level Participants (7th to 11th).
Figure 1
Grade Level Participants (7th to 11th)

The four middle schools include two co-eds, one girls middle school and one boys
middle school (Table 1 for Participating Schools). The middle schools were located in rural or
suburban areas, and about 60 percent of the students were lower class or above lower class
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with parents who were mostly above high school graduate with occupations nearly evenly
divided between small business owners and company/labor. The two high schools are co-ed
and located in an urban area. Most high school students are middle class, and parents are
mostly high school graduate and above with public/government worker, business, or others.
Obtaining more specific demographic information on socio-economici status (SES) was
prohibited by schools since it is the policy of school districts to protect students from
discrimination by providing sensitive information. Therefore, specific SES and other
demographic information are excluded in this research.
Free Semester System. Middle schools in Korea implemented the Free Semester
System and Free Year System in 2018 (Korean Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism,
2019). The program allows middle schools to choose one semester during 7th grade or Spring
semester of 8th grades (Korean Educational Development Institute [KEDI], n.d.) that will not
have any midterm or final tests, knowledge acquisition and competitiveness, but instead uses
performance-based evaluation such as teacher observation, student self-evaluation, and peer
evaluation during student participation oriented classes. Teachers have authority to choose or
create programs. One purpose of the Free Semester System is finding and cultivating students’
aptitude and paths toward career interests since middle school years are for identity formation,
aptitude and talent seeking. The Free Year System is the expansion of Free Semester System
that school can run one or two semesters of Free Semester System and each school can
modify their curriculums that are most suitable for themselves and run unique programs. Two
middle schools used the Free Semester System for the experimental group for this study as it
can allow full 2-hour consecutive class for them. See Table 1 for each school’s participation
type.
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Table 1
Participating Schools

Schools

Type

MS 1

Girls

MS 2
MS 3
MS 4
HS 1

Coed
Boys
Coed
Coed

HS 2

Control
(n)

Experimental
(n)

32

68

Total

Curriculum Type

100

Free Semester
Regular
Free Semester
Regular
Regular/Art
Focused Class
Regular

0

4

4

13

26

39

52

0

52

24

25

49

Coed

18

26

44

Total

139

149

288

Total #
of
Weeks

Total #
of
Class

7

7

7

7

3.5

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Data Collection
Teacher Training (Professional Development). Teachers’ written feedback was
obtained following training. The teachers regarded this training as a part of their professional
development that they typically do during school vacation.
Team 1. Team 1 consisted of 5 teachers: Four middle school teachers
and one high school teachers. One teacher missed 8 hours of training and was provided a
separate guidance about the missed training. The high school teacher later declined to
implement the program at her school due to the lack of time for art class (e.g., 1 hour).
Team 2. Team 2 consisted of three teachers: One middle school teacher
and two high school teachers. One teacher missed a day and was offered for individual
training. However, the teacher did not respond to further contact as he indicated difficulties to
implement the program in the regular.
Each team had two trainings to complete the initial OSP facilitator training. Each
training was a two-day session since two days in a row was the maximum commitment
teachers could make. The training followed this sequence (See Table 2):
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Table 2
Teacher Training Schedules

First Training
Session

Second Training
Session

Day 1
Introduction of Research,
Introduction of OSP. Experience of
OSP (Image OSP: “Witness to the
Image”).

Day 2
Drawing (“Energy Made Visible:
Leaving Marks on the Paper-Oil Pastel).
Painting (“Painting: Honoring Your
Creative Impulse”).

Mask-I (“Sculpture: Process in 3DMask Making”). Mask-II
(“Sculpture: Process in 3D-Mask
Making”).

Lantern (“Craft: Light for Yourself and
Others-Lantern”). Witnessing All.
Consent for Research.
Feedback Writing.
Awarding Certification.

The training contents and each activity incorporated the original OSP facilitator training from
OSP Evanston materials. During the 1st training session, teachers were encouraged to just
receive and experience OSP without concern about how to teach students. An OSP intro
booklet was created by this researcher and supplemental reading materials were provided. The
researcher provided all art materials. Throughout the 2nd training session, teachers were
encouraged to think about classroom implementation while reviewing and learning new OSP
activities. The second session included brainstorming to make OSP more culturally suitable
for the Korean education system. Their ideas from the brainstorming were projected so all
could see. The ideas were emailed to all teachers after training (Appendix A: OSPIE-AE
Classroom Management (Suggestions)).
Since each school had different policies and systems, teachers were encouraged to
collaborate with school administrators and colleagues to make OSP implementation as easy as
possible. Following the No-Comment principle of OSP, teachers were encouraged not to
evaluate the class. None of the teachers needed to formally evaluate the OSP class as they had
authority to rearrange or choose activities for evaluation or not for evaluation. As part of the
training, each teacher was guided to protect confidentiality and to obtain verbal or written
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consent from students as well as to allow students to withdraw from participation. Guidance
in K-YSR was provided and attention to suicidal ideation (e.g., K-YSR test questions #18 and
92) and instruction to take appropriate steps to protect the students by following the school’s
protocol if suicidal ideation was revealed on these questions was given. During both trainings,
lunch, snacks, and refreshments were provided.
After the completion of the training, teachers provided written feedback anonymously
and to increase anonymity, an envelope was circulated to put their feedback form. This written
feedback was used as one source of qualitative data.
Under continued support from this researcher, each teacher developed their plans to
implement OSP. Three teachers started in mid-March once they started the new semester and
two teachers started in May. The two teachers who started in March were able to have more
experimental groups. One middle school teacher who ran the OSP experimental group had to
have classes twice a week following her school’s schedule.
Before teachers started their implementation, the researcher provided an animated
cartoon, OSP Intro, made to assist students’ understanding about OSP since it was a new
concept with English terms (See Table 3 for the link).
7-week (or 7- session) OSP program. Students in the experimental group (class)
received seven weekly sessions of OSP classes at their school as a part of regular art classes
conducted by the teachers during the Spring semester from March to July 2019. One middle
school was able to provide OSP class twice a week during 3. 5-week following the school
curriculum of the Spring semester. The Korean version of Youth Self Report (K-YSR) was
used for pre- and posttest distributed and collected by teachers. All teachers were able to carry
out the sessions that consisted of Introduction & Image OSP, Drawing, Painting, Mask-I and
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II, Lantern, and Witnessing All (See Table 3). Students ranged from five to 27 per class.
Students in the control group received other regular art classes such as craft, illustration, and
design, etc. from the same art teacher as the experimental group or from other art teachers at
their school.
Table 3
The 7-week OSP Art Classes
Week
1

OSP Class
Introduction &
Image OSP
(“Witness to the
Image”)

Contents
Pretest (K-YSR).
Introduction of OSP using a video clip (8.15min.) researcher made
(Korean version link: https://vimeo.com/384636935; English version
link: https://vimeo.com/384637806 ; PIN for both links: Lesley2020).
Photo images cut and pasted on papers and hung on the walls in the
classroom.

2

Drawing
“Energy Made
Visible: Leaving
Marks on the
Paper-Oil Pastel”

Reminder of OSP rules and sequence.
Use of oil pastel.

3

Painting
(“Painting:
Honoring Your
Creative Impulse”)

Reminder of OSP rules and sequence.
Use of tempera paints with diverse tools.

4

Mask-I
(“Sculpture:
Process in 3DMask Making”)

Reminder of OSP rules and sequence.
Use of mask mold and plaster cloth to create a plain mask base.

5

Mask-II

Reminder of OSP rules and sequence.
Use of the plain mask base created previous session and diverse art
materials to decorate the mask.

(“Sculpture:
Process in 3DMask Making”)
6

Lantern (“Craft:
Light for Yourself
and OthersLantern”)

7

Witnessing All

Reminder of OSP rules and sequence.
Use of mason jar, tissue paper, decorative wires, and diverse art materials
to decorate it.

Reminder of OSP rules and sequence.
Displaying (exhibition) of all artwork students made during past sessions,
witnessing them, adding/revising them, and/or making another final art.
Posttest (K-YSR).
Note. Music was played during Artmaking time and researcher provided all music that was played during
Teacher Training.
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Scaffolding. The above program was intended to scaffold from easy and less
involvement to gradually more active involvement by participants. From Image to Painting
can be a typical OSP sequence especially in 6-week program Open Studio Project Inc.
provides. The researcher chose Mask and Lantern making after Painting as they might
motivate student involvement. Mask making is often used for identity related exploration.
Also, it can bring experiences of “learning, reflection, and creativity together” (Lashewicz,
McGrath, & Smyth, 2014, p.195) as well as “appreciating diversity……brought classmates
and instructors together” (p.195).
Lantern making is often used by Open Studio Project, Inc. Also, in Asian culture,
lantern making and floating are often used for ritual, reflection, wishing, and bringing
community together, such as Lotus Lantern Festival (PR Newswire, March 12, 2019) and
Lantern Floating Ritual (Warner, 2001). As the last activity before the Witnessing All class,
the Lantern making was hoped to empower the students towards reflection on self and others.
At the last OSP class (7th class), students filled out the K-YSR again. Students also
filled out two open-ended questions that were used as qualitative data.
Focus group. When all teachers completed their implementation, the focus group was
scheduled. The focus group was semi-structured and was video and audio recorded. Light
refreshments were provided.
Quantitative data from students (From 7-week/ 7- session OSP program).
Measuring students’ wellbeing through K-YSR. In this study, to measure students’
wellbeing in an objective method, the Korean version of Youth Self Report (K-YSR;
http://www.aseba.co.kr/; http://www.aseba.org; New version published in 2010 based on the
English version in 2001; in Korean-청소년 자기행동 평가척도) was used (ASEBA YSR-Korean,
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n.d.). Although there are other wellbeing measurements, they typically explore subjective
sense of wellbeing with fewer questions, are not specific to adolescents, and have not been
validated for use in Korea.
The Youth Self Report is an empirically based assessment system developed by
Thomas Achenbach. It rates adolescents’ (11 to 18 years of age) “skills and involvement in
activities, social relations, school” (ASEBA Origins, n.d., para. 4) to assess their competencies
and adaptive functioning as well as internalizing and externalizing tendencies.
The YSR is oriented to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th
ed.; DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and has 118 questions on a three-point
Likert scale (0 = absent, 1 = occurs sometimes, 2 = occurs often), and takes about 15-20 min
to complete (See http://www.aseba.org/forms/ysr.pdf ). The contents consist of the followings:
empirically based (Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn/Depressed, Somatic Complaints, Social
Problems, Thought Problems, Attention Problems, Rule-Breaking Behavior, Aggressive
Behavior-Internalizing, Aggressive Behavior-Externalizing); DSM-Oriented (Affective
Problems, Anxiety Problems, Somatic Problems, ADHD Problems, Oppositional Defiant
Problems, Conduct Problems).
Developed in 1997, K-YSR has been widely used in Korea in school, clinical and
research settings (ASEBA YSR-Korean, n.d.; Ebesutani & Kim, 2017). The K-YSR has
established validity to use for Korean students (Ha, 2005). Unlike the YSR English version
that was developed based upon clinical samples, according to Ebesutani and Kim (2017), KYSR was developed using a non-clinical population and it has been one of the tools used by
grade schools throughout the South Korea for their students’ emotional adjustments status
assessments.
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Also, in this study, upon the close consultation with Korean ASEBA, personal and
sensitive information questions about socio-economic status, parents’ educational level, and
written responses, etc. in the first page of K-YSR were optional and at the students’
discretion. Therefore, only the main survey questions (118 questions) were used in the data
analysis.
Qualitative data from students (From 7-week/ 7- session OSP program). The
students who received OSP were asked to write about their experience anonymously by
answering the following questions (See Appendix B for English and Korean version):
1. How was your experience of OSP? Please describe as specifically as possible
reflecting back on your last 7 weeks during the OSP classes.
2. Would you like to do it again? Why or why not?
Teachers’ written feedback about Teacher Training. The teachers filled out their
feedback anonymously after the Teacher Training. The questions include: 1) How was the
OSP experience for you? Please describe as specifically as possible; 2) Rate your stress level
before the OSP training (0-10); 3) Rate your stress level after the OSP training (0-10); 4) Was
the OSP experience and training influenced by your view, attitude, and/or passion or your
pedagogy? If so, how?; 5) Is there anything you would like to suggest to improve this
training? See Appendix C for the English and Korean version.
Data Analysis
The obtained data (pre and posttests) of the K-YSR were sent to
http://www.aseba.co.kr which provided raw scores, percentile, and T-scores. The data were
analyzed using SPSS and Excel. ANOVA was used to test for differences between the
intervention and control groups.
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Also, for qualitative data, cultural themes (e.g., South Korea, art class, art teachers,
middle school/students, etc.) and context of participants’ experiences were analyzed through
NVivo 12 Plus, Microsoft Excel/Word. Thematic coding (Creswell, 2007) was also used for
teachers’ feedback about the training, the open-ended questions from students, and the focus
group interview. Following Auerbach and Silverstein’s (2003) steps for coding, the analysis
started with reading whole texts, trimming to relevant text, finding repeating ideas, and
identifying themes. These themes then developed into theoretical constructs by grouping
themes into concepts that are consistent with the theoretical framework of this research and a
theoretical narrative (e.g., retelling the participants’ stories under the theoretical constructs).
The repeating ideas and relevant text of the focus group interview were reviewed by the
teachers as a corrective measure to increase the understanding of the data (Auerbach &
Silverstein, 2003).
Member checking for the focus group was utilized for trustworthiness and credibility
(Creswell, 2007) through phone calls, emails, KakaoTalk, and in person meetings. The
prolonged engagement with the teachers (e.g., from the OSP training, support during the
experiment, and focus group) assisted this researcher to “identify the most relevant or
pervasive qualities of the research participants” (Wheeler & Murphy, 2016, p.853) increasing
trustworthiness. Reflexivity was exercised with field notes, journaling, and/or the researcher’s
own OSP and cartoon drawing as additional efforts (Creswell, 2007).
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CHAPTER 4
Results
Results of the 7- week (7-session) implementation are presented first starting with the
quantitative results (K-YSR Pre-posttests) for the total sample and then separated by High
School and Middle School. Then the qualitative results (Students’ written feedback) are
presented for the High school and Middle school students. Teachers’ experiences follow first
for Teacher Training and then Focus Group.
Quantitative Pre-Posttest: K-YSR (Korean Youth Self-Report)
Students in the control and experimental groups completed the pretest on the first day
and the posttest on the last day of the 7- week/session. Only students without absences who
took both pretest and posttest were included in analysis (N = 271). See Table 4 for the control
and experimental group break out. Students who experienced seven sessions of OSP in three
and a half weeks are combined with those who had seven sessions over seven weeks.
Table 4
Number of Students
All

MS

HS

MS 7 week

MS 3.5 week

Control

125

85

40

72

13

Experimental

146

98

48

72

26

Total

271

183

88

144

39

Pretest and Posttest Differences for All
The difference scores between the pretest and posttest were calculated and compared
for the control and experimental groups and are shown in Table 5 along with the difference
between the two groups. Overall, the experimental group showed more improvement than the
control group (See Table 5). In each category, except Anxious/Depressed, Aggressive Behaviors,
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Stress Problems, Obsessive-Compulsive Problems, and Oppositional Defiant Problems, the
experimental group showed greater change than the control group.
Table 5
Total Results of K-YSR Pre-Posttest: All Students
Mean
KYSR Categories
Total Syndrome
Internalizing
Externalizing
Subscales
Anxious/Depressed
Withdrawn/Depressed
Somatic Complaints
Social Problems
Thought Problems
Attention Problems
Rule-Breaking
Behaviors
Aggressive Behaviors
Other Problems
Stress Problems
Obsessive-Compulsive Problems
Positive Qualities

Control
(n = 125)

Experimental
(n = 146)

Mean
Difference

3.52

5.38

1.82
2

t

p

-1.86

-1.22

0.225

3.53

-1.71

-1.458

0.146

3.12

-1.12

-0.89

0.374

0.41

0.32

0.09

0.184

0.854

-0.18

1.03

-1.21

-1.784

0.076

0.42

2.6

-2.184

-3.649

0.0001

0.66

0.90

-0.24

-0.455

0.649

0.86

1.58

-0.71

-0.988

0.324

0.17

0.55

-0.39

-0.77

0.442

0.32

0.88

-0.56

-0.914

0.362

0.52

0.51

0.01

0.029

0.977

0.92

1.37

-0.45

-0.712

0.477

0.52

0.49

0.03

0.051

0.959

0.60

0.47

0.13

0.192

0.848

3.67

3.77

-0.10

-0.059

0.953

0.36

1.13

-0.77

-1.149

0.252

0.54

0.72

-0.18

-0.325

0.746

DSM
Depressive Problems
Anxiety Problems
Somatic Problems
ADHD
Oppositional-Defiant
Problems
Conduct Problems
Total Mean (Sum)

0.58

2.63

-2.05

-3.021

0.003

-0.01

0.58

-0.58

-1.067

0.297

0.34

-0.19

0.54

1.156

0.249

-0.05

0.76

-0.81

-1.445

0.150

18.00

32.14

-14.14
(M = -0.67)

Note. Boldfaced = Statistical significance. Mean Difference shows positive improvement despite being a
negative number.

However, the differences between the groups were not statistically significant except
for Somatic Complaints (t = -3.649; p = 0.0001) and DSM Somatic Problems (t = -3.021; p =
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0.003). Since the students were regular students in regular school settings, the DSM scales were
not expected to show differences that would be seen in clinical settings.
Therefore, the following reports are focused on non-DSM categories and the categories that
are typically more related with student wellbeing and school participation such as Total
Syndrome, Internalizing, Externalizing, Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn/Depressed, Somatic
Complaints, Social Problems, Attention Problems and Stress Problems.
K-YSR: High School Students
For high school students, the control group showed slightly more improvement in
Social Problems and Attention Problems. The experimental group showed more improvement
in all other areas and there was one category that showed statistically significant
improvement: Somatic Complaints (p = 0.045). See Table 6.
Table 6
High School Students’ Pre-Posttests Mean Difference
HS
Categories

Difference

p

Total Syndrome
-1.68
0.462
Internalizing
-2.53
0.173
Externalizing
-1.96
0.317
Subscales
Anxious/Depressed
-0.29
0.764
Withdrawn/Depressed
-1.72
0.198
Somatic Complaints
-2.35
0.045
Social Problems
1.21
0.216
Attention Problems
0.24
0.83
Stress Problems
-1.16
0.279
Note. Mean Difference = Control-Experimental. HS = High school. Boldfaced = Statistical significance.

K-YSR: All Middle School Students
Among middle school students, OSP was provided for 7 sessions, once a week or
twice a week, depending on the schools’ schedule. When middle school students were
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combined, the Somatic Complaints showed statistical significance (p = 0.003) with the
experimental group improving more than the control except for the scales of
Anxious/Depressed and Stress Problems. See Table 7.
Table 7
All Middle School Students’ Pretest and Posttests Mean Differences
MS
Categories

Difference

Total Syndrome
Internalizing
Externalizing
Subscales
Anxious/Depressed
Withdrawn/Depressed

p

-1.97

0.326

-1.31

0.383

-0.74

0.651

0.29

0.628

-0.94

0.221

Somatic Complaints
-2.10
0.003
Social Problems
-0.93
0.140
Attention Problems
-0.68
0.187
Stress Problems
0.60
0.3
Note. MS = Middle school. Mean Difference = Control-Experimental. Boldfaced = Statistical significance.

K-YSR: Middle School for 7- week (Once a Week)
The experimental group of the middle school students in this program showed more
improvement in Total Syndrome, Withdrawn/Depressed, Social Problems, Attention
Problems, and Somatic Complaints than control. The control group showed improvement in
Internalizing, Externalizing, Anxious/Depressed, and Stress Problems. However, these
improvements were not statistically significant except for Somatic Complaints (p = 0.035).
See Table 8.
K-YSR: Middle School for 3.5-week (Twice a Week)
Interestingly, when the OSP was provided twice a week (3. 5 weeks), the middle
school experimental group showed more improvement in three categories with statistical
significance: Total Syndrome (p = 0.05), Internalization (p = 0.046), and Somatic Complaints
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(p = 0.008). The experimental group showed greater improvement than control group for all
other areas except Attention Problems. See Table 9.
Table 8
MS 7-week Pre-Posttests Mean Difference
MS 7 week
Categories

Difference

Total Syndrome
Internalizing
Externalizing
Subscales
Anxious/Depressed
Withdrawn/Depressed
Somatic Complaints
Social Problems
Attention Problems

p

-0.25

0.911

0.12

0.941

0.38

0.84

0.60

0.374

-0.60

0.504

-1.82

0.035

-1.17

0.131

-0.97

0.108

Stress Problems
0.92
0.186
Note. MS = Middle school. Mean Difference = Control-Experimental. Boldfaced = Statistical significance.

Table 9
MS 3.5-week Pre-Posttests Mean Difference
MS 3.5 week
Categories
Total Syndrome

Difference

p

-9.23

0.05

Internalizing

-7.15

0.046

Externalizing

-5.54

0.118

Anxious/Depressed

-0.89

0.503

Withdrawn/Depressed

-1.84

0.248

Somatic Complaints

-3.42

0.008

Social Problems

-0.42

0.550

0.50

0.615

Subscales

Attention Problems

Stress Problems
-0.54
0.584
Note. MS = Middle school. Mean Difference = Control-Experimental. Boldfaced = Statistical significance.
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Qualitative Written Feedback (Students)
High School Students
At the end of the 7-session experiment, the experimental groups (N= 149; middle and
high school) were asked to write about their OSP experiences and whether they would like to
take the class again or not. The following themes were discovered from high school students’
(N = 47; co-ed) written feedback: The No-Comment/No-evaluation Principle, Artmaking,
Other Elements, and Overall OSP Class. Students’ choices for retaking the class are presented
as Taking This Class Again or Not & Why.
The No-Comment/no-evaluation principle. As the No-Comment rule was one of the
two guidelines of the OSP, there was no evaluation subsequently for the OSP classes in this
experiment. Total 49% of high school students (n =23) expressed their experiences of OSP
particularly about the No-Comment and no-evaluation. The following sub-themes explained it
further: Sense of Nervousness at First and Participation and Awareness of Self.
Sense of nervousness at first. High school students expressed that, “at first,” they felt
“nervous,” “lost,” and “doubtful” about self, and was “not sincere” and “frustrated due to not
praising others” and “no theme to follow but just to follow [their] own intuition without any
advice or comments to receive.” Further, a student even expressed “not liking the class due to
losing the opportunities to take other college prep related art classes.” Another student
expressed, “I would rather have evaluation and it would be easier and better.” However, as
time went by, students became “used to” the No-Comment and no evaluation.
Participation and awareness of self. Further, students expressed how the NoComment/no-evaluation played an important role in their process. Students liked the principle
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as it was “different from college prep classes” and they “felt freer without worrying about
evaluation and others’ responses.” A student’s comment summarized its impact well:
It was the best aspect, for me, having no evaluation. It allowed me to freely express.
By doing so, I realized how much I was too conditioned by evaluations and felt sorry
for myself. And then I felt healing because of my awareness about myself. I was too
exhausted from constant college prep of working on skills so my art can look like
everybody else’s. When I was freed to make my own art, I clearly noticed healing by
observing that my art was getting brighter.
Artmaking. Fifty five percent (n = 27) of high school students reported on their
experiences of artmaking. They pointed out they “enjoyed artmaking” while “immersing in”
artmaking since it was “free,” and there were diverse activities and materials/tools they could
use for “easier expressions.” See below for sub-themes for more understanding of artmaking
process: Enhanced Expressions, Following Flow & Immersion, and Been a While.
Enhanced expressions. Students enjoyed and appreciated the “very free” nature of the
artmaking time since they were allowed to make any art and use any materials in any way that
they wanted. The “diverse materials,” which included materials they “never used before,”
encouraged students “learning to use new materials,” allowed “easier expressions,” and
assisted them in learning “how to express different emotions.” They felt “fresh,” “at ease,”
“good,” “exciting,” “fun,” and felt their stresses were going away by having diverse
expressions. See following expression:
I liked that I could use any materials. Before, I always felt burdensome to make art
because of the constant performance evaluation. But OSP allows topic and materials,
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all up to me, and it got rid of the burden, and I liked it. And it was fresh to use
materials I never used before.
Following flow & Immersion. Students reported the free atmosphere and diverse art
materials allowed them to follow their intuition, thoughts, and feelings. They also reported
that this allowed them “not to worry about anything” including “college prep pressure.” They
expressed it as, “lost track of time,” “immersed,” and/or “so focused.” A student described the
process: “I liked the feeling of paint squeezing from the tubes [i.e., slippery] that made me
want to paint. It allowed me to paint following my intuition and through this, my own unique
art was created.” Students reported feeling “at ease” and “joyful” during this immersion.
Been a while. Students also expressed that “it has been a while” since they had free
artistic expressions with “enough time.” The OSP class was a long overdue expressive time
which had not happened since elementary school days.
Other elements. Thirty two percent of high school students (n = 15) expressed their
experiences of other elements such as Intention and Witness Writing as well as other aspects
such as music and meditation. See sub-themes of Intention & Intention Writing, Music, and
Meditation.
Intention & Witness Writing. Students felt “good” about Intention since they had
“chances to write about” what they “wanted” and therefore, felt those “came true,” and also
felt they were “planning life.” Students said Witness Writing was “interesting” and
“mysterious” because the element allowed them “to record what occurred to during
artmaking” and their “current feelings” while “reflecting on” and “organizing” their “thoughts
and imaginations” which allowed them getting to know themselves (e.g., “What I felt and
what I liked”).
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Both Intention and Witness Writing provoked students to “think” and think “a lot”
which made them feel good. This student captured the Intention and Witness Writing process
well:
My emptied and at ease state of mind allowed me to have easy flow of writing for my
inner mind that I did not even know about before. Each time different stories came out
from witnessing my artwork. I never had this experience. And then after, I vividly felt
that emotional baggage in my mind got dissolved.
Music. Students reported their awareness of music and 9% of students expressed they
preferred quiet music or not having music since the chosen music interfered with their
process.
Meditation. Nine percent of students also reported the mediation made their mind at
ease, refreshed, and feeling good. As one student described it: “Experiencing meditation such
as closing my eyes, feeling my breathing, and hearing the mysterious and delicately subtle
sound of the singing bowl made me feel refreshed and touched.”
Overall OSP class. Fifty three percent of students (n = 25) described their overall
experiences about the OSP art class. Sub-themes include: Positive Responses, Learned About
Self and Expression, Sense of Being Freed from Pressure, Sense of Calmness and Healing,
Others, and Negative Responses.
Positive responses. Overall, students expressed that they liked the class, felt good, fun,
happy, and refreshed. A student’s expression captured overall state of students after the OSP
class: “In one word as a conclusion, I felt truly happy when I was doing OSP. After OSP art
class, I felt so uplifted, not knowing why.” As another student described their experience, “It
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was interestingly mysterious since I never saw this kind of specific and systemic [Artmaking]
process.”
Learned about self and expression. High school students expressed that they learned
something about themselves such as colors, style, and/or feelings they liked, their emotions,
mind, thoughts and “many” others. For example, one student said, “Before OSP, it was hard to
express my inner mind. After OSP, I was able to express myself much more freely, and I feel
it helped me in increasing my confidence.”
Sense of being freed from pressure. As was presented earlier, students expressed that
the class was very free for them and it made them feel “good” about the class.
Sense of calmness and healing. Students expressed enjoying the quiet atmosphere
and they also “became calmer.” Students said things like, “I felt I was really getting healed
when I do OSP class, especially after coming from other academic classes.”
Negative responses. There were 13% of students (n = 6) who expressed negative
responses that included, “Not fun, not exciting,” comparing their own art to others, and
“feeling my own art was useless.”
Taking the class again or not and why. The second open-ended question for the
students’ written feedback asked whether they wanted to take the OSP class again or not.
Eighty five percent of the high school students said Yes and 13% said No, and 2% were
Uncertain. See Table 10 and Table 11 for the reasons of their choices and suggestions. A subtheme of Waiting for the Class was also discovered from the second open-ended question.
For the next class. From this second question, high school students also wrote their
expectation for the next class and it is included here as it was notable. Thirteen percent of
students explicitly expressed these expectations. For example, “It was just 4 hours a week, but
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I came to look forward to this class more and more, and it’s now the number one class that I
wanted to choose.” The following expression showed the class being a high point for the
whole week: “Once the OSP classes started, I started to wait for this class for the whole week,
and every Wednesday [OSP class day] became the ‘happy day’ for me.”
Middle School Students
Total 102 middle school students (7th & 8th grade) from girls’ middle school (n = 70)
and boys’ middle school (n = 32) filled out the open-ended questions of about their OSP
experiences and whether they would like to take the class again or not. The following themes
were discovered from the feedback: More Than Expected, No-Comment/No-evaluation
Principle, Artmaking, Other Elements, and Overall OSP Class. The themes are same as high
school students’ responses except for More Than Expected and subthemes under each theme
are different. Middle school students’ expressions were more direct, not articulate or
sophisticated on each theme, typically just saying “Fun!” compared to high school students’
articulate responses. Boys and girls showed similar response rates in each theme. Students’
choices for retaking the class are presented as Taking This Class Again or Not & Why.
More than expected. Middle school students’ initial response to OSP was different
than high school students (e.g., Feeling lost due to No-Comment). Twenty eight percent (n
=29) of middle school students expressed that they had low or no expectation “at first” (e.g.,
“Just chose the class for snack”; “Just chose class for teacher who I like”). They thought it
would be “boring,” and felt “difficult” and “awkward,” while “not knowing its purpose” since
the class was “new” and “never experienced before.” However, students reported that “as time
went by” and by continuing to participate in the class, “more and more” the class became
“fun” and “meaningful,” and they felt they “learned” something, and it was “helpful.”
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Table 10
HS: Taking the Class Again or Not and Why
Yes Because
(n = 40; 85%)

Order
I like

I gained

Would want

1

Free/Freedom

Healing

Better participation
(40%)

2

No-Comment/no-evaluation
No-forced agenda
The 5 elements & 7- week

Relief from stress

As it is (30%)

3

Different/Unique

Relax/ease of mind/calm
Expressing own thoughts & feelings
freely/directly

With more & new
materials/activities
(30%)

4

Various art media/Activities

Creativity
Learned/Beneficial: How to manage
& control emotions
Empathy/sympathy
Expand from self to others

5

Following flow/intuition/own
thoughts & feelings
True art

Diverse experiences

6

Friends

7

Intention
Witness Writing

8

Singing bowl/Breathing
Sanctuary
Reading
Quiet atmosphere
Snack
No Because
(n =6; 13%)

1

Reading: Nervous; burdensome

2

To have college prep class; Better to get judgement/evaluation; No experiment; Too many
students; Unwanted materials or tools; No-Comment
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Table 11
HS: Suggestions
Suggestions
To take this class regularly to relieve from stress and to calm down.
OSP class “should be a must to take class as other the major subject classes for creativity so students can
prepare for the 4th generation industrial revolution to defeat robots.”
No music or quiet music to play.
Time was short to make another art with same materials.
To learn expression methods before this class.
Other students to chat less chat and pay more attention to the process.
26 was a big number of students to accomplish a quiet atmosphere.
Note. These are individual comments. Italicized = Point of the suggestions.

No-Comment/no-evaluation principle. In contrast to high school students, only eight
percent of the total students shared their thoughts about this theme as follows: “so fun” and
“at ease and good,” as nobody “interfered” them, they “did not need to pick who did well or
not” and “did not have to worry about how others see or comment,” which was “different and
new from other classes.” However, a student also noted that “applauding” was needed as they
are in the developmental stage of wanting “a lot of compliment[s]” while worrying about
“lowering self-esteem,” without it.
Artmaking. Artmaking is the second element of OSP after Intention writing. Sixty
seven percent of middle students mentioned this element with the following sub-themes:
Diversity, Freedom, Expression, and Sense of Pride. Except Expression, these themes are
different from high school students (e.g., Enhanced Expressions, Following Flow &
Immersion, and Been a While).
Diversity. Forty nine percent of students who mentioned the artmaking element
valued the diversity of art activities and materials/tools. Compared to high school students
who articulated this aspect as an enhancing aspect of their expressions, most middle school
students said this aspect was “fun” and “new and different from other classes.” Some of their
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statements mentioned that diversity led them to have “different methods to try out” and
“feeling good” when great ideas occurred during those time as they felt the creativity was
stimulated. Students appreciated having a different art activity “each time” and expressed that
the Mask making (n = 16) was their favorite activity followed by Painting (n = 12), Lantern
making (n =11), and Oil-Pastel (n =11).
Freedom. While not talking much about No-Comment rule directly, 23% of middle
schoolers mentioned about this sub-theme. Students felt “free” during artmaking time (e.g.,
Using materials “as much as I wanted to”; expressing “in any way that I wanted to”; “without
worrying about others”; “with no conditions”) and noticed the class was different from “other
closed sense of classes.” Students also expressed that their feeling freedom during the class
made them “comfortable” as there was no pressure to make “pretty art,” which made them
feel confidence in their art and able to create “unique art” while having “fun.” One student’s
notable expression: “The class made me to have increased ability for imagination and
creativity and taught me what is the real sense of fun and happiness.”
Expression. In contrast to high school students who articulated how different aspects
(e.g., freedom; No-Comment; diverse materials, etc.) enhanced their expression, fifteen
percent of middle school students who described artmaking stated that they “felt good” as
they expressed their “emotions,” “inner world,” “adolescent mind in puberty,” “exhaustions,”
and “something I could not express normally.” A few students said that it helped them to feel
“calmer.” “It was great that I could express and reflect on myself through the art that I
like……to stabilize myself. I feel I cannot have this kind of experience -ever again in my life.
It was just so fun.”
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Sense of pride. Only ten percent of students reported a sense of pride during the
artmaking time and at the “display” time. One student expressed:
I felt very proud of myself by seeing increasing number [amount] of art and writing
[while I was doing OSP]. I feel my self-esteem got increased. By keep making art, I
realized that I was doing my best each time. So, I was so proud of myself and my selfesteem seemed to be increased by realizing it.
Other elements. In addition to Artmaking and No-Comment/no-evaluation, 26% of
students mentioned some other elements: Witness Writing and Others.
Witness Writing. Eleven out of 27 students who mentioned other elements shared their
experience on Witness Writing as “fun,” “nice,” “different,” “made me feel at ease,”
“meaningful,” and “joyful.” This element allowed them to “learn how to write,” “improve”
the writing skills by referencing teacher’s writing, “getting insights about how I was,” “know
what I am good at and what I like,” “see my perspective as well as others’ perspectives,” and
“have increase sense of confidence.” There was a student who felt the writing time was too
short, wanting longer time.
Others. Students (n = 4) liked writing their Intention in an active form “I do instead of
I want,” finding what their wishes were and how many wishes they had. They felt those
wishes come true. The Intention also, “changed negative emotions to positive” and “positive
emotions to be a steppingstone to move forward.” The Reading (n = 4) element was described
as “presenting” and “listening,” and students expressed that the freedom of choosing to pass
was good and that they wanted to participate better next time. For music (n = 3), there were
requests to play different music but also appreciation of the quiet music: “Pleasant sound of
classical music stimulated my auditory sensation……assisted me to have a sense of
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immersion in artmaking and intuitive sense about art. And……gave me the sense of
confidence.” Lastly, meditation (n =4) was a “funny” moment which induced
laughing/giggling for some students since it was their “first time.” However, they felt they
“got used to[it] and better,” feeling “interesting,” and “proud” of self.
Overall OSP class. Forty seven percent of total middle school students described their
overall experiences with positive responses (e.g., “unhurried and joyful class”; “want to have
art as hobby”) about the OSP art class without being specific about each element. Sub-themes
are as follows: Teacher, Freedom, Peers, and Others.
Teacher. Twenty one percent of students (n =13) who expressed their overall
experiences of OSP mentioned their teachers. They reported that having the teachers during
the OSP was “fun,” “joyful” and “good.” They liked that teachers were “working along with”
them and appreciated teachers’ being “nice,” “kind,” “considerate during art making time,”
“loving care of putting all this [oil-pastel and paints] in each container,” “providing tasty
snacks in each time,” “step by step explanation,” and “preparing this program for us.” A
student noted that the teacher would be an important aspect if the program to be applied in
other schools.
Freedom. Students expressed that the “self-directed activities and thought process”
and the “free” and “freedom” they felt during OSP was “the best” part of the OSP. Students
also noted that the “level of freedom was high” and the class was “Beyond my expectation,”
as they were allowed to work in “any way” that they “wanted to do.” For the students, this
freedom was one of the differences from other “mundane” and “dry” classes. The following
students’ expressions show how this aspect impacted them: “I always wanted to have classes
that were comfortable and free. This class made me feel more at ease since it had a free
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atmosphere, unlike those dry classes I had taken before”; “I rather want other academic
classes to be this way.”
For the next class. Positive feelings led students to have high expectation for the next
class, waiting for the class, “everyday” hoping “Friday [OSP class day] comes sooner.” A
student’s expression describes this well:
It was a class that brought a peace of mind for me. It was the class that I was most
waiting for in my entire life. For each class, I felt palpitated wondering what activities
we would be doing that day. It was also fun because it was a kind of class that I
expressed in any way I wanted to do.
About fourteen percent (n = 14) of the total students also expressed that class was so
fun that they “did not realize” the seven weeks passed “already” feeling “the time flew fast”
as they felt only “two to three weeks” went by. Feeling “truly fun,” students expressed
wanting “more classes,” “to take the class again in the 2nd [next] semester,” and “at 9th grade
too.” One student expressed, “It is wrong that this class was only once a week.”
Taking the class again or not and why. The second open-ended question for the
students’ written feedback asked whether they wanted to take the OSP class again or not.
Ninety six percent of the middle school students said Yes and 3 % said No and 1% were
Uncertain. See Table 12 and Table 13 for the reasons of their choices and suggestions.
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Table 12
MS: Taking the Class Again or Not and Why
Yes Because
(n = 98; 96%)

Order
It’s Fun

I like

I gained

Would want

1

Fun (40%)

Various Art
Media/Activities
Teacher

Relief from Stress

With More and New
Materials/Activities
(48%; “no repeating”)

2

Good/Nice
(28%)

Free/Freedom
Different/Unique

Relaxed/Ease of
Mind/Calm

Better Participation (29%)

3

Happy/
Joyful

Friends
Snack

Expressing Own
Thoughts & Feelings
Freely/Directly

As It Is (23%)

4

Gratitude

No-Comment/NoEvaluation
The 5 Elements & 7week Duration

Creativity

5

Quiet Atmosphere
Witness Writing

Immerse/To StayFocused

6

Reading
No-Agenda/NotMundane

Practical: ActiveThinking/Spending the
Day Well/GoalAccomplished Oneby One

7
8

Intention

Healing

1

Others: LearnedSomething &
Beneficial: How to
manage & control
emotions; diverse
experiences; still
judged.
No Because
(n = 3; 3%)
Don't like repeating and wanted to try new activities.
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Table 13
MS: Suggestions
Suggestions
Need “applause” after Reading since we are “at the age needing lots of compliment.”
More students to read.
Teacher's good guidance is important.
More weeks might be better.
To provide this class again in the next semester.
Other academic studies to follow the OSP class style.
To take this class regularly to relieve stress and calm down.
Note. These are individual comments. Italicized = Point of the suggestions.

Summary of Students’ Responses
From Pre-Posttest (KYSR), all students in the experimental group reported more
improvement in most of the areas than the control group. Among the improved areas, Somatic
Complaints (t = -3.649; p = 0.0001) and DSM Somatic Problems (t = -3.021; p = 0.003)
showed statistical significance. Since students were in regular school settings, non-DSM
categories were analyzed further for high school and middle school separately, and both
showed statistical significance only in Somatic Complaints (e.g., p = 0.045 in high school; p =
0.003 in middle school). In middle school settings, when the OSP was provided for 7 weeks,
only Somatic Complaints showed statistical significance (p = 0.035). However, when it was
provided within 3.5 weeks (2 times a week) in the middle school setting, there were three
areas that showed statistical significance: Total Syndrome (p = 0.05), Internalizing (p =
0.046), and Somatic Complaints (p = 0.008)
From the qualitative data obtained from the open-ended written feedback about
students’ experiences of OSP and whether they wanted to take the class again or not, high
school students (n = 47) were more articulate how each element played roles in their process
compared to the middle school students (n = 102) who mostly described the class as fun. Both
school levels (N = 149) had hesitance at the beginning (e.g., High school due to being used to
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evaluation; middle school due to newness), but as the time went by, all fully participated,
resulting in positive growth.
High school students appreciated No-Comment/no-evaluation most as it assisted them
to have fuller participation and getting awareness of self. Middle school students did not
express much about this rule (only 8%). For Artmaking, high schoolers articulated that it
enhanced their expressions, allowed to follow their flow/immersion, and felt they rarely had
those opportunities. Middle school students said they enjoyed the diversity of
materials/activities, freedom, and expression while feeling a sense of pride in Artmaking
element.
For other elements of the OSP, high school students mentioned Intention and Witness
Writing, feeling it assisted their dream come true/planning a life and reflecting/organizing
thoughts and feelings. A small number of high school students mentioned music and
meditation. Middle schoolers appreciated Witness Writing as most fun and meaningful as they
learned about themselves more, and a small number of students also mentioned about other
elements such as Intention, Reading, music, and meditation.
Overall, for the OSP class experience, high school students expressed their positive
responses, learning about themselves and how to express their feelings and thoughts, feeling a
sense of being freed from ongoing pressure, a sense of calmness and healing. Middle school
students’ overall responses were also positive. Interestingly, middle school students mentioned
teachers as one of the positive aspects of the OSP (e.g., kind and working along with them).
They also mentioned freedom as their favorite aspect of the OSP. Both high school and
middle school students expressed their high expectation for the next class. Both high school
and middle school students mentioned about their losing a sense of time during the 7-week
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OSP experiment as the class was fun. Twelve percent of high school students showed negative
responses (e.g., “not fun”), but there were no negative responses from middle schools.
To the question of whether they want to take the class or not, 85% of high school
students wanted to retake the class since they liked the freedom, gained healing, and wanted
to have better participation. Thirteen percent of high school students expressed No since
Reading was burdensome and other miscellaneous reasons. A total 96% of middle schoolers
said Yes since it was fun, and they liked various art, felt relief from stress, and wanted new
and more materials/activities. The 4 % of students who said No expressed that they did not
like to repeat the same class. For high school and middle school students combined, the desire
to repeat was 93% Yes and 6% No.
Teachers’ Experiences of OSP: From “Teacher Training”
Out of eight initial teacher participants, seven teachers completed the training. These
teachers were all women, four taught in middle school and three taught in high school. They
had a range of 28 years of teaching experience (M = 8), and an age range from 28 to 52 (Mage
= 35).
Teachers were asked to write responses to five questions about their experiences of the
training, stress level and approaches to pedagogy. See Appendix E for the full questions and
the raw summaries of the responses. In their written responses, some teachers expressed initial
reservations. A few found English terms and OSP concepts difficult at first, but upon
completing the training they had positive reactions. The five elements of OSP led them to
self-reflection and “happily confronting positive and negative emotions.” They reported
learning to express themselves, improved self-care, confidence and healing as well as overall
appreciation for the opportunity to experience OSP. Their self-reported stress levels improved
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an average of 4 levels on a scale of 0 to 10. The teachers reported that the OSP training
positively affected their pedagogical practice and reconnected them to “the joy of creativity.”
After the training, the teachers hypothesized that OSP would lead to strong Character/Whole
Person Education for students. They had several suggestions for improving the training,
including the timing, clarifying the language and offering continued support and more training
opportunities.
Teachers’ Experiences of OSP: From “Focus Group” (Facilitation)
There were five teachers who were able to apply OSP. They were all females ages
from 28 to 52 (Mage = 35) with a career range of 28 years of teaching. Three were middle
school teachers and two were high school teachers interviewed at different locations due to
geographic distance. The answers and discussions in response to these semi-structured
questions were incorporated, resulting in the following themes (See Appendix F for the
questions): Observation on Students’ Responses, Most Noticeable Changes, Educational
Aspects, Challenges, What Went Well? and Feasible in the Regular Curriculum.
Observation on Students' Responses
All teachers reported that students immersed deeply in the process, with middle school
students noticeably engaged by the use of unique materials and activities.
Teachers also noticed their students were feeling, learning and discovering “by
themselves” without any specific guidance or under any certain topics. Both middle and high
school teachers reported students reflected on themselves (e.g., appeared to understand
themselves more with depth; discovering what they think, favorite colors and shapes, etc.)
through the Intention, Reading, and/or Discussion. Middle school teachers reported students
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being much more creative with freedom of artmaking without concern about the result
(product) was allowed.
Additionally, teachers reported that students seemed to have more insights on how
their “suppressed past experiences were impacting on their current situations” through
witnessing their own art and writing. Further, the high school teachers agreed that the OSP
class seemed to help students who appeared to be “psychologically unstable” and having a
hard time in their life, who had “drop-out wishes,” and/or exhibited “suicidal ideations.”
These students initially disengaged and then gradually, “immersed themselves” at some point.
They expressed “feeling relieved” and that “something is somehow resolved, really big.”
High school teachers also reported that after the class, there were students who shared the
pressures they were facing while tearing up and saying they felt much more “relieved” and
were “feeling lucky to have the class.” In other cases, teachers noticed that students were
emotional (especially high school kids) when they reflected on themselves, began to feel at
ease after the process. High school teachers reported observing students’ brighter mood
overall after the class.
All teachers also reported students exhibiting “increased awareness to diversity” and
“acceptance [of diversity] with respect,” and it contributed students’ increased ability to
“empathize” for each other.
Most Noticeable Changes
All teachers immediately reported that they observed “very noticeable changes”
throughout the 7 weeks in key areas such as the student-teacher relationship. This included
students’ positive attitudes toward teachers as well as teachers’ increased empathy and
affection to their pupils. Both middle and high school teachers reported the same phenomena
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of students “running into” their arms for hug in the hallway and/or “shouting to acknowledge”
them from a distance when they found the teachers. One teacher observed that OSP helped her
understand her students better and “interact with them as human to human with more
empathy.”
In addition, teachers noticed students’ expressing their gratitude to teachers, not only
verbally, but also through behaviors. A teacher deliberated, “I think it's because they had
chances to process their feelings and thoughts. Their emotions probably got somehow purified
after the classes.”
High school teachers reported another noticeable change as students’ “increased
proactive” and “self-directed behaviors” with confident and independent thought processes.
Students seemed to stop needing “excessive confirmation” from teachers. Middle school
teachers reported students coming earlier to class, voluntarily helping teachers, and immersing
in the process.
One high school teacher observed that her students took more initiative with the
regular end of semester exhibition, creating a poster without any specific instruction or
suggestion to do so and collaborating independently about how to display their work.
This was new!...... Before? They were like, ‘teacher tell me where to put this,’ ‘tell me
how to do this,’ ‘tell me what the topic should be,’—they asked everything! This was
absolutely a 100% difference they showed after the OSP.
In addition, a high school teacher reported her experimental class had improved in
class atmosphere and better grades especially in major academic subjects.
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Coping Tool
During the research, there was an incident at one of the participating schools when a
teacher administrator committed suicide. According to the participating teacher, the teacher
“was very close to the students and supportive to art programs.” Therefore, “it was more
shocking for the students” in the experimental group as the class was an art focused class.
Although teachers at the school were worried and the whole school was in shock, according to
the participating teacher, students in the experimental group exhibited more resilience during
and after the OSP class than other students in regular classes and the control group class. This
resilience was observed by other teachers at the school as well. The participating teacher
shared that her students expressed the OSP class was “helping” and “healing” increasing
coping with the tragedy. The teacher also observed students exhibiting increased “insight
about life and direction of their life” while processing the feelings of “vanity of life” during
the class. The teacher “realized that art and expression are such an important aspect” as she
witnessed the differences of the students’ mood “the week before and right after the tragedy.”
Educational Aspects
After they facilitated OSP for 7 sessions, teachers expressed that OSP was “very
educational” and that they can continue to utilize it for their classes. They expressed it
enhanced Character Education/Whole Person Education and motivated students while
mentioning the OSP elements. High school teachers shared, “This is not just an emotional
education class. OSP has some philosophical profoundness in it and kids can learn and
cultivate it by themselves” and another teacher shared as following:
It's like, you pull what you can observe from your surroundings into your own life
while reflecting on it. As it is shown, like the students who got determined to live a life
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that can disperse nice fragrance from themselves to the world, after witnessing the
school tragedy.
Teachers also thought OSP’s unique process “stimulates motivation for learning” by
laying out all the materials each time with diversity and abundance while allowing total
freedom. A teacher also shared that “students can understand how true artists make art or how
art can be made through experiencing free abstract painting and other art making.”
According to the teachers, the No-Comment aspect of the OSP also “significantly led
students to participate more,” to have “increased awareness of diversity,” and to have
“empathy” of “[j]ust accepting others as they are...” A middle school teacher added,
“[S]haring and listening to each other with respect is OSP’s approach, and this is an important
area to learn.” Middle school teachers observed that the respectful behaviors more at Reading
element, which they felt was also regarded as “an integral part.” Since the No-Comment rule
was applied here more explicitly, students “would not criticize but just accept other students'
art or reading without any judgment nor compliment” which therefore it “cultivates their
empathy,” “respect” and “being considerate for the readers.” A middle school teacher
expressed:
Critique in art education can be misused to just put other students down and, in that
aspect, this OSP is very educational by teaching them to respect others and be
considerate. Especially for 7th graders who just started middle school, this is an
important aspect to acquire.
Teachers observed the following specific educational aspects of Intention, Artmaking,
Witness Writing, Reading, Discussion and other aspects of OSP. According to the teachers,
Intention became the “starting point of the rest of the process” that “integrates toward a
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creativity.” A middle school teacher shared the Intention helped students “to have strengths,”
to be “more active” and to “take actions” as well. She added that, “Students told me that the
distant feelings they had from their dreams became less remote after OSP” and that the
practice of Intention writing using active verbs and as if the intention already happened was
“a very positive aspect” for her students. Both middle and high school teachers reported
Intention stimulated their students to think/plan how to spend the day or their life.
All teachers expressed that students' self-directed Artmaking contributed to a “creative
and integrative thought process.” Middle school teachers added that Witness Writing
contributed to students’ “thinking power [cognition].” High school teachers expressed that not
only artmaking, but also “adding” Intention, Witness Writing, and Reading into the art process
“further enhanced student and teacher growth.” Teachers reported that the
Discussion/Conversation element can “cultivate students’ empathy” and offer an opportunity
to express gratitude, which happened frequently.
Some middle school teachers reported that they were “initially skeptical” about using
the singing bowl for meditation in between Reading and Discussion since it appeared to be
“too religious” for them. However, once the teachers “took courage” to ring the singing bowl,
students' responses were “unexpectedly positive” and much “deeper.” It “aided students'
meditation process” and made teachers feel more “confident” in facilitating. High school
teachers reported the same positive impact of the singing bowl with students.
Challenges
Teachers shared the challenges they encountered such as being crowded in their
teaching spaces, discomfort with their first time facilitating OSP, student disruptions, and
feeling too overwhelmed to facilitate during the midsemester.
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First, teachers initially found the amount of preparation difficult. Some had too many
students and had to use spaces in the hallway or empty classrooms. Others struggled to
rearrange heavy desks to fit the OSP class style. However, when OSP was provided for 4
hours in high school, the teacher expressed, “it was a perfect length of the time and student
number (e.g., 23)” as she also had an assisting teacher.
Second, all the teachers had some uncertainties (e.g., how far to enforce rules; whether
to ask students to clean up together; what to do about disruptive students who finished early
etc.). Middle school teachers shared that there were areas that they could do better such as
giving enough time in the introduction for students’ fuller participation. All teachers reported
some students were chatting, commenting and disrupting the class if they completed
Artmaking early and/or if they “tended to have a shorter attention span” than other students.
Lastly, teachers had to remind students about the No-Comment rule from time to time.
Middle school teachers also reported, “It was really hard not to praise students when they
behaved well! (Laugh).” Sometimes students reminded teachers not to praise them by saying
“No-Comment!” A middle school teacher reported that instead of praising students, she
started to send an unspoken wish/regard for the students (i.e., “prayed for them”) and it made
the teacher felt good about her “habit of having positive regards” for her students while
wishing her students also could do the same.
However, a middle school teacher who facilitated the OSP for a whole semester shared
that she became less tolerant of students' non-compliance due to the increased administrative
work as well as increase in students' overall conduct problems which was “typical” in the mid
to end of each semester. Teachers shared that workload toward the end of a semester typically
increases and teachers get overwhelmed.
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What Went Well?
Teachers reported that abundance of materials, facilitation, and use of technology were
some of the aspects that went well. All teachers reported the abundance with diversity of
materials, which were “laid out on the table,” and “diverse interesting activities” (e.g.,
including three-dimensional artmaking, Mask, and Lantern making) “tremendously
contributed” to students’ positive responses.
Teachers also reported “the more” they facilitated, they “facilitated better” resulting in
“more positive responses from students.” All teachers also modified and “replenished the
materials” as time went by after observing students’ responses, and they reported that it
“enhanced students’ progress.” Teachers said that the “ready-made” OSP program was helpful
as they could “easily follow through.”
Teachers reported that using technology worked “very well” for better management.
For example, to provide the Image OSP class, a middle school teacher searched the internet to
find and print suitable images for middle schoolers, which she found improved students’
immersion. Another middle school teacher used Bluetooth and her smartphone to control the
music (e.g., on and off; volume). Giving cues to end the Artmaking time using music volume
instead of verbal reminders seemed to work well. A high school teacher with more than 20
students allowed students to take photos of their artwork immediately after Artmaking and
upload to an internet based closed network room that the teacher created for this class. This
allowed all students to be “able to pay attention” to the reader and the artwork during Reading
time since the artwork was on “the big screen.”
Feasible in the Regular Curriculum
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All teachers reported the opinion that it is “perfectly feasible” to have OSP in the
regular art class as “there are needs” and OSP “fits the direction of current national
curriculum” of Korea.
According to all teachers, “Korean students” are “extremely busy and don’t have
much time for reflecting on self,” and their schedules are often filled with “school, homework,
test preparation, progress notes to prepare, afterschool activities, Hagwon (after school
institutes until nearly midnight) and/or personal tutoring.” Therefore, students often “overly
rely on others” in many aspects of their life, “even in their own study” without having input
from within. High school teachers shared, “They are just filling the tank without any soul in
it…They fill out the worksheets with pretty lettering and decorating [instead of creative
thoughts], thinking that will lead to A+.”
High school teachers expressed that this kind of class is “absolutely needed” as
students are “very unstable” saying, “It's the most vulnerable time in their life.” A teacher
shared, “It might be better to get healing now by this kind of regular classes, and later maybe
they can seek areas they want and need to study.” Teachers added that students “need to
experience” that “they can be in a better state if they do that, like taking this kind of class
since they would have many more hurdles in their life to overcome,” and need “the great
feeling of getting healed, the happy feeling, the grounded feeling of looking at yourself.”
Further, teachers expressed that “the self-reflective aspect of OSP was a very
important aspect for students’ growth.” However, typically, “regular schools do not have this
kind of classes” and teachers all expressed implementing OSP in regular art class “would be
very important” as its approach is also “not intimidating” and more “accessible.” One high
school teacher expressed that more and more she was convinced that “Arts class is the place
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for students to process, express and get healing, and if art class does not provide this place for
emotional education, it can be disastrous for students.” Another high school teacher
expressed:
The reality is, kids get hurt at home and at school so much, maybe too much, and they
only get the chances to heal later, like when they grow up, when it is too difficult to
get healed and requires so much more time and effort.
Further, teachers expressed the need to “continue to develop OSP in the educational
system,” especially since OSP “fits the direction of Korean education as well as art
education,” and to deepen their knowledge through further training such as “professional
development.” As a final comment, all the participating teachers shared that the class was
healing for students but also for themselves feeling “very happy” and “lucky” to run the class.
Summary of Teachers’ Experiences
Total of 7 teachers (4 middle school; 3 high school) teachers completed Teacher
Training about the OSP and reported on their feedback form that a positive personal impact
(e.g., self-care, greater confidence, learning to express, healing, and overall appreciation of
the opportunity) and professional response (e.g., pedagogy renewal), and decreased sense of
stress. A total of 5 teachers (3 middle school; 2 high school) were able to implement the OSP
at their schools. Through the focus group, teachers shared their observations on students’
responses that had some consistency with students’ feedback. Further, teachers reported that
students had more independent learning, increased sense of empathy, respect for diversity, and
a lighter mood after processing their emotions. The most noticeable changes observed were
improved student-teacher relationships, gratitude, and increased proactive behaviors. Teachers
also shared challenges such as space, number of students, preparing, and disrupting students.
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Regardless of challenges, teachers felt the OSP classes went well. The abundance of materials
and diverse activities, more facilitation experiences, as well as using technology contributed
to the positive outcome. All teachers reported that OSP has educational aspects and is feasible
to implement in regular classes as well as wanting more professional development.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
The purpose of the study was to explore whether the Open Studio Process (OSP)
facilitated by teachers impacted the wellbeing of secondary school students and to understand
the students’ experiences of OSP. The teachers’ experiences of OSP and their experiences
facilitating OSP were also of interest. For a broader understanding of the developmental phase
and responses, both middle and high school students’ experiences were included. A mixed
methods design was used to provide a 7-session intervention of OSP classes facilitated by art
teachers as part of the regular art curriculum at three public middle schools and two high
schools in South Korea in addition to one middle school that provided the control group only.
The results showed that participating students’ wellbeing was impacted as evidenced
by a significant decrease in Somatic Complaints (p = 0.0001) on the K-YSR compared to the
control group as well as students’ direct positive expressions about their experiences of each
element of OSP and the grounding principle of No-Comment. When middle and high school
students were analyzed separately, both levels of students still showed consistency in
statistically significant improvement in Somatic Complaints compared to the control group.
Moreover, for middle school students who had OSP twice per week, there was an additional
finding of a significant decrease in Internalizing and Total Syndrome compared to the control
group.
However, in qualitative analysis, middle and high school students showed great
contrast in their responses, regardless of their positive responses to OSP classes, as they are
developmentally in different stages. For example, high school students were more articulate in
describing their wellbeing experience than middle school students, and middle school students
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showed reliance on teachers. Students of all ages reported fuller participation than initially
expected, a sense of freedom while Artmaking, the experience of immersion during class, and
beneficial outcomes from Witness Writing and Reading.
Participating teachers described personal gains and improvements in pedagogy after
OSP training. They also identified OSP’s educational aspects including Character/Whole
Person Education and the feasibility of implementing OSP in the regular art curriculum as
well as their desire for further training.
Wellbeing: Statistical Significance
The K-YSR had eight syndrome scales which relate to five problem areas such as
internalizing problems (i.e., withdrawn; somatic complaints; anxious/depressed), externalizing
problems (i.e., delinquent behavior; aggressive behavior), social problems, thought problems
and attention problems (S. J. Kim et al., 2006). Out of the 118 questions in K-YSR, the
following 10 items are the questions for Somatic Complaints: Q47. Nightmares; Q51. Dizzy;
Q54. Tired; Q56a. Aches; Q56b. Headaches; Q56c. Nausea; Q56d. Eye Problems; Q56e. Skin
Problems; Q56f. Stomachaches; Q56g. Vomiting. Those in the OSP interventions
demonstrated significant improvement in Somatic Complaints compared to those in the
control groups. This was true for all students and when data were analyzed separately by high
school and middle school. However, when OSP was provided twice a week for middle school
students, more areas showed significant improvement.
In general, chronic somatic symptoms prevent quality of life (H. Lee et al., 2018) and
limit opportunities for adolescents. People with somatic symptoms can have frequent hospital
visits when psychotherapy might be more helpful (Zheng et al., 2019). More specifically, the
result of current study is encouraging since somatic complaints are regarded as a precursor for
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further psychological disorders such as anxiety and depression (H.J. Jeon et al., 2016; J.H.J
Kim et al, 2019; S.W. Jeon et al, 2016; Zheng et al, 2019) in the present and later in life (S.
Park, Jang, & Lee, 2018).
To provide some cultural perspective, somatic complaints such as dizziness, headache,
chest tightness, chest pain, muscle tension, back pain, neck or shoulder pain, shortness of
breath, palpitation, and soreness were also prevalent among Korean adults (between 18 to 64
years old; Mage = 45.5) with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) with suicidality (H. J. Jeon et
al., 2016). According to J. H. J. Kim et al. (2019), compared to Westerners (e.g., European
American and Vietnamese American), Asians (e.g., Vietnamese) showed an increase in
internalizing psychopathology and developed significant impairment when somatic
complaints, anxiety symptoms, and depressive symptoms presented together. More somatic
symptoms predicted more delinquent behaviors in Korean adolescents (H. Kim et al, 2012).
In adolescents, somatic symptoms increase when they have few resources and avoid
conflicts during the stressful life events at home, school, and other places (H. Kim et al.,
2012). In Asian culture (J. H. J. Kim et al., 2019;Saint Arnault & Kim, 2008) interdependency
and harmony is more valued than individual expressions, therefore somatic symptoms are
more acceptable and may indicate more significant psychological distress than in Western
culture, where dualism in medicine separates issues of the mind and body (J. H. J. Kim et al.,
2019).
However, not all Asian students primarily somaticize distress. A comparative study of
China, Japan, and Korea showed significant differences (Houri, Nam, Choe, Min, &
Matsumoto, 2012), including that Korean students are more vulnerable to somatic symptoms,
eating disorders, and impulsiveness than students in the other two countries.
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Saint Arnault and Kim (2008)’s study provided insights into the somatization of
Korean adolescents. The researchers reported several Korean terms representing syndromes
accompanying somatic symptoms resembling depression, such as Han (passive chronic regret
or resentment with self-pity for unfulfilled aspirations accompanied by physical sensation
such as feeling a lump and obstruction in the epigastric and respiratory regions), Hwa-byung
(suppressed emotion leading to anger related physical and psychological syndrome including
active anger, resentment, fatigue, panic, insomnia, palpitations, aches and pains, etc.), and
Shingyungshayak (pronounced as Shin-gyung-shay-yahk; emotional and somatic disorder
similar to neurasthenia accompanied by fatigue, inadequacy, headache, hypersensitivity,
digestive problems, depression, and insomnia). Therefore, the results of this research of a
distinctive and consistent decrease in Somatic Complaints might demonstrate a culturally
specific characteristic of Korean adolescents, especially considering the test results were from
regular non-clinical students at regular public schools in South Korea.
There are several ways that the key characteristics of OSP may have contributed to
the decrease in somatic complaints in the sample. For example, OSP is a self-directed process
under the No-Comment principle. Therefore, students could choose what to work on (in
Intention setting), and what and how to use materials (in Artmaking), to write (in Witness
Writing), and to read (in Reading) with the understanding that no one would comment on
their work either positively or negatively. It is possible that the OSP class allowed students to
be less avoidant and confront their issues through this process during the 7-week class. This is
consistent with Pennebaker’s (1993) finding that psychologically confronting personal
concerns is related to physical and psychological health.
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An overview of many studies reveals a link between the effectiveness of creativity, art,
and expressive writing in both psychological and physical health (Pennebaker, 1993;
Richards, 2010; Stuckey & Nobel, 2010). Engagement with creative efforts either as an
observer (e.g., in OSP, Witnessing or Witness Writing) or initiator (Artmaking) can contribute
to better moods, emotions, psychological states, and physiological states (Stucky & Nobel,
2010). When people are in an unhealthy state, whether physically or psychologically, they are
surrounded by constant and concrete limitations. Artmaking in OSP promotes the creative
element of openness and protects it through the No-Comment rule, thus allowing the creative
process to overcome limitations imposed by one’s unhealthy state.
Expressive writing is an element of OSP known to have health benefits in both
physical and emotional aspects. Constructing one’s own story is good for health in measurable
ways including immune function and liver enzyme function, fewer health center visits, better
GPA and a higher employment rate (Pennebaker, 1993). Pennebaker’s suggested writing style,
writing continuously without regard to spelling, grammar, and/or sentence structure, etc. is
consistent with OSP’s writing elements. OSP also allows participants to write their own story
which may lead to an A-ha moment (Allen, 2008) consistent with Pennebaker’s finding that
catharsis improves health.
Interestingly, after the 3.5-week middle school experiment in the current study, there
were more areas that showed statistically significant improvement in addition to Somatic
Complaints such as Internalizing and Total Syndrome. This indicates that the more frequent
OSP classes may have intensified effects so that such as externalizing problems, social
problems, thought problems and attention problems.
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Therefore, from these findings, OSP might work as a preventative intervention for
Korean adolescents when it is provided at school. In addition, taking into account how 8th
grade wellbeing impacts 11th grade (Ciarrochi et al., 2017), that adolescent depression persists
until adulthood (Naicker, Galambos, Zeng, Senthilselvan, & Colman, 2013), and wellbeing
during middle school impacts wellbeing much later (Nishida, Richards, & Stafford, 2016;
Stringaris et al., 2009), this is a hopeful significant result.
The following sections discuss students’ and teachers’ experiences in greater detail.
Wellbeing: Students’ Experiences
During this study, both high school and middle school students expressed their initial
reservations about OSP, but then reported fully participating and positive responses. High
school and middle school students showed similar themes expressing how they felt about the
OSP elements such as No-Comment/no-evaluation principle, Artmaking, Other Elements, and
Overall OSP. From the overall feedback (See Appendix F for Summary of
Themes/Subthemes of All Students’ Responses to OSP Elements), common and different
experiences in each school level were discovered. See Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the common experiences coincide with this researcher’s prediction from
the pilot study and reveal an increased sense of wellbeing. Students described OSP impacting
self-knowledge, learning to manage/regulate their emotions, thoughts, and feelings, and
eventually becoming calmer, feeling healed, and having more positive feelings (happiness).
This process seemed to be enhanced by their openness to the class as it was “different from
other classes” due to the high level of freedom allowed under the No-Comment rule.
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Figure 2
Common & Different Experiences Among HS and MS

B. Kim, Lee, Kim, Choi, and Lee (2013) identified that emotional exhaustion is
significantly related to cynicism and academic inefficacy in Korean middle school students.
Also, adolescent burn out is similar to that of adults and needs closer attention (B. Kim et al.,
2013). One especially notable finding in this study is how high school students directly
expressed feeling saved from the ongoing pressure of college prep. Middle school students
face less evaluation and reported feeling more at ease in general. As appropriate for their
developmental phases and the regular school setting, high school students were introspective
while middle school students were responsive to the present moment.
Interestingly, unlike high school students, teacher and peers were one of the main
reasons for the middle school students reported for being willing to retake the class. Dweck,
Walton, and Cohen (2014) stated that social belonging can determine whether students stay
engaged at school. Song, Bong, Lee, and Kim (2014) reported that peer support for Korean
middle schoolers functions as a buffer from maladaptive motivation and reduces performance-
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avoidance and lowers test anxiety during all three years at middle school. Yet S. Park, Jang,
and Lee (2018) reported that conflict with teachers, parents, and peers can be a major stressor
for middle school students, especially in rural areas like the participating schools. The OSP
occurred in a group setting where students witnessed and shared their art, thoughts, and
emotions in a non-judgmental, respectful way that might have allowed them to feel more
supported from their peers thus increasing the sense of belongingness. It is encouraging that
middle school students felt support from both teachers and peers since Way, Reddy, and
Rhodes (2007) identified teacher and peer support as two of the four dimensions that
positively contribute to school connectedness. Further, according to Ciarrochi, Morin, Sahdra,
Litalien, and Parker (2017), isolated support from peers alone can be risky.
Another notable result was the sense of pride described by middle schoolers during
and after artmaking when they displayed all their artwork during the seventh session. Sense of
pride can be interchangeable and/or related to self-esteem and self-confidence, and even with
self-efficacy is an important aspect of student growth (Hwang, Choi, Lee, Culver, &
Hutchison, 2016). Poor self-esteem is associated with persistent depression, runaway or
homeless adolescents, and suicide especially in Korean adolescents (Lim, Chung, & Joung,
2016). Therefore, students’ feeling a sense of pride during and after OSP class is encouraging
and could be extended to self-efficacy, since students were able to make their own unique art
and writing and felt a sense of approval, which matches the self-efficacy that SEL assesses.
No-Comment
M. Kim (2018)’s pilot study identified the No-Comment rule as a distinguishing
characteristic of OSP. In this study students at both school levels expressed feeling freed from
pressure or at ease due to the No-Comment rule. Korea has the highest stress level for
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adolescents (Hu, 2015; VanderGast, Foxx, Flowers, Rouse, & Decker, 2015), so it is not
surprising that students express both the stress and their relief.
Constructive feedback and encouragement, including frequent praise and applause, are
typical educational scenes (Dweck, Walton, & Cohen, 2014) that foster students’ confidence
and identify strengths and weaknesses. Maintaining the No-Comment rule is contrary to
normal practice but still valuable. The overall positive responses to the No-Comment/noevaluation rule reveals that it was experienced as enhancing freedom and expression, fostering
awareness of self, and encouraging positive feelings.
Artmaking
Non-judgmental settings have been theorized to unblock creative expression (McNiff,
2015), and students at both levels responded most to the Artmaking element (55% of high
school students and 65% of middle school students). Both levels of students reported being
intrigued by the diverse and new materials, tools, and activities for each class. The
combination of freedom and diverse materials may allow students to make diverse
experiments following their intuition. This can increase students’ problem-solving skills along
with taking risks, important aspects of SEL education.
Both levels of students reported experiencing high levels of freedom and autonomy
during Artmaking. This finding is encouraging since autonomy is a crucial developmental
task and essential for educational purposes during adolescence (Dweck, Walton, & Cohen,
2014), and the perception of greater autonomy has been significantly associated with changes
and improvements in self-esteem and depressive symptoms (Way, Reddy, & Rhodes, 2007).
High school students shared experiences of immersion during Artmaking and middle
school students reported a sense of immersion in the whole process. Their expressions match
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Csikszentmihalyi (1996, 2004)’s description of the flow experience that occurs when
engaging in creativity. Csikszentmihalyi (1996) observed that immersion or flow and
creativity lead to happiness. Both high school and middle school students repeatedly
expressed that they experienced the class as fun and that it made them feel happy. It is
possible that the Artmaking element under the No-Comment rule allowed students to enter the
state of flow in the realm of creativity and eventually a sense of happiness arose, even for
high school students under great pressure.
However, educators and therapists must note that high school students also expressed
that it had “been a while” since they last experienced such an opportunity, which might
impact their ability to maintain wellbeing during the intense college prep phase of education
and may require changes such as more judgment-free classes as well as outlets where they can
safely address or express their concerns.
Other Aspects
Consistent with M. Kim (2018)’s pilot study, high school and middle school students
expressed that the Witness Writing element allowed them to learn about themselves and
others. It is assumed that they gained some of those benefits by listening to others during the
Reading element, which may have amplified learning from the preceding elements and
increased the feeling of social belongingness (Dweck, Walton, & Cohen, 2014). Hearing what
others think and feel and being accepted for their art and verbal expression may have
decreased a sense of isolation (Dweck et al. 2014).
Teachers’ Experiences
When the teachers first received OSP training, they reported that it was useful for
personal self-care, reconnecting to creativity and stress reduction as well as for their
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professional development such as pedagogical renewal and Character/Whole Person
Education. This was encouraging as teachers were not only learning an educational tool but
also felt a sense of wellbeing (self-care) from the training. Further, after they implemented
OSP, they reported feeling improved relationships with students and noting increased positive
student behaviors including initiative, gratitude, empathy, respect and acceptance of diversity.
Especially, teachers’ sense of increased student-teacher relationship is notable as it can
contribute to students’ school connectedness/belongingness, which was consistent with
middle school students’ responses. According to their report, the No-Comment motivated for
more participation and the awareness of the diversity. This is important as Korean society has
been moving from more of homogeneous country to multicultural society. In addition,
teachers observed that the five elements of OSP and the No-Comment rule moved the
experience beyond regular artmaking classes and contributed to their positive experiences.
Teachers served as role models for students by working along with them using the
Process genuinely, and this dual process seems important since teachers in Korea, as well as
in the US (Redding & Henry, 2019; Reilly, 2018), increasingly seem to lose genuine
connection to their teaching careers.
These teachers reported that they knew their students better and advocated for OSP at
different times in the academic year as well as formats such as a one-hour class that would
allow more students to participate. The teachers also suggested that the ease of learning and
implementing OSP would make it popular among art teachers and requested further
professional development. Most importantly, the participating teachers recognized the
potential for OSP to provide more than art education but a tool that led their students to
deeper self-learning despite great pressures in their lives.
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OSP in Educational Settings
From students’ and teachers’ expressions, OSP is not only preventative intervention
for mental health, but also educational, concurrent with the core contents of art education
through Experience, Expression, and Appreciation (Korean Ministry of Education & Human
Development, 2007; Korean Ministry of Education, n.d.), the direction of national curriculum
in Korea (e.g., raising Creative-Integrative Talented Human to prepare young generation to
adapt and lead in the 21century, who has capacity in self-management/self-directive, creative
thought process, aesthetic appreciation, communication, community participation, and the
capacity for processing information; Korean Ministry of Education, 2015; National
Curriculum Information Center[NCIC], 2016), and Korea’s recently passed policy on
Character/Whole Person Education (Korean Ministry of Education, 2018).
The most recent national curriculum mainly aimed for art education to increase the
ability of students to appreciate the culture of art in daily life. The curriculum added art
appreciation and critique to the high school curriculum and the Free Semester system for
middle school where student centered/participatory creative arts experiences are emphasized.
Also, the art education curriculum emphasized the integrative education of the three core
contents, and expanded school evaluations toward student and process-oriented evaluation
(NCIC, 2016).
In addition, during the current study, students experienced how to make true art that
can be relevant to themselves (the artist) and experienced the joy of making unique art. This
increased their sense of art appreciation and some even wanted to have art as a hobby. They
also learned that what they made can be a problem-solving tool and increased their sense of
creativity throughout the classes. Teachers also observed this.
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Further, teachers expressed that “the self-reflective aspect of OSP was a very
important aspect for students’ growth” which follows the direction of the national curriculum
in Korea. The OSP in education, therefore, met school criteria and moreover, assisted
participants to experience that art can be their daily tool in more integrative way. This also
solved teachers’ struggles to finding proper activities that can link creativity, art, and
promoting understanding self and others for Character Education.
The notion of Character/Whole Person Education matches recent efforts in SocialEmotional Learning (SEL), which is regaining attention in education by addressing
interpersonal, intrapersonal, and deep cognitive competencies that demonstrate strong longterm academic achievement and attainment.
SEL assesses self-efficacy, self-management, conscientiousness, and grit (Soland,
Zamarro, Cheng, & Hitt, 2019) and there are five core competencies of SEL (e.g., Selfawareness, Self-management, Social awareness, Relationship skills, and Responsible
decision-making; CASEL, n.d.). OSP seems to address all these areas as found in the
qualitative results of this study in a manner that is simpler and easier for both students and
teachers than typical SEL programs.
According to Low, Smolkowski, Cook, and Desfosses (2019) and Dweck, Walton, and
Cohen (2014), SEL needs grade-specific materials such as separate kits with various materials
and scripts for each grade often with extensive separate programs apart from normal
classroom experiences. These can be tremendous work for teachers regardless of good
intentions. In contrast, OSP classes can be integrated into art classes and provide naturally
embedded aspects of SEL making utilization more accessible. Teachers reported some minor
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challenges preparing materials and their classrooms, but also expressed that they enjoyed the
preparation and looked forward to the next class.
Further, in OSP, teachers do not create or announce a goal for the class such as selfesteem, relationship building, and/or problem solving, etc. Instead, students have the
opportunity to learn these aspects by themselves (self-regulation and self-control; Dweck,
Walton, & Cohen, 2014; Orkibi, Ronen, & Assoulin, 2014) resulting in a sense of
empowerment and possibly academic tenacity (Dweck et al., 2014).
In addition, having teachers as facilitator had the additional merit of helping teachers
get to know the students better, which is especially critical at the beginning of the semester
(D. Lee et al., 2019). These improved relationships within the regular school setting may have
made it easier for students to reach out to their teachers about stress and other challenges
related to their classes.
High school and middle school students are in developmentally different stages, but
the results of the current study showed a consistency in improvement of Somatic Complaints
of both high and middle school students in Korea. Also, qualitative results showed students
receiving benefits of OSP class in accordance with their unique developmental task. Although
the main focus was the middle school phase and proved that the OSP positively influenced the
wellbeing of middle school students, the study also elaborated that OSP art classes can be
beneficial in all secondary school levels in educational setting.
Implications of Study
There were consistent and significant improvement in Somatic Complaints and
positive responses from students about their experience of OSP in this study. These results
show OSP has potential as a preventative intervention tool used by non-clinicians like
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teachers for broader prevention and promotion of wellbeing. These findings encourage one to
think about the potential a school curriculum that includes OSP may have for students and
teachers.
OSP as a regular class, as evidenced by the current study, may increase wellbeing
without further cost, stigma, and prolonged endurance of pain. As wellbeing in middle school
impacts wellbeing during high school, providing OSP in middle school could be critical to
equip students for their future.
From an expressive therapies perspective, if schools offered OSP within a regular
class, it might identify further needs for professional help. School counselors might be trained
in OSP as well in order to collaborate with teachers and provide OSP in their practice.
Limitation of Study
The following areas are limitations of the study. First, gender differentiation was
excluded, limiting analysis of the results. Also, due to Korea’s current effort to protect
students’ sensitive information such as social-economic status (SES) and GPA, etc., it was
difficult to obtain demographic information. Second, the pretest and posttest and open-ended
questions were self-reported which could be influenced by innate bias, non-sincere responses,
and/or respondents’ wish to please the teacher/researcher (Soland, Zamarro, Cheng, & Hitt,
2019). Including other observational measurements that can provide additional information
for wellbeing and/or social emotional learning including but not limited to GPA, the number
of office visits, and/or attendance might be helpful, if possible. Third, each teacher has their
particular style of providing OSP even though the program was ready-made. Therefore, what
specific aspects influenced which results may be obscure. Fourth, the current study for middle
school took place in one rural area and high school took place in one urban area in Korea.
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Lastly, the Teacher Training was provided for no cost and teachers might have felt the need to
reciprocate by reporting more positive aspects.
Conclusion
Prevention for wellbeing does not often appear as imperative as other interventions,
probably because immediate needs or actions are not obvious. Yet increasingly, longitudinal
studies and extensive research highlight the importance of wellbeing and early nonstigmatizing intervention, especially with the trend of Positive Psychology.
As a preventative effort for the wellbeing of human life, focusing on the wellbeing of
middle school years was urgent (WHO, 2018) and this study used OSP to examine its
effectiveness in secondary school years. After the pilot study in 2018, this researcher
hypothesized that OSP might improve the sense of wellbeing of adolescents as well as
facilitators when provided by art teachers within the regular art education curriculum.
In conclusion, as evidenced by quantitative and qualitative results, the OSP
contributed to the wellbeing of middle school students and students in secondary schools, it
was effective to apply in the school system as a regular art curriculum facilitated by teachers
as agents of change providing a positive base for future application, and it has positive
evidence-based potential to expand its research as a preventative intervention tool.
Within its limitations, the current study suggests OSP can be utilized as a preventative
intervention enhancing the wellbeing of secondary school students and has educational
aspects that allow the use of OSP in educational settings including regular public school
settings as a regular art class with trained art teachers as facilitators, in South Korea. This
study contributes to the field of expressive arts therapy in understanding the importance and
specific tools for prevention, as an effective teaching for art education. In addition, as
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Character/Whole Person education, OSP as presented in this study may provide a clear
interdisciplinary linkage between art therapy and art education, suggesting direction for
further interdisciplinary studies as well as international collaborative studies.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCH INFORMED CONSENT
You are invited to participate in the research project titled “Student Wellbeing and Open Studio
Process in the School Curriculum in South Korea.” The intent of this research study is to “find out

whether the Open Studio Process (OSP) facilitated by teachers impacts the wellbeing and
other areas of life of middle school students.” Your participation will entail the attending the OSP
facilitator training (up to 40-60 hours), filling out a feedback form, implementing the OSP during your
regular art classes (you will pick two classes: one for experimental and one for control) for up to 7
weeks, obtaining pre/posttest using K-YSR from both classes, obtaining open-ended feedback from
the experimental class, and lastly, participating in a focus group (one to two hours) about a month after
the last OSP art class. The focus group interview will involve video recording and audio recording to
aid the researcher to capture the essence of the contents. The interview questions will be semi
structured/open questions with no right answer. The interview will take place at the most convenient
time and effective place for the interviewee and for the researcher. The researcher will make field
notes from time to time and also will be available during the 7-week experiment.
In addition,
•
•
•
•

•
•

You are free to choose not to participate in the research and to discontinue your participation
in the research at any time.
Identifying details will be kept confidential by the researcher. Data collected will be coded
with a pseudonym, the participant’s identity will never be revealed by the researcher, and only
the researcher will have access to the data collected.
Any and all of your questions will be answered at any time and you are free to consult with
anyone (i.e., friend, family) about your decision to participate in the research and/or to
discontinue your participation.
Participation in this research poses minimal risk to the participants. The probability and
magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are no greater in and of
themselves than those ordinarily encountered in daily life. If any problem in connection to the
research arises, you can contact the researcher, Maria Kim at (323) 304-8447 and by email at
mkim14@lesley.edu or Lesley University sponsoring faculty Dr. Robyn Flaum Cruz at (412)401-1274 and by email at rcruz@lesley.edu.
If you bring own artwork that you felt significant to share in the group, they can be included in
data analysis and photographed.
The researcher may present the outcomes of this study for academic purposes (i.e., articles,
teaching, conference presentations, supervision etc.)

My agreement to participate has been given of my own free will and that I understand all of
the stated above. In addition, I will receive a copy of this consent form.
__________________________ ___________ ___________________________ ___________
Participant’s signature
Date
Researcher’s signature
Date

There is a Standing Committee for Human Subjects in Research at Lesley University to which
complaints or problems concerning any research project may, and should, be reported if they arise.
Contact the Committee atirb@lesley.edu
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연구 참여 동의서 (Research Informed Consent (Korean Version)
선생님께서는 다음과 같은 연구에 참여하시도록 초대되었습니다: “학교 교과과정 속의 오픈
스튜디오 프로세스(오에스피)와 학생들의 웰빙-한국사례.” 이 연구의 의도는 “오에스피가 학교
선생님들을 통해 제공 되었을 때 중학교 학생들의 웰빙 및 삶의 다른 영역에 대한 영향을
알아보기” 위함입니다. 선생님의 참여내용은 다음과 같습니다: 40-60 시간 정도의 오에스피
연수, 연수 후 대한 간단한 소감 설문지 작성, 1 학기 미술 수업 중 7 주간 오에스피 적용(2
학급을 선택: 한 학급은 오에스피적용; 다른 한 학급은 보통 미술수업), 7 주 전 후에 두
학급으로부터 “청소년 자기행동 평가척도” (KYSR) 설문지 수거, 오에스피 받은 학급에서
소감지 수거, 그리고 마지막으로 한번 모이셔서 경험을 나누시게 됩니다(포커스 그룹). 이 마지막
포커스 그룹에서의 경험 나눔은 비디오/오디오 녹음을 하여 연구자가 내용의 핵심들을 알 수
있도록 하게 됩니다. 포커스 그룹에서 진행자가 할 질문들은 몇가지가 방향이 있지만 정답이
따로 있지 않은 자유로이 소감을 표현하실 수 있는 질문들이 될 것입니다. 또한 이 포커스 그룹의
장소는 참여 선생님들과 연구에 가장 편리한 곳으로 정해지게 될 것입니다. 연구자는 경우에
따라 메모를 적는다거나 하는 필드노트를 하게 될 것이며 7 주간의 오에스피 적용기간에
지속적인 연락이 가능할 것입니다.
추가로,
• 선생님은 연구에 불참하기로 선택하실 수 있으며 또한 연구 중에도 어느 때라도
•

•
•

연구참여를 취소하실 수 있습니다.
개인의 신상을 알 수 있는 정보들은 모두 비밀유지가 될 것입니다. 수거된 자료들은
연구자에 의해 가명으로 처리될 것이며 참여자의 신상은 보호될 것이고 연구자만이
수거된 자료들을 볼 수 있을 것입니다.
어떤 질문이 있으셔도 대답해 드리게 될 것이며 선생님은 연구에 대하여 또는 연구 참여
유지 여부등에 대하여 그 어느 누구와도 (예: 가족 또는 친구 등) 의논 하실 수 있습니다.
연구 참여로 인한 해로움이나 불편함의 가능성이나 정도의 예상은 최소로서 보통
일상생활에서 겪을 수 있는 정도이거나 그보다 적은 것으로 예상되는 연구입니다. 이
연구와 관련되어 어떤 문제라도 발생하게 되면 연구자인 김마리아에게 전화나 (323-

•
•

304-8447) 이메일(mkim14@lesley.edu) 로 연락하시거나 지도교수인 로빈 플라움
크루즈 박사 (Dr. Robyn Flaum Cruz)에게 전화나 (412-401-1274) 이메일
(rcruz@lesley.edu)로 연락하십시오.
만약 선생님 본인의 미술작품이 포커스 그룹과 꼭 이야기 나누어야 할 중요성이 있다고
생각되시면 이는 연구자료 분석에 포함 될 수도 있으며 사진으로 찍게 될 것 입니다.
연구자는 연구결과를 교육적 목적으로 발표할 수 있습니다 (예: 논문, 소논문, 교수과정,
학회발표, 슈퍼비전 등).

이 연구에 대한 나의 참여는 자유의지에 의한 것이며 나는 위에 기재된 모든 것을
이해합니다. 추가로 나는 이 동의서의 사본을 받게 될 것입니다.

______________________
연구참가자 서명

___________
날짜

_________________________
연구자 서명

___________
날짜
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APPENDIX B
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Student Wellbeing and Open Studio Process in the School Curriculum in South Korea
Principal Investigator: Maria Kim, Ph.D. student in Expressive Therapies, Lesley University.
Co-researcher: Dr. Robyn Flaum Cruz in Expressive Therapies, Lesley University

Your child is being asked to volunteer in this study to assist in my doctoral research on
Student Wellbeing and Open Studio Process in the School Curriculum in South Korea. The
intent of the sequential mixed methods study is to study the effects of the OSP for the
wellbeing when it is provided as a part of regular art class by their art teachers.
a. Your child will be given a pre and posttest (K-YSR) to fill out on their socioemotional experiences and personal information.
b. The school art teacher will provide the OSP art classes with different basic art
media for experimental class for seven consecutive times during the two-hour art
class. The control class will receive regular art classes during the same seven
consecutive times.
c. Your child in the experimental group will fill out open ended feedback about
their experiences of the OSP art class.
The research project is anticipated to conclude by approximately August 2019.
I, ______________________________________, consent to allow my child to
participate in a study of Student Wellbeing and Open Studio Process in the School
Curriculum in South Korea. I understand that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My child is volunteering for OSP art class as a part of regular art class during two
hours of art class per week seven consecutive times.
The experimental class sessions may include verbal reading about the child’s personal
experiences but that will be the child’s decision.
My child will answer the pre/posttest (K-YSR) before and after the whole program.
If my child is in the experimental class, my child will fill out an open-ended form to
share her/his experiences about the OSP.
My child’s art might be used as data. If so, a separate consent form will be provided
before its use.
My child’s identity and mine will be protected.
The artwork will be considered the same as regular artwork produced from any school
art classes. However, the experimental class’s artwork will be stored with the art
teacher until the seventh and final class.
The experimental class may bring up feelings, thoughts, memories, and physical
sensations. Therefore, possible emotional reactions are to be expected; however, the
child is free to not to share those since the OSP allows No-Comment as part of the
process and participants can end the session at any time. If the child finds that she/he
has severe distress, she/he will be provided with resources and referrals to assist
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her/him and will not lose any benefits that they might otherwise gain by staying in the
study.
This study will not necessarily provide any benefits to my child. However, if my child
is in the experimental class, she/he may experience increased self-knowledge and other
personal insights that he may be able to use in daily life. The results of the study may
also help to increase public and professional awareness of the OSP in education system
in South Korea as well as other countries including the US.
The therapist/teacher/researcher is ethically bound to report, to the appropriate party,
any criminal intent or potential harm to self.
I may choose to withdraw my child from the study at any time with no negative
consequences.

You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep.
a) Investigator's Signature:
__________
Date

___________________________
Investigator's Signature

_____________________________
Print Name

b) Participating Child's, _______________________________, Parents or Primary
Name of the Student
Caregiver’s Signature:
I am 18 years of age or older. The nature and purpose of this research have been
satisfactorily explained to me and I agree my child to become a participant in the study
as described above. I understand that my child is free to discontinue participation at any
time if I so choose, and that the investigator will gladly answer any questions that arise
during the course of the research.
__________ ___________________________________
Date
Parents’ or Primary caregiver’s Signature

_______________________
Print Name

c) Participating Child's Assent
I am under 18 years of age. I assent to become a participant in the study as described
above.
__________
Date

____________________________
Student’s Signature

_____________________________
Print Name

There is a Standing Committee for Human Subjects in Research at Lesley University to
which complaints or problems concerning any research project may, and should, be
reported if they arise. Contact the Committee Chairpersons at irb@lesley.edu
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Parental Informed Consent Form (Korean Version):
연구 참여에 대한 부모 동의서
학교 교과과정 속의 오픈 스튜디오 프로세스(오에스피)와 학생들의 웰빙-한국사례
연구자: 김마리아 (Maria Kim, Ph.D. student in Expressive Therapies, Lesley University).
공동연구자: 로빈 플라움 크루즈 박사 (Dr. Robyn Flaum Cruz in Expressive Therapies, Lesley
University)

귀하의 자녀는 본 연구자의 다음와 같은 박사과정 연구에 참여하도록 요청되었습니다: 학교
교과과정 속의 오픈 스튜디오 프로세스(오에스피)와 학생들의 웰빙-한국사례.
일련의 혼합 연구방식을 따른 이 연구의 목적은 오에스피가 미술 수업과정의 일환으로 미술교사에
의해 제공 되었을 때 웰빙에 어떤 영향을 미치는지을 알아보는데에 있습니다.
1) 귀하의 자녀는 사회적/감정적 경험과 개인적 경험/정보를 묻게 되는 전/후 설문지(KYSR:
청소년 자기행동 평가척도)를 작성하게 됩니다.
2) 학교 미술 선생님이 실험반에게 두시간여의 오에스피 미술수업을 여러 다양한 기본 재료를
통해 약 7주간 제공하실 것입니다. 비교그룹반은 일반 미술 수업을 동일 기간에 받게 될
것입니다.
3) 귀하의 자녀가 실험반에 있다면 7주 수업후 오에스피 미술 수업이 어떠했는지에 대한
소감지를 작성하게 될 것 입니다.
이 연구는 대략 2019년 8월경에 마치게 될 예정입니다.

나, ___________________________________는 나의 자녀가 이 연구 (학교 교과과정 속의 오픈
스튜디오 프로세스(오에스피)와 학생들의 웰빙-한국사례)에 참여하는 것에 동의합니다.
나는 아래의 사항을 이해합니다:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

나의 아이는 오에스피 미술 수업을 7 주간의 정규 미술수업시간에 받는것에 자발적으로
참여합니다.
실험반 미술 수업 중에는 아이가 자신의 개인적 경험들을 쓴 것을 읽게 될 수도 있으나
실제로 읽기 여부는 아이의 결정여부에 따릅니다.
나의 아이는 이 프로그램의 시작 전과 후에 전/후 설문지(KYSR: 청소년 자기행동
평가척도)를 작성하게 될 것입니다.
만약 나의 아이가 실험반에 속해 있다면 나의 아이는 오에스피 미술수업이 어땠는지에
대한 경험을 써서 제출하게 될 것입니다.
나의 아이의 오에스피 수업 미술작품이 연구자료로 쓰일 수 있습니다. 그럴 경우에는
자료활용전에 미리 따로 동의서를 받게 될 것입니다.
나와 내 아이의 신상은 보호될 것입니다.
연구중에 제작된 아이의 미술 작품은 일반 미술 수업중에 제작된 것과 동일하게 간주될
것입니다. 그러나 실험반 학생들의 미술작품은 7 주수업이 끝날 때까지 미술 선생님이
보관하게 될 것입니다.
실험반 수업중에는 감정이나 생각들, 기억들, 또는 신체적 느낌들이 떠 오를 수 있습니다.
그러므로 그에 대한 정서적 반응들은 예상할 수 있습니다. 하지만 아이는 그러한
반응들을 나누지 않을 자유가 있습니다. 오에스피 수업은 노-코멘트 규칙을 따르기
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때문입니다. 또한 연구참여를 언제든지 그만둘 수 있습니다. 만약 아이가 스트레스를
많이 받게 되면 도움을 받을 수 있는 여러 방법들을 제공받게 될 것이며 연구에 참여하는
것과 동일하게 존중될 것입니다.
이 연구는 나의 아이에게 어떤 이득을 반드시 준다거나 하지 않습니다. 하지만 나의
아이가 실험반에 속해 있으면 아이는 자기 자신에 대한 이해의 증진 및 일상에서 활용해
볼 수 있는 개인적인 통찰력등이 증진 되는 것을 느낄 수 있습니다. 또한 이 연구의
결과는 한국과 미국 또는 여타 다른 나라들의 교육현장에서의 오에스피 활용이
어떠한지에 대한 전문적이고 공적인 인지를 높이는데 도움을 줄 수 있습니다.
치료사/교사/연구자는 어떤 범법적 의도나 자해에 대한 가능성등에 대해 적법한
담당기관에게 보고할 윤리적 의무가 있습니다.
나는 어느 때이든 아무런 부정적인 결과없이 내 아이가 연구참여를 그만들 수 있도록
선택할 수도 있습니다.

이 동의서 사본을 받게 되실 것입니다.
a) 연구자 서명:
__________
날짜

________________________________
연구자 서명

Maria Kim (김마리아)
이름

_

b) 연구 참여 학생의 부모 또는 보호자 서명:

나는 18 세 이상입니다. 이 연구와 연구 목적은 충분히 설명되었으며 나는 나의 아이가 위에 설명된
연구에 참여하도록 동의합니다. 나는 내 아이의 연구 참여를 언제든지 그만 둘 수 있도록 할 수
있다는 것을 이해하며 연구과정중에 생길 수 있는 질문들에 연구자가 언제든지 기쁘게 답해줄
것임을 이해합니다.
__________
날짜

_______________________________
부모 또는 보호자의 서명

______________________________________
이름

c) 연구 참여 학생의 동의
나는 18 세 이하입니다. 나는 위에 설명된 연구에 참여하기로 동의합니다.
__________
날짜

______________________________
연구 참여자 서명

______________________________________
이름

There is a Standing Committee for Human Subjects in Research at Lesley University to
which complaints or problems concerning any research project may, and should, be
reported if they arise. Contact the Committee Chairpersons at irb@lesley.edu
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APPENDIX C
OSPIE-AE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT(SUGGESTIONS)-KOREAN
OSPIE-AE 수업 운영 (제안)
학교의 사정에 맞게 수정 보완합니다.

1.

각 조 5-7 명 정도.

2.

조장과 부조장이 재료 수거,준비, 정리 책임.

3.

재료: 학교 일괄 구입 및/혹은 학생 각자 가져오기 (예: 크레파스- 각 학생 12 색/각 학생 붓 2 개 등).
공통으로 쓸 수 있는 도구들을 일괄 구입하여 한켠에 놓을 수도 있슴.

4.

제작된 작품은 교사가 수거 (날짜, 반/번호 및 이름)하여 보관하고 마지막 날 전시 및 위트니스를 위해
교실에 설치.

5.

교육과정: 각 재료와 해당 프로세스에 의거 해당 사항 체크

6.

연구 불참자: 교실내 혹은 타교실 수업 혹은 타수업참여.

7.

연구 참여자 중 의욕이 늦은 학생: 스스로 동기 유발이 될 수 있도록 최소의 간섭만.
노-코멘트 (즉 판단적이지 않아 학생의 자율성이 극대화된 상태에서 자기 주도적 미술과정이 되도록
촉진함)의 원칙 하에 학생이 진정으로 자기 자신의 인텐션과 미술과정에 집중하도록 도움.

8.

평가: 작품 자체 또는 참여방식이 늦거나 적극적이지 않다고 불리하게 하지 않음.
수업을 방해하거나 등의 참여 동의 후 오지 않거나 등의 것을 고려할 수 있슴.
실력이나 참여도, 또는 결과물에 대한 평가 지양.
참여자체, 준비물/정리정돈, 수업참여 시작시간 정도, 수업방해 및 일탈행동
→ 자발성, 자기 주도적 행동, 미술재료 사용법 숙지의 정도를 보여 줄 수 있슴.

*ASP
미술작품을 평가하는 과정은 매우 다른 종류의 에너지를 불러 일으키는데, 가지치기를 하는
간결의 에너지와 키워내는 양성의 에너지의 차이이다.
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세부 사항 토의(Discussion on Details of Each Class)
가장 쉽고 편하며 오에스피를 충분히 경험할 수 있는 방법 토의

오에스피 수업 종류
1. 이미지
2.드로잉 (오일 파스텔)

3 .물감작업 (회화)
4. 입체 작업(조소) – 가면 I
5. 입체 작업(조소) – 가면
II

6.랜턴 (공예) -빛

기타 자유재료들

•

어떻게

기타

사진 이미지 미리 준비(학생수와 비슷하게): 사람,
사물, 자연, 관계, 감정 등.
일괄구입. 크라프트 지. 마스킹 테이프 필요

마스킹 테이프 다량 구입(예:
학생수에 맞게)
물 티슈 및 키친 타올 구매

일괄구입. 크라프트지. 마스킹 테이프.
물통, 붓, 기타 표현재료들(나이프, 포크, 스폰지
등등)
-1 차 가면 (모습 만들기):
일괄구입 (가면 틀, 석고붕대-사각으로
잘라 놓기).
씽크대 안 막히게 (키친 타올을 놓고 물
버리기. 찬물 흐르게 틀어 놓기).
-2 차 가면 (장식/꾸미기):
다양한 장식/꾸미기 재료 준비.
물감준비 (템페라) 및 붓/물통
메이슨자 (유리병)각자. 각자 2-3 색 습자지
(조그만 사각형으로 잘라오기). 투명 풀
(마드파지), LED 촛불모양. 손잡이용 얇은
장식철사.

물통 관리. 붓 처리용 수건
(키친타올도).

-조 당 사용하지 않은 깨끗한 재활용품
박스 한 두개
(학생들 혹은 교사와 함께 준비).
-다양한 표현을 할 수 있는 도구 (예: 플라스틱
나이프,
숟가락, 나무 젓가락, 솔, 칫솔, 빗, 스탬프,
등등등)를
공동 구역에 비치.
-끈들(털실 등), 자를 수 있는 재료들, 색칠재료들,
장식재료들, 잡지, 펠트, 천, 깃털, 비즈 (색구슬),
반짝이등).

-기본재료: 풀, 목공용 풀,
비닐장갑, 가위, 칼, 글루건
(소,
중 모두 구비), 마스킹
테이프,
커팅보드, 물통,

기타: 과정 환기시키는 ppt 나 안내지 게시 등 고려.

인터넷 구입.

헤어 드라이(빠른 건조)

-간식(음료, 물,탄수화물, 귤,
과자, 초코파이 등)
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APPENDIX D
OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
The Open-Ended Questions on the Experiences of the OSP
In English:
1. How was your experience of the OSP? Please describe as specifically as
possible reflecting back on your last 7 weeks during the OSP classes.
2. Would you like to do it again? Why or why not?
In Korean:
1. 오에스피 수업을 해 본 경험이 어땠나요? 지난 7 주간 해본 경험이 어땠는지 가능한
구체적으로 적어 주세요.
2. 오에스피 수업을 또 해보고 싶은가요 또는 그렇지 않은가요? 이유도 적어 주세요.
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APPENDIX E
TEACHERS’ FEEDBACK ON THE OSP EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING
This questionnaire was filled out by teachers in Korean following the training,
which includes participating in the OSP.
In English:
1. How was the OSP experiences for you? Please describe as specifically as
possible.
2. Rate your stress level before the OSP training.
0

–

1

–

2

–

3

–

4

–

5

–

6

–

7

–

8

–

9

-

10

6

–

7

–

8

–

9

-

10

3. Rate your stress level after the OSP training.
0

–

1

–

2

–

3

–

4

–

5

–

4. Was the OSP experience and training influenced by your view, attitude, and/or
passion or your pedagogy? If so, how?
5. Is there anything you would like to suggest improving this training?

In Korean:
1. OSP 를 경험해 보시니 어땠나요? 가능한 구체적으로 적어주세요.

2. 오에스피 하기 전의 스트레스 정도를 표시해 주세요.
0

–

1

–

2

–

3

–

4

–

5

–

6

–

7

–

8

–

9

-

10

7

–

8

–

9

-

10

3. 오에스피를 하고 난 후의 스트레스 정도를 표시해 주세요.
0

–

1

–

2

–

3

–

4

–

5

–

6

–

4. 오에스피를 해 본 경험이 혹시 선생님의 교육관이나 마음가짐 또는 가르치는 일에
대한 열정등에 대해 영향을 미친 부분이 있나요?

만약 그렇다면 어떠한 영향을

미쳤는지 적어주세요.
5. 이 연수 프로그램의 향상을 위해 제안 하고 싶으신 의견이 있으시면 적어 주세요.
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APPENDIX F
SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONS FOR THE FOCUS GROUP
In English:
1. How were your experiences with the OSP facilitation as a part of the curriculum?
2. What did go well?
3. What did not go well?
4. What is your suggestion for improvement?
5. Any final thoughts?
In Korean:
1. OSP 를 미술시간에 교과과정의 일환으로 활용해 보신 경험이 어떠셨나요?
2. 어떤 부분이 잘 되었나요?
3. 어떤 부분이 잘 되지 않았나요?
4. 향상을 위해 어떤 제안이 있으신가요?
5. 마지막으로 더 추가하고 싶은 의견이 있으시다면 나누어 주세요.
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APPENDIX G
RAW SUMMARIES OF TEACHER RESPONSES FROM TEACHER
TRAINING
Questions
1. How was the OSP experiences for you? Please describe as specifically as
possible.
2. Rate your stress level before the OSP training.
3. Rate your stress level after the OSP training.
4. Was the OSP experience and training influenced by your view, attitude, and/or
passion or your pedagogy? If so, how?
5. Is there anything you would like to suggest improving this training?
Responses
At first. Two Teachers reported they had low trust at first due to OSP being new
and the language (English terms) and concept were difficult.
Feelings/Emotions. However, after they completed the training, teachers
expressed, “ Hope and expectation of living a happy and joyful life from now on for
certain,” “Good experience,” “Impressive,” “Mysterious experience,” and “Surprised to
feel healing effect,” and expressed they felt happy, joyful, and freedom.
Perception on OSP: Structure (5 elements and No-Comment) enables selfreflection. According to the teachers’ experiences from the training, the 5 elements of
OSP (e.g., Intention, Art-Making, Witness Writing, Reading, and Discussion) leads to
self-reflection: “Self-directed each step, reflection on self, and expressing through art
brings unconsciousness to consciousness level which can allow our students to
experience the process of growth.” Especially with the Witness Writing, teachers felt it
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allows “to pay attention to the stories from inside of self” and “happily confronting
positive and negative emotions” saying that it led to self-reflection
They also addressed about the No-Comment principal that is governed throughout
the Process. They were able to, “Freely express without being self-conscious or conscious
of others” due to the No-Comment rule. However, they realized that they were not used
to the concept of no-comment. This No-Comment rule also allow them to realize their
lack of “waiting,” “being patient,” “respect,” “being considerate” feeling being more
mindful about those areas but found themselves feeling difficult to carry out yet. A
teacher, however, expressed that the language and concept of OSP were difficult to grasp
initially. Another teacher mentioned about usefulness of Object OSP segment during the
training feeling that she would be able to use it often.
Personal level: Self-care, healing, confidence, learning, & opportunity. Selfcare. Self-Care they felt from the Teacher Training includes following: a) An experience
of feeling about, focusing, and getting to know self, b) acceptance as who they are;
encountering bit more mature and grown self, c) “Happy to have moments of
confronting.” Teachers shared that “It was a rare time to have by myself.”
Healing. Teachers expressed feeling healing as, “Very healing” and “Unexpected
emergence of my inner world,” and seeing “the connectivity of its stories inside.” A
teacher also expressed stress relief by having this training.
Confidence. Teachers exhibited increased confidence such as, “Now, I am
standing at the starting point for happy and joyful rest of life," " I am confident since now
I know how to overcome problems by myself, like when I get to stuck not knowing
where to start to solve problems from daily challenges, in front of big decisions, too
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much of work, and about complicated life.” Another teacher similarly expressed getting
to knowing how to deal with life challenges.
Learning: Happy confrontation. Teachers reported learning about facing
themselves or stress can be happy moments “I happened to confront the stress and
anxiety provoking situations I experienced in daily life and learned
confronting/expressing them does not increase stress but lead to resolve them.” Another
teacher reported, “Completely resolved long overdue of questions by learning how to
express and organize thoughts and feelings that occurred from witnessing objects and
OSP experiences.”
Good opportunity/experience/chance. Four out of seven teachers expressed this
was a great “Opportunity” and a “Rare chance” they do not typically get to have in their
life.
Professional level: Pedagogy change. Teachers reported their educational view,
attitude, or direction changed after the training.
Useful (Very) tool for students: Expression, creativity, and character/whole
person education. Teachers expressed that they found OSP could be a good tool for
students since it can allow students to express diverse feelings and experiences they had,
cultivate creativity and lead to character/whole person education. Teachers pointed out
OSP’s self-directed each step can assist students to reflect on self as they experienced
firsthand themselves, and it can bring students’ unconsciousness to conscious level which
eventually lead students to experience the “process of growth.” Teaches also addressed
OSP teaches something educational additionally, such as respect and being considerate,
without directly being told by anyone but by just participating in its process.
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Pedagogy pondering occurred. Teachers pondered the pedagogy as an art teacher.
A teacher shared her philosophy about art education as following.
Teaching art in school is about assisting students to increase to have eyes for
aesthetic perspective on visual cultures in contemporary society. This eye for
aesthetic perspective can be learned from the interaction with surroundings and
objects, and reflecting on self is a prerequisite because it is up to self how to
perceive the world…..[Also]basic aesthetic experiences is necessary and the more
creative and free, the higher quality of experiences could occur.
Other teachers shared their constant pondering on how art and character education can be
linked together: “How to connect art and character education? and I was only vaguely
convincing myself before.” Other teachers thought the educational value or moral that
OSP pursue echoes with the direction of what Korean education pursues in a big frame.
Another teacher expressed there was also a vagueness in the direction of art education
such as toward a regular education or vocational education: “I was struggling to figure
out the roles and its position of the art education in public education. Art education as a
regular education or vocational education? All were very ambiguous.”
Struggles as an art educator. Further, teachers shared their struggles as an art
educator. Although they had ideas about what art education supposed to be, carrying out
it in a specific way has been difficult as the ideals are rather vague and abstract (e.g.,
How to teach students in cultivate aesthetic eye/ Roles of art education). Also, some
teachers had stress on managing students, especially with material use as school provides
all materials, and teaching students to immerse on art making had been challenging.
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Consequently, teachers felt decreased confidence as an art teacher and felt depleted while
struggling what and how to start again and change.
Struggle solved as. In regarding the above struggles, all teachers expressed that it
is now clear. First of all, their attitude/perception about teachers' role changed. Teachers
reported they would be a) Allowing, Providing, & being considerate for students to have
more freedom; b) to have patience for students so they can work on their own pace; wait
or witness alongside with them; c) for students’ material usage and stress: now better
(more clement) due to OSP; d) taking different stance as an art teacher: Facilitating role
and working alongside with students for better relationship/empathizing.
Their second change is Teaching direction. Instead of theory and technique based
teaching and having preconceived ideas about classes, teachers felt “assisting” students
for diverse try outs is important as they can cultivate diverse aesthetic viewpoints which
can help to cultivate the ability to immerse/focus and to have creative ideas and
expressions. A teacher shared that, “Overall direction of teaching direction has changed
for me from ‘teaching’ art to assist them to ‘enjoy’ art. Through this, self can be happy
and it can make life joyful.” Another teacher shared, “I want to provide students to
experience the joy of creation, and to cultivate the ability to create their life specifically
and in a self-directed way.” As many teachers tend to teach art rather than making their
own art during class, a teacher shared, “By work along with students and share what I do,
it can provide opportunities for student and teachers to understand each other and can
empathize each other.”
The third change was their confidence level. Two teachers reported they have now
increased confidence as a teacher as well as a person and have a good tool to teach/guide
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students. A teacher shared that, “I now have a big assurance that art can impact on
students' character education and their life positively.”
Awareness about self as a teacher. Teachers also reflected on their teaching style
and realized their Teacher Self who had “lack of patience and even being an obstacle for
students' learning” and added, “I have been expecting students to follow my pace/speed. I
realized there were my desires and value/moral imposed in my ordinary talking/behavior
as a teacher. I realized those probably were big and small obstacles for students to exert
their potentials.” Although they had been advocating much of freedom for students as an
art teacher, they expressed the OSP assisted to be aware of themselves that notion was not
fully internalized. Teachers expressed, “Deeply realized again the importance of
providing enough environment for students to find answers and method by themselves
and wait/witness alongside with them.” Another teacher shared her realizing the activity
of fully drawing/expressing self without being focused on aesthetic
compositions/formation being very much meaningful activity” as they experienced for
themselves through the training.
From ambiguity to clarity about Art Education. Teachers shared that they
“clearly” learned that, “The OSP can be a good steppingstone to specifically actualize
(concretize) the current very diverse and abstract/ambiguous curriculums. So students’
self-reflection for cultivating visual aesthetic eye can occur.” and shared that “Drawing
about self very fully is extremely meaningful activity in art education.”
Stress level change. The question 2 and 3 asked teachers to make a mark where
their stress was before and after the OSP training from 0 to 10 (maximum). Before the
training, teachers’ stress level was from 5 to 8 level and after the training the stress level
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was from 1 to 5. All teachers showed decreased stress level by average 4 (63% decrease)
after the OSP training.
Table G1
Teachers’ Stress Level Changes
STRESS LEVEL

Q2. Before
OSP

Q3. After
OSP

Difference

Decreased Percentage

Teacher1 MS

6

3

3

50%

Teacher2 MS

8

1

7

88%

Teacher3 MS
Teacher4 MS

8
7

4
2

4
5

50%
71%

Teacher5 HS

7

5

2

29%

Teacher6 HS

5

1

4

80%

Teacher7 HS

8

2

6

75%

Total
Average

49
7

18
3

31
4

443%
63%

Range

r = 5 to 8

r = 1 to 5

r = 2 to 7

r =29% to 88%

Mode

8

1&2

4

50%

Note. Blue colored = Highest and lowest level of stress and the average percentage of decreased stress.
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APPENDIX H
SUMMARY OF THEMES/SUBTHEMES OF ALL STUDENTS’ RESPONSES TO OSP
ELEMENTS
Table H1
Summary of Themes/Subtheme: All Students
Initial

Nocomment/
Noevaluation
Principle

Artmaking

Other
Elements

Overall OSP
Class

Retake
& Reason

HS

Nervous

Sense of
nervousness
at first
Participation
and
awareness of
self

Enhanced
expressions
Following
flow &
immersion
Been a
while.

Intention
& WitnessWriting
Music
Meditation

Positive responses
Learned about self
and expression
Sense of being
freed from
pressure
Sense of calmness
and healing
Others
Negative
responses

85%
Free/
freedom
Healing

MS

Not much
expectati
on but
soon
More
than
expected

8%
-So fun, at
ease, & good
- Nobody
interfered
- Different
and new
from other
classes
- Applauding
was needed

Diversity
Freedom
Expression
Sense of
pride

WitnessWriting
Others

Teacher
Freedom
Peers
Others

96%
Fun
Various art
media &
activity
Teacher
Relief from
stress

Note. HS = High school students. MS = Middle school students. Italicized = Subthemes. Blue colored =
Common/similar expressions.
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APPENDIX I
TEACHERS’ EXPERIENCES FROM TRAINING & FACILIATION
Table I1
Teachers’ Experiences: Training and Facilitation
Teachers Experiences
Teacher Training
Personally

Some initial reservations
Positive responses:
-Self-reflection
-Happily confronting positive and negative emotions
-Learning to express themselves
-Improved: self-care/confidence/healing
-Opportunity to experience OSP.
Self-reported stress levels: Improved an average of 4 levels

Professionally

Positively affected on pedagogical practice and reconnected to “the joy of
creativity.”
Hypothesized: OSP for strong Character/Whole Person Education
Focus Group

Observation on
students

Deep immersion.
Learning/feeling/discovering by themselves.
Reflection.
More creative w freedom/no concern of results(product).
Insights.
Helping psychologically unstable students to have relief.
Emotional but brighter mood.
Increased awareness to diversity.
Respect.
Empathy.

Most noticeable
changes

Student-Teacher relationship.
Frequent expression of gratitude with action.
Initiative/Self-directed behaviors-confident and independent thought process/not
needing excessive confirmation, coming earlier to class, voluntary helping,
immersing on the process.

Coping Tool

School incident.

Educational
aspects

Very educational:
-Enhanced Character edu/Whole person edu with deep philosophy.
-Stimulate motivation for learning.
-Experiencing being a true artist.
-NC significantly led more participation, increased awareness to diversity,
empathy, & respecting (important area to learn).
Five Elements:
I-Starting point of the process that integrates toward a creativity.
Help students to have strengths/to be more active/to take actions.
Less distant feelings re. dreams.
Stimulate to think/plan how to spend the day or life.
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Teachers Experiences
A - Self-directed artmaking for creative and integrative thought process.
W - Thinking power(cogitation).
R - Respectful. Integral part. Accepting without criticism. Cultivate
empathy Considerate. Critique not putting down.
D- Cultivate students’ empathy.
Opportunity to express gratitude, which happened frequently.
A + I, W, R = Further enhance student/teacher growth.
Singing bowl- Unexpectedly positive/ much deeper.
Aided students' meditation process
Challenges
What went well
Feasible in the
regular
curriculum

Space/Crowded/Proper hour. Some discomfort with 1st time facilitating/NC &
praising. Student disruptions. Midsemester difficulty.
Abundance, facilitation (more the better), and use of technology
Needs: No time for self/soul.
Unstable/ Get hurt at home and at school so much.
No opportunity to have healing.
Need to experience that they can be healed/the great feeling of healing
(Only get the chances to heal later, like when they grow up, when it is too
difficult to get healed and requires so much more time and effort)
Fit to National direction
Not intimidating/more accessible.
Art class: The place for this kind of class (OSP)
to take place: to process, express and
get healing.

Note. I = Intention. A = Artmaking. W = Witness Writing. R = Reading. D = Discussion.
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